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ABST-RACT 

Esrimates suggest that approximately IO% of Canadians aged 65 and over 

have a visual impairment that restrïcts certain acîivities (NACA, 1990). Yet 

relatively little is known about the ways in which indiMduals deal with such losses in 

later life. This thesis focuses on the management of vision loss in later Iife. 

Secondary analyses were conducted using data from the 1993194 Chronic 

Il lness and Disability in Later Life Study. Personai in te^-ews were conducted with a 

sarnple of 393 Manitobans aged 68 and over. About one-third of the respondents 

reported eye trouble not relieved by glasses. 

Cross-tabulations and discriminant hc t ion  analyses were used to consider 

whether older adults with and without vision Ioss differ in terrns of socio- 

demographic characteristics and coping resources. A description of the situation of 

older addts with vision loss, and the actions that they take to deal with their losses 

are highlighted 

Guided by a modified version of Lazarus and Folkman's ( 1984) conceptual 

framework, logistic regression findings reveal that various types of appraisals are 

associated with the use of the three moa frequently identified coping strategies. In 

cornparison, relatively few of the coping resources were associated with the same 

strategies. Finally, no direct relationships were found between socio-demopphic 

characteristics and coping strategies. This thesis illustrates the need for a conceptual 

framework developed specifically to examine coping with vision loss in later life to 

better understand how older adults manage with such losses. 
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CaAPTER ONE: RWRODUCTION 

As we approach the twenty-first c m ,  Canada's population is rapidly aging. 

in 199 1,L 1.6% ofthe population was 65 yeam and older, and by the year 2021, we 

can expect this to increase to 18.2% (Norland, 1994). As society ages. experiences 

with vision loss or impairment are on the rise as rates of visuai hpairment increase 

dramatically with advancing age (Braus, 1995; Naeyaert & Grace, 1990). The aghg 

of the population, together with the increased pnvalence and incidence of visual 

impainnent, has resulted in the need for more mearch to understand how people live 

with vision loss in later life. This thesis explores the factors which surround such 

experiences. More specificaily, it foeuses on the management of vision loss in later 

Life, 

Although there is an ample amount of literature on the physical and practical 

effects assaciated with vision loss, some te~eafchers (Branch, Horow-@ & Can, 

1989; Reinhardt, 1996; Silverstone, 1993) argue that there has been little researçh 

done which considers the factors which influence the management of vision loss in 

later life. In addition, others (Ainlay, 1989; Davis, Lovie-Kitchin, & Thompson, 

1995; Horowitz, Reidmit, Mchemey, & Balistreri, 1994; Nationai Advisory 

Couacil on Agïng, 1990; Salvage, 1995) have noted that past work has concentrated 

on younger persoas with a ment vision loss, or on those who are completely blind 

Sornewhat surprïsing, less is known about the adjusmient which occurs, and the ways 

in which indiMduaIs manage their vision loss. Researchen such as Kinderknecht and 

Garner (1993). Salvage (19951, and Reinhardt ( 1996) acknowledge the need for more 



research which focuses on the ways older people deai with the problems associated 

with their visual impairment, and the fwtors that are Iikely to predict better 

adaptation- 

This research is designed to address the gap which exists in the research 

literature. It focuses on older ad& with vision loss, and more specifically, on a 

consideration of the relationship between certah factors such as appraisals and 

coping resources and the &ons which are taken to manage the impairment 

Attention is on older individuals who acknowledge having vision problems that are 

not correctabte with prescription lenses, yet are not blind 

The three research questions that witl be addressed are: 

1. Are there significant differeaces between older adults with vision lm 
and those without in terms of soeio-dernographie characteristics and 
copiag resources? 

2. What are the copiog strategies used by older adults with vision loss, 
and to wbat extent is there variation in these strategies? 

3. To wbat extent are the variatioas in the strategies taîcen to manage 
with vision lm rehted to soeio-demographic cbaracteristics, 
appraisals, and coping resources? 

in Chapter Two, the existing Iiterature is reviewed. To begïn, the tenninology 

that is used in regards to the visually impaired is presented, followed by the 

prevaience of vision loss in Canada, and characteristics of those affected Next, 

concepts associated with coping are considered The focus is on the types of 

strategies and skills that people implement to manage their vision loss. The concepts 



of appraisais and coping resources are afso ïncludd This chapter concludes with 

research questions developed to address the [imitations found in the literahire review- 

Chapter Three includes a description of the Chronic Ulness and Disability in 

Later Life Study. In addition, the variables which are key to this thesis are considered 

with respect to their measuremenk and any transformations that are undertaken for 

the purposes of the analyses. Ne.% the midy sarnple is descnbed The chapter 

conc tudes with a discussion on the statistical techniques which are used to address 

the three research questions. 

Chapter Four addresses Research Question # 1 "'Are there significant 

differences between older aduits with vision toss and those without in terms of socio- 

demographic characteristics and coping resources?" Respondents are divided into 

two groups based on their answer to the question "Have you had eye trouble not 

relieved by plasses within the last year or otherwke still have after effects fiom 

having had them earlier?" Resdts at the bivariate and mdtivariate level are reported 

in order to address this research question. 

Chapter Five has two main objectives. The first objective is to descnbe the 

situation of people who are Iiving with vision loss in later Life. The second objective 

is to address Research Question # 2 "What are the coping mategies used by older 

adults with vision loss, and to what extent is there variation in these mtegies?" This 

research question describes the coping strategies used by older adults with vision loss. 



Chapter Six addresses Researc h Question # 3 "To what extent are the 

variations in the strategies taken to manage with vision loss related to socio- 

demographic characteristics, appraisals and coping resources?" The chapter begins 

with a cornparison between individuais who do and who do not take an action(s) to 

deai with their eye pmblem(s). Following this cornparison, the m o a  frequently 

mentioned coping strategies are considered in tum. Socio-demopphic 

characteristics, appraisais, and coping resources will be considered in relation to the 

specific coping mategies. Results at the bivariate and multivariate level are reporteci 

in order to address this research question. 

The prima? purpose of Chapter Seven is to highlight the major findings of 

the research, and to provide a conte.- by making cornparisons to the existing 

literature. Recommendations for fûture research are included, follotved by the 

study's limitations. FinaIIy, the chapter closes with a consideration of the 

implications of the research findings for older addts who are adapting to eye 

problems, and for rehabilitation professionaIs who ay to help them. 



CEAPTER TWO: REVIE:W OF THE LITERATZTRE: 

Chapter Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to nMew the Iiterature tbat has focused on 

older ad* who live with vision loss. The chapter begins with a discussion oa the 

terminology wd iu regmis to the visuaiiy impaued, the prevafence o f  vision ioss in 

Canada, and characteristics of those affecte& Foilowllig thh, concepts associated 

with coping will be coaside~d. The focus d be on the types of  strategïes and shils 

that people implement to manage their vision Ioss. The concepts o f a ~ p ~ s a t s ,  copbg 

resources, and coping outcornes d l  also be included It is possible to find examp1es 

of these concepts in the vision loss titerature; however, such concepts do not appear 

to guide the research in the area The chapter concludes with research questions 

developed to address die found in the literature review. 

Terminology 

The terrns vision trouble, loss, or impairment al1 appear in the literature. For 

the purposes of this work, the aforementioned terms will be used interchangeably. In 

a rnost general sense, these tems refer to a reduction in visual performance or usable 

vision. It is important to recognize that vision loss can Vary fiom mild to severe. 

Some individuais experience a minor loss of fiuihon, while othea experïence an 

immense loss of fiinction (Kinderknecht & Garner, 1993). Limitations include losses 

in acuity, tunnel vision, glare, or the requiring of more Iight. Other researchen (Flax, 



Golembiewskï, & MMcCay7 1993; Heinemann, Coiorq Fm& & Tayior, 1988; Orr, 

L99 1) use Che term "low vision" to refer to such losses. 

Fortuuateiy7 the eye conditions most commody found among older adula do 

not tend to result in total blindness, meaning that some residual vision remaias which 

has the potential to be used (Aiday. 1989; Genensiry & Zarit, 1993). It is this goal of 

using one's ~&duai vision that Uispired Ruiggold's ( 199 1 ) book Out of the Corner of 

MY Eve: Living with Vkon Loss in Later Life. The author was an 87 year old 

homemaker and retired couege professor who hoped that her personal account wouid 

encourage others to make minor adjustments, so that they too codd get the moa out 

of their remaining sight Ringgold (199 1, p. 7) notes that "...parts of your eye can n i I I  

see and that you have to use those parts in a different way than you did before". 

Prevdence of Voiral Impairment 

Tuming to the predence of visual impairment, the National Advisory 

Council on Aging (1990) reports that 10% of Canadians aged 65 and over have a 

visual impairment that resaicts certain activities of daily living- In addition, rates of 

visual impairment have been reported to increase sharply with age. Based on a 

nationa1 shidy in the United States, Stuen (199 1) reports that 9.5% of those 

individuais aged 65-74 d e r  fiom visuai impairment- This increases to 16.0% of 

those aged 75-84, and to 26.8% of those aged 85 and over. AIthough these figures 

reveal that vision Ioss among the elderly is not of epidemic proportions, it is evident 

that it does affect a ~ i ~ f i c a n t  number of older adults. 



The reported prevalence of visual impairment among older addts needs to be 

considered carefuuy as there are diaculties askated with calculating such 

estimatestes Traditionaily, attention focused on those individuais who were completely 

blind, therefore making it difncuit to determine the prevalence of those visualiy 

impaireci but not completely blind (Nelson. 1987). More recently there has appeared 

to be an increased interest and awareness of issues which surround hctionai 

abilities and quaiity of üfe. More accurate ambers would assist in detemining how 

many individuais may have difficuities with their activities o f  daily living, or who 

have given up other actlvities due to Limited vision As Silverstoae ( 1993, p. 567) 

asserts, "[wlhile vision changes are normal7 visual impairment is not; as a significant 

contriiutïon to fiinctional disability, it deserves our closest scnainy". 

To date, the objective of reporting more accurate rates has also been difficult 

to achieve, as the estimates Vary in response to the use of different definitional 

criteria For example, at one thne 

NCHS7s mational Center for Health Statistics] masure of 'visual 
impainnent' included specinc conditions, such as color blindness, tbat rarely 
limit the ability to perforut daily living tasks or social rotes (Nelson, 1987, p. 
33 1). 

More recently, the NCHS bas changed their definition of "severe visuai impairment" 

to "...the inability to read newspaper pnnt even when wearïng corrective [enses" 

(Nelson, 1987, p.33 1 ). Nelson (1987) believes that the increase in prevalence 

(beyond that expected due to demographics) is because of the move to more inclusive 

measures of visual impairment, Continued refinement and improvement in research 



procedura and measmes wiil hopefùily resuit in more accurate prevalence figures in 

the fiiture. 

muai Dhders 

Although specinc eye diseases, physiologicai aspects of v i d  impairment, 

and hctionai changes in the eye will oniy be b M y  examine4 it is important to 

note tbat certain visual disorders are more cornrnoaly found among older adults. The 

four moa common are macular degeneration, cataracts, glaucoma, and diabetic 

retinopathy (Burack-Weiss, 199 1; Davis et aL, 1995; Luxton, 1988; National 

Advisory Council on Aging, 1990). Each of the four conditions will be considered 

Wular degeneration is believed to be the Ieading cause of visuai impairment 

among older persons (National Advisory Council ou A@g 1990). The part of the 

retina which controls acuity and centrai vision (the macula) ceases to fiuiction 

(Kinderknecht & Garner, 1993). It is estimated that about 30 percent o f  those aged 65 

and over have some degeneration of the macula (Morse, Silberman, & Trief, 1987). 

This co~~dition is often accompanied by high blood pressure and arteriosclerosis. Due 

to the fact tbat littie is known about the primary causes o f  this condition, treatment is 

oniy possible in about one-tenth of the cases (National Advisory Council on Agïng 

1990). 

Cataracîs involve a clouding over of the eye's leris, and can result in 

blurriness, double vision, Iight scattering glare sensitivity, poor night vision, and 

poor color perception (Klein, 199 1 ; Morse et ai., 1987). It has been estimated that 



approximately 9.6% of those 65-74 yean of age have cataracts, with the prevalence 

increasing to 33.7% of those aged 75 and over (Mone & Friedman, 1986). The 

degree of loss can Vary depending on the size and the location of the clouding or 

opacity. Some of the mggested causes are chernical changes in the lens, exposure to 

radiation, high blood pressure* and family histoiy (Morse et al., 1987; National 

Advisory Council on Aging, 1990). As Weinstoc k ( 1987) notes, cataract surgery is 

now done routinely as a fonn of treatment, and manages to restore vision in most 

cases- 

Glaucoma is the result of increased pressure in the eye c a w d  by an 

inadequate drainage of fiuid The prevalence of @aucoma is much lower than for 

macular degeneration and cataracts. Morse and Friedman ( 1986) report that this 

condition affects 1.7% of those aged 65-74, with an increase to 2.9% of those aged 75 

and older- This eye condition typically results in the loss of peripheral vision, and 

may atso include seeing colored halos around Iights and decreased visual sharpness. 

Unlike the previous two conditions, it is ofien accompanied by some discornfort. 

Some of the possible symptoms include eye pain, nausea, and headaches 

( Kinderknecht Br Garner, 1993). Treaments are aimed at reducing the pressure and 

rnay include the use of medications and eye drops or laser surgery. 

Diabetic retinopathy causes problems with vision for some diabetics, and for 

some individuals who have hypertension. The prevalence rates are similar to those 

ziven for gtaucoma. It has been reported that 1 . 70h of those aged 65-74 have this 
CC 

condition, while it affects 3.096 of those aged 75 and older (Morse & Friedman, 



1986). This conciition '?involves the graduai deterioration of the retina due to 

diabetes-related eye problerns nich as capiUary hemorrhage, retiaai exudates, scarring 

and swelling" (Kindehecht & Garner, 11993, p. 162). Vision difncuities may include 

blurring and floating spots. More recently, laser Wexy is king offered as  a 

treatment, and bas been most successfiil in those cases where the condition is 

detected early (Morse et al., 1987). 

CharacîerWcs of muaiiy bpid Older Adults 

Prior to emuiing how some older adults manage their vision loss, it is 

important to discw the characteristics of wually Unpaired older aduits. Studies in 

the area have determined that age is associated wi-th Msual impairment, although it 

daes not cause vision loss (Cherry, Keller, & Dudley, 1991; Naeyaert & Grace, 1990). 

Some researchers (Brancfi et al., 1989; Salvage, 1995) have examined other socio- 

demographic €mors such as gender, marital statu, and living arrangements, but 

found no predictive relationship with visual impairment when coutrotling for age. 

Finally, there is no evidence in the reviewed literature to suggest that other socio- 

demographic characteristics such as education, or income are significantly associated 

with vision loss. 

Aithough research in the area has failed to identify many sociodemographic 

factors associated with visual impairment among older adule, some researchers have 

provided a health profile of such individuals. Both physical and the emotiond well- 

being have been considend In ternis ofphysical health, it has been suggested that 



rnost oldsr duits who are visually impaind have other chronic bealth problems (eg ,  

&a's, high blood pressure) to contend with (EIlann, Hurren. Kaniza, & Bedey, 

1993; Salvage, 1995). Furthemore, it bas ken suggested that visually impaired 

older aduits require assistance for a significantly greater num ber of activities of daily 

living (ADLs) than those with good vision (Horowitz, 1994; Horowitz, Balistren, 

Stuen, & Fangmeier, 1995; Laforge, Spector, & Sternberg, 1992; Marx, Werner, 

Cohen--elci, & Feldman, 1992). Activities where difFcdty is reprted include 

personai grooming, (Sullivan, 1983) navigating through both penonai and public 

enviromnents, (Arfken, Lach, McGee, Birge, & Miller, 1994; Salive, Guralnik, 

Glynn, Christeh Wallace, & Ostfeld, 1994; Sullivan, 1983) and ttansportation 

(driving mil enough, aight vision, reading bus scheddes), (Klein, 199 1). 

in regards to emotional health, Davis and colleagws (1995) found that lower 

Ievels of life satisfaction emerged for the older adult with a visual impairment than 

for other older aduits. However, no significant differences were fomd in tems of 

self-esteem. Salvage (1995) found depression and anxiety to be associated with visuai 

impairment, even when age was held constant. 

Overall, the Literature in the area suggests diat visualty impaireci older aduits 

differ fiom other older aduits when it cornes to certain health mesures. However, the 

information that is available to date on the factors which are associated with vision 

loss in later life is somewhat limited Horowitz and colleagues ( 1994, p. 4) concur 

with this observation as they nate that "[tlhe isolated references in the literature on 

this topic tend to be impressionistic, rather than empirically based, or drawn from 



mail sample cli~cal d e s ?  It wouid be beneficid if fe~earctrers haiher explored 

a broad range of fkctors that are related to vision loss in later Iife. ïhis wouid be 

ûeneficial as t couid potentiaiiy assist in ideatifying those individuais who are more 

likely to experience vision loss in later Iifé. 

Concepts Associated with Coping 

In their 1984 book Stress. AD- Lazanis and FoUIman work 

t o m &  developing their own conceptuaikation ofcoping They advocate a process- 

oriented approach to coping, and distinguish this son o f  approach from trait or stage 

theones. The researchen outline a conceptual system including concepts which they 

believe are a part of the coping pmcess. The review of the literature on coping with 

vision Ioss is organized amund these coacepts. The concepts that wiil be considered 

are: coping, coping strategies, coping resources, appraisals, and coping outcornes. 

To begin, the concept ofcoping will be considered Lazanis and Folkman 

( 1984, p. L 4 1)  concephialize coping as the "...constantly changing cognitive and 

behavioral efforts to manage spenfic extemai andior i n t e d  demands that are 

appraised as taxïng or exceeding the resources of the penon". Similady, Moos and 

Schaefer (1984, p. 7) acbiowledge that coping is necessary "[wlhen people 

encounter an event that upsets their characteristic pattern of behavior and life- 

style...". To ennire clarïty and a cornmon understanding, it should be noted that the 

tems of coping, management, adjustment, and adaptation do not appear to be 

differentiated by researchen in this ami (e-g Davis et al., 1995). Mi l e  the tems 



may not be synonymous, there does appesf to be some overlap. For example, aii four 

refer to the actions or lack thereof thw individuais intmduce to M with a given 

challenge. In nrldftion, these concepts aii appear to dude  to a pfocess that continues 

over tirne. Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion. the ternis wiil be 

understood as opemtiod equivafents. 

in addition to coacephralizing the concept of copuig Laauus and Folhan 

(1984) &fine m g  strategies as n-ng those efforts, or techniques 

that are used to deai with demanding situations. They separate coping strategies 

according to what purpose they serve. The two categories are emotion-foc& and 

problem-focd The stmtegies which are mentioned in the vision loss Iiterature witl 

be corn-dered in relation to these two categories. 

Emotion-focused coping strategies are believed to be implemented when one 

perceives that nothing can be done to alter or influence the outcome of the situation 

(Lanuus & Folkman, 1984). Such sîrategies are often introduced with the intention of 

controlling those emotions that emerge in response to a crisis (Moos & Schaefer, 

1984) and btinging them back to pre-crisis state. Throughout the vision loss 

literature, there are numerous examples of emotiond respomes to vision loss. Some 

of the most kquently mentioned are denial, anger, resenmient, confision, fear, loss 

of controi, depression, passive resignation, and acceptance (Kinderknecht & Garner, 

1993; National Acivisory Council on Aging, 1990; Sullivan, 1983). m e r  



of day to day Livuig 

Davis and colleayes (1995) argue that emotiod responses allow people tu 

deai with the 'grief oftheu las, and to ackuowledge feeling threated Tbey found 

that the large majocity of their infonnants (aged 67-%, mean age of 8 1.4) nported an 

initiai stni&e with seffdouk The tendency for vision 10s  to elicit negative 

exnotions in some persons may be in respouse to the exptxtations or misconceptions 

hefd regarding nich losses or imWmient Some talsely believe that las of vision 

will automatically result in dependency and a loss of independence (-Aida5 1988). 

As time passes, individu& may corne to nalize that their loss does mt aecessarily 

have to renilt in dependency, or incornpetence. 

Problem-Focuseci Strhteeies 

While emotion-focused coping strategies tend to tafget the emotional state of 

the individual and Wher situation, problem-focused cophg strategies focus on 

altering, reducing or resolving the challenge at hand by deding with its tangible 

cowquences. "~]mblern-focused efforts are oftert direçted at d e m g  the pmblem, 

generating alternative solutions, weightiap the alternatives in ternis of their costs and 

benefits, choosing among them, and acting" ( L m  & Folhan, 1984, p. 152). 

Examples include seeking information and support, and probiern solving These 



sklls, in generai, are represented as king active, in the hopes of confronting, and 

deaihg with, the task at hand 

Problem-foc4 strategies are disaggregated by Lazanis and Folkman (1984) 

kt0 those straîegies directedat the environment and îhose directedat the self: 

Stmtegies dùected at the envirotunent aaemp to alter featwes in the environment 

tbat are either harmful or limithg to the individd in uie case of vision loss, 

environmentai modifications such as aitering lighàng, reducing glare, and increasing 

color contrasts contnbuîe to maximum use of residuai visual fimtion (Morse et al., 

1987; Sullivan, 1983). 

Navigating within both private and pubhc environrnents can be more difficult 

for someone who has experienced vision loss. Ainlay's (1988) work focuses on how 

individuais facing vision loss re-interpret themselves and the world around them. 

The loss of previousiy taken-for-graated sensory idonnation about the wodd forces 

them to reexamine their knowledge of and relationships with objects in the 

environment" (1988, p. 83). Ainlay (1988) uses the concept dimptions of spatiui 

erperience to represent the sornetimes arduous relationship between the spatial 

enviromnent and the visually impaired persoa. Overall, this concept refen to the 

information about the smuading enviromnent that is primarily gathered by sight, 

and how it may no longer be gathered as easily or as quickly as it once was. 

Other researchen have chosen to downplay the role that vision plays in 

difficulties associated with the environment Arficen and colleagues (1994) suggest 

that vision may play less of a role in predicting falling and recuming falling than 



previously believd in watrast, it may have more to do with the fàct that the 

environment is ciuttered, or that hunied movernents were to blame. The use of 

certain strategies or techniques may as& udMduais as they wme to deal with their 

surmundings. For example, keeping houpehold Mshings  anangeci in a clutter free 

manner, keeping electcïcal cords wound up, avoiding hanging Yhings such as planters 

or chandeliers, and keeping doors either ttlly open or closed, have k e n  cited as ways 

that visually ùapaired older adule can keep theu pemnal enWonments d e  for 

themselves as well as for othen (Gemnsky, Beny, Bikson, & Bikson, 1979). 

Research in the area aiso discusses the distinction between o w d  and non- 

optical assistive devices which may make it easier for some individuals to manage 

w-thin, or manipulate theû given surromdings A maguiQing glass is an ewmple of 

an optical aid which can assis with reading either for information or teisure (Erber & 

Osbom, 1994; Sullivan, 1983). in con- self-threading aeedles, thermostats and 

oven dials with larger numbea, and modified phones are examples of non-opticaI 

aids (Galler, 198 1 ; Harger' 1994; Mann et al., 1993). Both types o f  assistive devices 

can be of benefit in terms of purnùng and maintaking activities of daily living or 

leisure pursuitS. 

Problem-fwused strategies directed at the sel/include: ".. shifting the level of 

aspiration, reducing ego involvement, hding alternative channels of gratification, 

developing new standards of behavior, or leaming new skills and procedures" 

(Lamus & Folhan, 1984, p. 152). Actions tbat are taken to maintain one's self- 

concept wodd also be included here. Self-concept bas ken defined as "...the 



aninides, feelings, and beliets he[sbel has about the Iund of person he[she] is, hismer] 

snengths and weaknesses, hismer] potentials and limitations, hïsberJ characteristics 

quaiities, and so focih" ( S c o ~  1969, p. 15). Some of the waclusioas h w n  by Scott 

in his 1969 book The Making of Blind Men seem just as appmpriate today as they 

were thent His main thesis is that blhd individu& often have to overcome some of 

the stemtypes that are held by others, in addition to not intemalking such beliefs 

when it cornes to themselves. This theme ais0 seems to apply to Wually impaired 

oider aduits, as they too will likely have to overcome certain perceptioas held by 

others or theutseives to maintain a coatuiued seme of self 

A changing self-concept have also beea cited by some researchers as 

potentidly harmful to coping efforts. Thompson and colleagues (1992) observed that 

some individuaIs attempt to 'pass' as fully sighted to avoid attention or 

embarrassrnent One possible explanation is that "[tlhey may believe that others will 

make inaccurate assurnptions about them or force undesirable changes on thern" 

(Thompson, Goldhaber, Amaral, & Ringerhg, 1992, p.78). Therefore, if one cm 

maintain the image of a fully sighted individuai, one can regain control over one's 

life, such as in the areas of managing finances or reading persod mail. 

To conclude the discussion on copuig strategies, it is clear that the literature 

contains many examples of the actions taken to deal with vision loss. Furthemore, it 

should be noted that the literature tends to focus on problem-focused mategies 

directed at the environment However, in the reviewed literature there is no mention 

of whether these strategies are actually used more ofien than other types, or that the 



use of one type of strate= precedes the use of the ottier Future research needs to 

explore the variation that exists ia coping matepies7 and whether certain types of 

strategies piwe to be more effdve thsn othrs. 

A ~ ~ r a i s a î s  

The review of the literature thus tàr has ceveaieci that researchers have 

explored to some extent the causes, effects7 and coping strategies that comprise the 

situation for the visuaiiy impaired older aduit. However, the research is limiteci when 

it cornes to exploring the variations in coping, and the factors potentially explaining 

differences in coping strategies. The concept of amas wi-lï be considered ne= as 

it may contriiute to explaining some of the differences in coping and the actions that 

are taken to manage vision loss. 

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) state that appraisals represent an individual 

evaluating his/her demanding situation, and the various fmon that may either 

increase or decfease the threat or stress associated with the situation In the case of 

vision loss, initial appraisais are oAen uumerous and cornplicated Appraisals often 

include coming to ternis with the sunendering of certain roles and activities of the 

present, in addition to the siimndering of future plans. Thus, appraisats take into 

account both aaual and anticipateci losses. 

Initiai appraisais rnay be infiuenced by what the individual perceives to be the 

cause of hiiher vision loss. Although not discussing vision loss specifically, 

Breytspraak (19û4) argues that some people tend to search for causes in order to 



make seme of their situation, before they pmceed with coping Aday (1989, p. 29) 

states that "[tlhese attempts to explain the origins of vision loss are part of the 

concerted effort that ail people make to 'rnake sense' of the worid amund thcm". 

Some individuais perceive the vision loss to be a 'normd' and expected pan of the 

aging process, whde some blame it on an underiyiny disease or iIhess. There are a h  

those who believe that a combination of the two exists (McCuiloh, Crawford, & 

Resnick, 1994). It may be that different perceiveà :auses wult in differences in 

coping. One could hypothesize that amibution to an iliness rather than to part of the 

aging process may result in feeling ofanger and nuswtion, rather than acceptance 

and resignation 

Characteristics of the eye condition may also contribute to an individual's 

appfiilfiilsal of hidher situation Moos and Schaefer (1984) suggest that differences in 

coping may be the result of specific illness related factors (e.g., rapidity of onset, 

progress ofdisease). Some of the research which has fiused solely on vision loss bas 

tended to agree with this hypothesis. For example, Kinderknecht and Garner (1993) 

propose that there are coping differences as a result of diEerences in the rapidity of 

onset and progression Eone's vision is declining at a very constant rate, the coping 

process may be re-ng to the point of initial evaluation more fiequently than 

sorneone whose vision loss has plateaued The constant change in circumstances 

wouid contnbute to certain individuals hadg to re-appraise their situation to 

detennine if their curent coping efforts and strategies are appropriate for the now 

altered circumstances. When the progression of vision loss follows a very gradud 



course, some may not be completely w ~ t  of their vision impairment 

Furthemore, the decline in visuai hction may have been so gradua1 that they 

a c c o m m ~  to it without much notice (Sullivan, 1983). There is no mention in 

the reviewed literature in regards to instances when the progression is in the 

direction of self-correcting improvements in one's vision. 

Although the de- or the severity of vision loss has been identïfied as a 

possible prrdictor of Merences in coping there is aiso evidence in the Iiterature to 

suggest that specific characteristics of the eye condition do not e f f i t  coping or 

adaptation. The work of Horowitz and wlleagues (1994) found that neither the 

suddemess of onset, or the degree of the vision loss predicted adaptation. This 

incoasistency in the literature suggests that m o n  reseacch is required to determine 

whether characteristics of the eye condition are pt-edictive of ciifferences in coping. 

in order to impiement either ernotion-fôcused or probiem-focused mategies, 

individuais draw upon various m u r c e s  such as heafth and energy, positive beliefs, 

social support, and monetary resources (Lauinrs and Folkman, 1984). These 

resources are said to represem Fdctors that mediate between the individuai and hidher 

challenging situation. L a m  and Folkman ( 1984) believe that identifjing the 

resources that one possesses conüibutes to a better understanding of the specific ways 

in which people cope, and why people cope with things as they do. 



While Lyaw a d  Foumuin (1984) suggest thst the use of copiag  sources 

may be adaptive, they also achowledge that k i r  use may be maladaptive. They 

d e s c r i i  how certain coping coliJtraiots rnay Mt, or even sabotage, the use of 

coping resources. Examples inciude persouai comtrahts, envimamental coiisaallits, 

and level of thmt (Lazam & FoUrmaa, 1984). Petsonol coasaaintS involve instances 

where internai feelings or beiief5 rnay negatively or positively infiuence the coping 

process. Envimamental constraints, such as characteridcs ofthe enviroament, 

limited services, or physical bamïers, may either reduce the benefit of coping 

strate* or resources, or increase the level of stress on the individual. Finally, the 

de- of threat that one feels is seen as influenciag both the choice and the 

implementation of coping resomes and strategies. The grrater the kt, the more 

primitive, desperate, or regrrssive motion-fwused foms of coping tend to be and 

the more fimitad the range of probfern-focuseci f o m  ofcoping" (Lazarzl~ & 

Folkman, 19û4, p. 168). 

Health and Enerw 

The discussion on specific coping resources will begin by considering health 

and energy resources which are considered to be physical nsources (Lazanis & 

Folkman, 1984). It is believed that individuals who are sick or tired rnay have more 

dificulty gatheting physical energy to cope, aithough research bas also shown that 

people who are il1 still seem to gather enough energy to deal with their situations 

(Lazanis & Foihan, 1984). 



Although the vision loss literature has acknowledged that one's generd health 

and fimctiomI statw may be associateci with successflll adaptation (Horowitz et al., 

1994), the emphasis bas tended to be on poor self-rated healtb or the presence of 

multiple heaith pmblems as predictors of less successful coping- For example, it has 

been suggested that stress is compounded by the presence ofother health conditions 

besides the vision impairment. The omet of vision loss not oniy compounds other 

losses of aging but aiso increases the iadividual's apprehension about his or her total 

physical and psycholo@cal integrity" (Orr, 199 1, p. 4). 

The suggestion that the level of thrpat is compomded by other losses is 

somewbat controversiaf as it assumes that multiple fosses or challenges will result in 

d e  stress or confiict, thus making it more difficuit for the individual to cope with 

hisher vision loss. It aiso seems to suggest that older individuais are more likely than 

other age p u p s  to be experiencing losses, and diat they are oniy able to deal with a 

certain number of stresses or d e s  at any given tirne. Such an approach is taken by 

ûrr (199 1). She lists efeven losses associated with aging without quaiifying tbat such 

losses are only experienced by some older aduits, and that their presence does not 

aiways result in detrimental resutts. The inventory of losses includes reference to 

physicai health (loss of good health), mental health (loss of self-worth or self- 

esteem), social supports (loss of a social network), and economic issues (retirement, 

economic security) (OR, 199 1 ). One of the limitations of such an approach is that not 

everyone experiences the same tosses in later life, and that individuals deal wi-th their 

multiple challenges or losses diEerently. While the emphasis in the vision loss 



literatrue has ken on the negative impact of p r  heaW on coping, future research 

cleariy needs to fcurther consider hedth aad energy tesources and their influence on 

the management ofvision Ioss. 

Positive Belids 

The second set of resources to be considered are positive beliefk. Positive 

beliefs are descfibed by Lazarus and Folbnaa (1984) as a psychological resource- 

They include both generai and spedic betiefs which fiinction as a basis for hope and 

inspiratioa Viewing one's self positively, inspiratioml beliefk, spirituai beliefs, and 

locus ofcontrol are dl placed in this category by LaPuus and Foikman (1984). 

in terms of vision loss, the degree to which indiviciuais feel that they have the 

ability to infiuence or modify Ioss(es) is likely to effit how successful they are in 

achieving their goals a d  objectives. Re~eafchers such as Burack-Weiss (1991) have 

utilized qualitative data to address the process of attitudinal change in older adults 

expetieecing vision impaimem This author argues tbat one's attitude may 

conaibute to understanding the different actions that people take. nie sample of 86 

visually impaired oider ad& were asked "How has your attitude changed since you 

first began to have vision problems?" (Burack-Weiss, 199 1). Although attitude was 

not clearly conceptualized by the rrsearcher, it appears to repment how one feels 

about hider  situation. She reports that 37.2% had no change in attitude, with close 

to equai proportions reporthg an improvement (23.2%), or a decline (25.6%) in 

attitude. The rernainder stated that their attitude either paralleled the state of their 



eye condition or was not at ail related to their eyes. There is the recognition that 

"[tlime is wt necessarify a healec Due to cbaaging tife circumstances and the 

progressive aatm of most vision impairments, change may just as Iikely be 

for the worse as for the bettef' (Bunick-Weiss, 199 1, p. 23). This observation is 

significant as it acknowtedgw that coping or djustment does not necessarily become 

Iess extensive in proportion to the length of time one has the loss. People's life 

circumstances are constrrntly chanpuig and tûis is Iikely to affect how they ded with 

their vision loss. 

The Iiterature consistently mentions that some individuals experiencing vision 

loss fiel that they lose control over thek lives, over their envirotunent (personal 

space, geographicai mobility, unknown envirotments), over certain forms of 

communication (glances, eye con- body gestures, and others' facial ceactions and 

expressions), as well as over parts of their privacy (need help with mail, and other 

written communication) (Om7 199 1). Furthennore, some tesearchers have chosen to 

espouse a strong comection between the degree of control one perceives and nrcess 

with coping. 

The concept of locus of control has signifiant implications related to 
adjustment and adaptation to sensocy loss. Women who attriibute their 
successes to interna1 causes afinn more pride and satisfaction in their 
accomplishments than do those who am'bute success to an extemal cause 
(Ihderknecht & Gamer, 1993, p. 175). 

Therefore. if independence and self-reliance are valued by the individual with vision 

Ioss, constant assistance h m  others may result in feelings of powerIessness, possibly 

resulting in them not asking for help from others. In sumrnary, the vision loss 



literature includes a significant amount of discussion on the positive beliefs wûich 

may be related to adaptation to vision Ioss. 

Social support is categorkzed as an enviromentai resource (Lapuus & 

Follünan, 1984). Having people h m  whom one can draw strrngth, advice, or 

support, is believed to assist in the coping process. To begin, it is necessary to make 

the distinction between the concepts of social support and socid aetwork. While a 

social network refm to al1 ofone's nurounding social contacts, social support 

focuses more on the a d  exchanges bmmen select individuah h m  the network 

(Peariin, Aneshensel, MulIan, & Whitlatch, 1996). As with rnany areas of people's 

lives, families and fkiends of those with vision loss have been recogaUed as trying to 

provide both instnimenîd and emotional support (Davis et al., 1995). 

It has been suggested by some (Orr, 199 1 ; Wamke, 199 1) that social supports 

are the most infIuential tesource that one can possess. [t is. therefore, no surprise diat 

this area has received considerable attention in the vision loss literature. Various 

researchen (Emerson, 198 1; Gaiier, 198 1; McCulloh et al., 1994; Weisse, 1989) have 

reported on some of the positive beuefits associated with social support. For 

example, some mernbers ofa forma1 support group reporteci that not only did they 

benefit Born the emotional support of the group, but they also appreciated learning 

techniques and stratepies h m  others that could be used in their daily lives (Galler, 

198 1) .  Reinhardt reports that "[vJisually impaired eiders who maintain supportive 



later-life fnendships in addition to family relationships have higher life-satisfaction, 

fewer depressive symptoms, and better adaptatioa to vision lossn (1996, p. 276). 

However, the author continues by s a - g  that although this hding is signifiant, it 

e-xplains oniy a mail portion of the variauce that ensts in tems of ciifferences in 

adaptation to vision loss. In addition to actuai support, other researchers propose that 

perceived support (a subjective belief that one has support) assists those who are 

attempting to cope with vision loss. Kinderknecht and Garner fomd that "...reports 

of effective coping and low levels of psychological distress are associated with high 

levels of perceived support" (1993, p. 1 77)- 

Some researchers (Davis et al., 1995) have argued that the mdadaptive nature 

of social supports should also be examined Vision loss has the potential to put stress 

on the family, so this may be one reason for supports not king as beneficial as would 

be desired Davis and colleagues (1995) state that a consideration of the farnily 

dynamics pre-vision Ioss would be revealing in ternis of the actual degree of support 

the fmily is capable of provicüng. in addition, some fhlies may try to limit what 

the individual does, not acknowledge the loss to a far enough degree, or over-protect 

or patroaize the older fmily member with vision loss (Kinderknecht & Garner, 1993; 

Stuen, 199 1)- 

Finally, the benefits that can be provided by social supports rnay be sabotaged 

by the older individual hidherseif. Some visually impaired older individuals are 

... concemed about burdening those who support them and risking 
abandonment or mentment. The issue of 'burden' is related to whether the 
social network is suficient to handle the needs of the client (Thompson et al., 
1992, p.79). 



Furthemore, while ol&r addts Stnve to maintah independence, there is the desire 

by many to engage in interdependent interactions witbin social situations (k, 1991). 

It appears that some individuats wodd like to be idpendent in regards to some 

areas oftheir We, in addition to king interdependent with those who comprise their 

social support networks. 

kt nimmary, although it is clear that the literature has disnissed social support 

as a morne for the visually impaireci, -bers sucb as Reinhardt suggest that the 

"... cornparison of the amouat and the effkct of support received nom specific sources 

within the broad context of social support has rrceived l e s  attention" (1996, p. 269). 

She suggests that fellow researchers shouid build upon her research on social 

supports, to consider other personai and formai nsources and argues that such 

analyses 6a...may provide an even fuller picture of adjustment to chronic physicd 

impairment in later 1iW (19%, p. 277). Overall, funire research needs to explore 

whether certain types of social support are more or less likely to help one cope with 

hisher vision loss, or to inffuence spcific coping actions that are taken 

The Iast set of tesources to be considered are material resources- Lazanis and 

Folkman (1 984) argue that monetary resources can increase one's options in terms of 

accessing gooàs and services which may be of benefit The influence of monetary 

resources on the management of vision loss in later Iife is not an area that has 

received much attention in the reviewed litetature. To date. monetary resources such 



as socio~ecouo~c stam have not been found to be @ctive of  coping with vision 

Ioss (Reinbatdt, 1996). Clearly, research is needed to more Wly examine whether 

indicaton of amîeriai remurces are associated with differences in coping, or in 

differences in the use of certain coping strategies. 

Although Lazanis and Folkman (1984) explore various concepts associated 

with the coping pmcess, they do not appear to consider the concept of coping 

outcomes with the same amount of detail or explanatioa Nonetheless, these 

researchers do aclmowledge tôat the concepts of copùig stmtegies, appraisals, and 

coping resources have the potentiai ?O conmbute to cophp outcome(s). Most simply, 

coping outcomes appear to be the consequences of the coping process. hdividuais 

may not always be consciously aware oftheir goals and objectives; however, the 

coping process is likely engaged in with certain expectations. Similar to the initial 

definition of coping, favorable coping outcomes are those that have altered a 

stressfi& challenging or demaading situatioa into one that is non-threatening 

neutral, or tolerable (Rutman & Freedman, 1988). In other words, the focus may 

change nom wbat an individual cannot do, to what helshe is able to do (Flax et al., 

1993). In contrast to prefened coping outcomes, non-prefened or negative coping 

outcomes may result in the belief that the dernand or challenge has not been 

addressed or reduced to the individuai's satisfaction, 

A concept such as coping outcomes is not only difficult to conceptualize, but 

it is a h  difficult to measure. Nonetheless, some researchers have atternpted to do 



so. Reinhardt (1996) chose three outmme rneasures for her study. Two were global 

measures ofpsychologicai well-king (Me satisfàctïon, and depressive symptoms), 

whiie the thini messun was domairi-specific, mmefy adaptation to vision loss. 

These measures were dcsignated as dependent variables in an anaiysis that examineci 

whether socio-demographic characteristics, vision, hdth ,  hctioaal disability7 

f d y  support quaiity, and fiiend support contn'buted to theu variance. 

Finally, C m  (Program Manager - Michigan Commission for the Blind) 

seems to best capture what visually Mpaired older adults strive for as theu 'preferred 

coping outcomes', while stating what it is that his organization cm do to help. He 

remarks that 

In our efforts to foster independence, we must remember that we are not 
simply taikÏng about dignity. We are not merely taiking about chotce. We are 
not merely tallang about cooking a meai, we are talking about sel$-esteeem. 
We are not ody taiking about seeing the price of grmeries, we are tallong 
about controf. These goals - dignity, choice, self-esteem, and controi - are the 
things that are central in al1 our lives. Thqr are, in fact, the things that make 
life wonh living (Crews, 1991, p. wi). 

Now that some of the different components which comprise the coping 

process have been considered, the discussion will briefiy tum M the process of coping 

in response to vision loss. Some researchea wodd Like to acknowledge that coping is 

individualized, as every set of circumstances is different. Yet othen would like to 

determine whether certain groups of people deal with similar challenges in 

comparable wys. L a ~ i n i s  and Folkman (1984) believe that the shi f t  of concentration 

has been away from the m e r  reaching, global, structurai appmaches, with the trend 



Some rcsean:hers nich as Emerson (198 1, p. 42) acknowiedge that previous 

work in the ami of aoping with vision loss has outiined a "...coaceptual fhmewodc 

that nomral rrsponse to loss of vision follows a pattern ofthree phases: sho& 

auaclitic depression, and djustrneat". The coping pocess tbaî has been outlined 

here, however. does not cousin of stages; in con- a piocess-oriented appach has 

been taken.. 

Leaming to Iive with vision loss is an ongoing process. The process is not 
always in a fonuard direction or in a mat series of steps. Pwple fiequently 
reach a point in the adjusmient process where they stay for some pend  of 
time. Tirne, expen'ence, physicai, psychologid, social, and eavicou.ment;rl 
fkctors encourage rnovement to the next step (Fiax et al., 1993, p.52). 

Great diversity exists among those &O cope with vision loss and how they navigate 

through the coping process. It follows, theu, that there are a varie@ of possible 

sequences that could occur as a mult of diverse hdividuals and scenarios. 

Conceptoai Frammork 

Some of the conceps pcesented by Lazaw and Folkman (1984) have been 

examimi prwiously by other researchers (see, for example, Felton & Revenson, 

1984, 1987; Moos & Schaefer, 1984; Tobin, Holroyd, Reynokis, & Wigal, 1989). In 

keeping with these examples, this study will consider select elements of Lamnis and 

Folkman's (1984) concepnial scheme. However, a review of both the vision loss 

l iterature and the selected data set has necessitateci certain adjustments. 



For the purposes of this research, wci&mographic characteristics, 

appraisals, materiai cesources, and coping strategies will be considered in much the 

same way as discussed by Lazanis and FoUanan (1984). However, based on the 

available data, and a review of the literature on vision loss, the resource groups of 

health and energy, positive beliefs, and social support have been re-conceptualized as 

health status, psychological mornes, and social resources respectively. For 

example, the category label of health and energy was foimd to be unsuÎtable as the 

focus will be on considering an individual's health status and not hisher energy level. 

The term positive beliefs was replaced by psychologica1 resources as the former 

seems to aitude to only those beliefs that are inspired by hope. In con- a variety 

of measures that target one's psychologicai resources will be included here. Finally, 

the label of social resources replaces the label of social support- This change was 

made in recognition of the distinction noted in the literature review between social 

supports and social networks. Under the more inclusive category of social resources, 

a number of different types of social resource measmes can be included 





Summa y and Limitatioas of the Reviewed Literature 

The primary purpose of this chapter was to review the Iiteratuce which 

considers how some older adults manage with their vision loss. It is clear that various 

individuals implement a variety of strategies and techniques as they face the many 

domains in their day to day Iives that are effected by the vision loss. A consideration 

of the relevant literature reveais that certain coping resources are discussed as being 

significant to coping however, their relationship to coping strategies deserves M e r  

attention. 

The Iiterature review has identified several areas for future researck First, 

despite an ever increasing literature that deals with the practical issues associated 

with vision loss, it is somewhat surprising that there has not been more done 

connecting the practical with a conceptual or theoretically based framework. It is 

possible to find works which focus more on the practical issues associated with vision 

loss (see for example, Burack-Weiss, 199 1; SeMer, 199 1 ; Thompson et al., 19%) 

and those which focus more on conceptual or theoretical concepts (see for example. 

Ainlay, 1988; Davis et al., 1995). However, among the literahire reviewed here, there 

is little evidence to indicate work which combines the two. Secondly, and most 

important, a review of the literature reveals that little work has been done in regards 

to understanding the varÏation that exists among those older adults with vision loss, 

and the implications of these differences on coping and adjutment (Silverstone, 

1993). 



These limitations contriiute to the motivation to undertake the proposed 

researcb To beegin, older addts with eye problems d l  be compared to those wïth no 

eye probIems in ternis of coping resources and selected socio-demographic 

characteristics. This question allows for a consideration of the coping resources that 

older adults possess. The mainder of the r e m &  questions wiIl consider some of 

the concepts in the coping process and the relationship between them. The strategies 

that are undertaken to deai with vision loss will be condered in addition, appraisaIs 

and coping resources (health status, psychological resources, social resources, and 

material resources) will be considered to determine whether they contribute to the 

variation that exists in regards to the actions that are taken to cope with vision loss in 

Iater life. 

Resea rc b Questions 

This research will explore the following questions: 

1. Are there signifiant differences between older adults with vision Ioss 
and those without in terms of sociodemographic characteristics and 
copiag resorms? 

2. What are the coping strategies used by older adults with vision loss, 
and to what exteat is there variation in these strategies? 

3. To what extent are the variations in the strategies taken to manage 
with vision loss related to socio-demographic characteristia, 
appraisah, and coping resources? 



Chapter Sumauy 

The focus of this chapter has been on renewing the Iiteratufe conceniing 

older aduits who tive with vision loss. The cbept# began with a discussion on the 

terminology used in regards to the visually hpaired, the prcvalence of vision loss in 

Canada, and c-stics ofthose a6ectedc Followiag thiJ, concepts associated 

with coping were consided. The concepts ofcoping strategies, apmsals, and 

coping nsource!~ were aii incldeci. It was determihed that these concepts do not 

appear to guide the rrsearch in the area of vision loss in later life. The chapter 

wncluded with reseacch questions developed to address the limitations found in the 

l i tera~e review, 



Chapter httoduction 

This chapter iacluâes a description ofthe C h a i c  IIlness and Disability in 

Later Life Study (CIDLLS). In addition, the variables which are key to this dsesis are 

considered with respect to their aieasunment, and any transfomatious that are 

underiaken for the purposes of the analyses. Nexf the sndy sample is descnbed 

The cbapter concludes with a discussion on the statistïcal techniques which are used 

to address the duee research questioas. 

The Cbmnic nlness and Dirribiiity in Later LITe Smdy 

This mearch on vision loss in later life involves secondary analysis of data 

nom the Chroaic fllness and Disability in Later Life S t d y  (CIDUS)  conducted by 

the Centre on Aging at the University of Manitoba in the fàIi/winter of 1993 and 

1994.' The focus of that study was on chronic illness and disability in the everyday 

lives of older aduits- The infornation obtained included socio-demographic 

characteristics, respondents' health beliefs, ability to perform actïvities of daily 

living, use of health services, and extent of both perceived and a c d  social 

resoums. As a follow-up to a 1985 study, the intent was to trace changes which 

occuned over time in areas nich as rates of disability, and semice use. 

I Funding for the projcct was awarded to L.A Strain, University of Manitoba and MJ. Penning, 
University of Victoria by the Nanonal Health Research and Development Prooram, H& Canada. 
More details on rnethodology are provided in Sweiden and Strain ( 1995). 



This data set was selected as it ofirs idormation on older =Idults wïth vision 

loss. Respondents were asked the q-on "Have you had 9 e  troubie not relieved 

by glasses withh the last year or o t h e d  d l  bave &er effects b m  h h g  had 

them eadieî?" Those individuals who aaswered afiTmatively were asked a series of 

speeific questions about theV eye trouble, Uacluding the Iength of time with eye 

trouble, prceived cause, specific symptorns of the problem, whether the symptoms 

were an interference or a bother, what actions, ifany, were taken to ded with the 

problem, and whether the problem had been diagnosed by a health Gare prokssional. 

Finally, those who had Iived with the condition for more than eight years were asked 

whether the condition had becorne wone, better, or stayed the rame. 

Data Collection 

CIDLLS involved re-intemïewing individuals who participated in a 1 985 

midy entitled Decision-Making and the Use of Health and Social ~emces.' A brief 

desc~ption of the initiai a d y  sampling methodology d l  be presented Attention 

wül then hun to the CIDUS simple. 

The 1985 study involved a randorn sampie fiom a list generated by the 

Manitoba Health Services Commission (MHSC)~ of individuals aged s ix ty  and over 

who were living in Winnipeg. A total of 1402 names were used fiom the listing 

provided by MHSC. New cases were drawn fiom the listing as potentiai respondents 

were deemed ineligible or refused to participate. Among those contacteci, 147 

' For more details on chb mi*, see Chappe0 and Strain (1987). 
' At the timq the MSHC w responsibk for the pr&ng of h d t h  insurance c h s  for Manitoba 
residents. Now it is refmed to as Manitoba Heaith Motmation Systems. 



individuais were iwligiile due to hedth problems (n = 135) or Ianguage barriers (n = 

L2), and 251 refirpal to participate, leaving a final ample of 743 respondents. The 

overail response rate was 75% (Strain, L988). Tbe iadepth interviews with these 743 

individuais took place in the m g  and summer of 1985. 

Begim-ng in October 1993, potentiai respondents were sent a letter reminding 

them of the L985 study in which they had m~ipated, and inviting them to complete 

another intewïew. The letter stated that an iate~kwer would be cailiag hem, to 

arrange a time and a place for an interview at their convenience- When a potential 

respondent was unable to be located, efforts to track the individual inciuded 

approac hing neighbours and searc hing telephone directories. Individuals who resideg 

in Winnipeg in 1985 but had since moved to other communities in Manitoba, or to 

other provinces, were also sent Ietters and contacted by an interviewer. In some of 

these uises, intewiews took place over the telephone. 

Of the 743 respondents in the original study, 393 were re-inte~ewed Since 

the initial study, 232 participants had died In addition, twenty-five were ineligible 

due to poor heaith and one person had language problems. Finaily, twenty-one were 

residents of long-term care ceatres, fifieen were hown to have moved nom 

Winnipeg and were not contacted, and twenty-three could not be Iocated. Thirty- 

three refused a second interview, giving a 77% refusal rate." Interviews lasting an 

average of one and threequarter h o u  were conducted with respondents either in 

' The r e W  race was caiailrted by dmding the number of refusals by the sum of the refis& and the 
number of cornpteted inteiviews, and then multiplying by one-hundred. 



person (n = 385) or over the telephone (a = 8). It shouid be noted that the sample size 

for these analyses wil1 be 39 1 iu two respondents answered very few questions. 

Table 1 Uicludes a cornpison of selected socioQmographic cbaracteristics 

of the 1985 (n = 743) and 1993/94 sampks of those hterviewed (n = 391), and those 

individds wbo were ineligîble or r e W  to participate (a = 350). in gened, those 

individuais who were re-intem-ewed were more likely to be younger, femde, and 

either manid or nevet-married in 1985, as compared to those individuais not re- 

interviewed ui addition, a higher level of education was associated with a higher re- 

interview rate.* 

See Sweiden and St& (1995) for a more detailed cornparison 



TABLE 1: Cornparison of 1985 Sampk and 
1993f'94 Sampk by Sdcetad ~ioldeœognphie Characteri8tics 

Age (in L9ûS) 
60 - 74 
75 - 79 
80 - 84 
85+ 
x' = i08.95, df = 6, pC.001 

Cender 
Maie 
Fernale 
xz = 6.73, dE = 1 , p r O t  

Average Montbly 
Eousebald incorne 
(in 198!5) 
$0 - $1499 
S 1 500 - S2499 
S 2 5 W  
xz =27.9i, d.E =6. 6 0 0 1  

Yern o f  Education 
(io 19m 

O -  6 
7 - 9 
10 - 12 
13+ 

= 27.69. d.E = 3. Wûûl 

' The chi-squares presenteci are nom the cornparison ofthe not intemieMd and the inte~ewed. 

Source: Sweiden S.. & Stah, L.A (1995). 
W h  Rep) (Table C - 2, pp. 39 - 42). Wkp& Manitoba: UnnletSity of Manitoba: Centre 
on Agine 



The following f i u s  on the concepts of interest in this study, and the 

variables chosen to nprcscnt them (sa Table 2, and Appendix A for additional 

details). The operationai definitious of the key VanabIes, in atidition to the variable 

measurement and ttansformaiio~ are considend 

TABLE 2: Key Concepa and V d b k  

Health Statm SeEaSSeSSed healtb stanrs 
Number of Chronic hd th  problems 
Number of ADL/IADL limitations 

Life satisfion 
Self- 
Self-efficacy 
Perceived control over health 
Health locus of control 

Mm-ml stanis 
Living arrangements 
S k  of family network 
Number of fàmily network members seen ai least weeHy 
Number of confidants 
Nuniber of fnends 
Pcrceivcd insmtmentd support 

Actions takm to deal with the eye problem 

Perceived cause(s) of the eye probltm 
Perceived symptom(s) of the eye problan 
Length of time widi eye probfem(s) 
Amount of interfice 
Amount of bother 



The two socio-demogmphic characteristics considered are 3ge and gender. 

Other commoniy considered Mciodemographk characteristifs (eg ,  monthly 

househoold income, educatioa) are included in the wtegoty of ma- resources, as 

some resevchers (Lwuus and Folkm;ul1984, p. 164) have commented h t  materml 

resources are rarely mentioned ui discussions of coping 

.4ge is reported in years (continuous). For certain analyses, this variable is 

also collapsed into the age categones of "68 to 74", "15 to 79': "80 to 84" and "85 

and ove?, or "68 to 79" and %O and ove?. A higher score is associated with 

increasing age. Gender is coded as a dichotomous variable (males = 0- fernales = 1). 

Eealth Status. 

Self-assessed health status, chronic health problems, and activities of daily 

living (ADLWL) limitations have been chosen to represent health status. Each will 

be addressed in tum. Self-assesseci health status targets the respondent's evaluation 

of hisher health In order to measme self-assessed health status, respondents are 

asked 'Overall, would you say, in general your hedth is excellent, goai, fair, poor, or 

bad?" Responses are coded from 1 tu 5 respectively. For some analyses, the 

responses are collapsed into the categories of "ExceI!entiGoo&' ( 1) and 

"FairPoor!BadTj (O). This recoding is necessary to compensate for those categones 

that have ferv cases. 



Chronic hcrlth probleas are also considered as a measure of heaith status. 

Participants were asked about the prPsence oftwenty-three chronic hdth  problems 

(heart trouble, moke, bigh blood pressure, other circulation problems, kidaey trouble, 

cancer, diabetes, bteathing problems, palsy, thyroid trouble, stomach trouble, dental 

problems, emotioaal or mataf hdth pmblem, f i t  or Limb problems, skin trouble, 

arthritis, eye trouble not relieved by glasses, ear trouble, incontinence, other btadder 

probtems, osteoporosis, bctms, aad ariy other conditions) drawn from the United 

States Health Insuniace Study (US National Office of Vital Statistïcs, 1957). 

Respondents were read the list ofconditions and asked if they have had any ofthem 

within the last year or are still haMng the effects fiom having them earlier. 

The response for each condition is either yes (1) or no (O). A count is done to 

compute the total number of chronic heaith problems reporteci by respondents. This 

count includes ail of the above rnentioaed specific conditions except for eye trouble 

not relieved by glasses, and other conditions. Any other conditions mentioned by the 

respondents are excluded as it is possible that m e  people do not think to volunteer 

additional health problems while others do. Higheer summed scores indicate the 

presence of more heaith problems. Cronbach's alpha is not computed to determine 

reliability as having one health problem is not assumed to be related to having 

another problem. 

The final indicator of health status considers ADWIADL limitations. These 

items target the respoadents' abilities to pefiorm various basic or pemnai care 

activities (dressing, eating, bathing, wiking, toileting), and instrumental activities 



(using the telephone, shopping, preparing meds, &hg household tasks, hancihg 

money, taking out trash, and taking medication) (moditied from Duke University for 

the Study of Aging and Human Development, 1978; Ford, Moskowitz, 

Jackson, & M e ,  1963; W t o b a  Department of H d t h  and Social Development, 

1973; Shanas, Townsend, Wedderbum, Fr& Milhoj, & Stehouwer, 1968). For each 

activity, respoadents are asked whether they are able to complete the task without 

help, with some help, only with help, or are completely unable to do i t  Responses 

are coded from O to 4 respectively. 

Before constnictïng the banc and instrumental ADL scdes, each item is 

recoded so that if the task can be done without help, the respondent is assigned a 

value of O, whereas if at least some help is requïred, that item is recoded to 1. The 

number ofactivities that respondents require at least Mme assistance is then summed, 

For the basic ADL scale, scores can range hom O to 5, while O to 7 is the range for 

the IADL scaie. Higher scores indicate that individuds require help with more of the 

ADU[ADLYs. For some analyses, both variables are collapsed hto two categorïes 

that include no help needed (O), and help needed with one or more of the activities 

(1)- 

Reliability analyses are c b e d  out on both ADL and IADL items to confirm 

the appropiateness of each of the scales. Cronbach (195 1) has niggested that an 

alpha coefficient of -60 or higher is indicative of an acceptable level of reliability. 

The alpha coefficient for the ADL items is .73, while it is -78 for the IADL items, 

indicating that both scales represent reliable rneanires. 



h the case of ADL and lADL limitations, the twelve items are combined into 

one scale, as the two nib-des correlate highiy (-71). Hickey (1986) suggests that 

correlations of -60 and higher indicate a m g  association between variables. This 

larger scde may provide a more comprehensive measure in temis of the extent to 

*ch individuais requùe help with activities ofdaily living The possible score on 

this scale for each tespondent ranges from O to 12, with higher scores indicatïng that 

@cipants require help with more ofthe A D W L  actMties. For some analyses, 

this variable is collapsed bto the categories of no heip ueeded with any of the 

activities (O), and help needed with one or more of the activities (1). A reliability 

analysis is canied out on these items to confimi the appropriateness of the scale. As 

per Cronbach (1951), the alpha coefficient for this combined A D W L  d e  is -86, 

indicating that this sale represents a reliable measrue. 

Life satisfaction, self-esteem, s e l f d c a c y ,  perceived control over health, and 

h d t h  locus ofcontroi have been chosen to represent psychological resoufces. The 

life satisfaction scale by Wood, Wylie, and Sheafor (1969) (LSI-Z) is an instrument 

designed to measure Iife ~ a t i s f ~ o m  nie scale includes thirteen statements to which 

respondents are asked to indicate whether they agree, disagree, or are not sure. 

The procedure used to calculate the Life satistàction scale is consistent with 

the rnethod used in the L985 Decision-Making and the Use ofHealth and Sociai 

SeMces midy (Strain, 1988). Each of the scale items is recoded so that responses 



wùich indicate high Iife satisfaction are codeci as 2, uncertainty as 1, and low M e  

satisfaction as O. To coustruct the scde, cespouse values are summed across ail 

items, with a higber score indicating a higher Ievei of Iife s a t i s ~ o d  Possible 

scores range nom O to 26. Reliability analyses are conducteci to c o n f h  the 

appropnpnateness of combining the items into one d e .  The reliability ofthe scale is 

acceptable as Croabachos alpha is -74 (See Appendix B for fiequencies and 

reliabi1ities)- A shorteaed version of iife satisfiacnon is also created for use in some 

of the analyses.' 

A sale developed by Rosenberg (1965) is used to measure one's selfateem. 

Self-esteem consists of positive feelings that an inchidual has towards him/her self 

This scale includes a senes of ten staternents to which respondents are asked to 

strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree. Similar to the method used by 

Ward ( 1977)- the response values of the ten items are combined to coosrnict the self- 

esteem scale.' Prior to summation., each of the scale items is recoded so that 

responses which indicate high self-esteem are coded as 3, moderately high sel' 

6 In order to reduce the tilngîb of the iaten4ew, respondents int#viewed over the tekphone were not 
asked these items, and are therefore missing values on the scale. Two indm-duais are missing 
on only one item, and art a "Not Su& responst (vaiue of 1) for tbat item 
7 The caregories of the collapsed version of the variable inchde O to 13 (Poor), 14 to 19 (Fair). 20 to 22 
(Good), and 23 to 26 (Excdlem). Thcy arc codai h m  O to 3 rcSpcctivciyY This wmion conelates 
highiy (. 88) with the longer v&on. 
8 SeLf'-esceem scores are based on the number of items to wbich participsnts mpond, For exampIe, if an 
individual responds to 8 of the I O  items, hider score oniy takes into account those 8 items. This 
method aiiows individuais who have somc misshg data to riemain in the sample. Respondcnts missing 
on five or more of the items are a missing value for the scale. In total, there are 1 1 
respondemts who are missing values for this scale. Teiephont imeniews did not include these 
items (n = 8). 2 individuais did not answer dl IO items, and 1 individual is missing on more than haif of 
the items. 



esteem as 2, moderately low seff+steem as 1. and low self-esteem as O. Possible 

scores range nom O to 30. with a higher score uIdicating higher levels of seIflesteemm 

Reliability aaalyses are conducted to coanmi the appropriateness of 

combining the items iuto one scaie. The reliability of the overall index is acceptable 

(Cronbach's alpha = -80) (See Appendix C for fkquencies and reliabilities). For 

some analyses, shortened versions of the seIfksteem scaie are dg 

SeHleiiiacy is m e a d  widi the use of Sherer and Maddux's (1982) scale. 

Selfefficacy refers to beliefs and expectations about one's ability to perform 

behavioun aimed at generating desired outcornes. This scaie consists of a series of 

seventeen statements to which respondents are asked to strongly agree, agree, 

disagree. or mongiy disagree- Following a method suggested by Sherer anci Maddw 

(1982), each o f  the scaie items is mcoded so that responses *ch indicate high self- 

efficacy are d e d  as 3. moderately high selfefficacy as 2, moderately low self- 

efficacy as 1, and Iow self-efficacy as O. 

The seventeen items are combined to construct the self-efficacy scale. 

Response values are nmvned across al1 items, with a higher score indicating that an 

individual perceives hirnherself to be eEective and able to affeçt change in his/her 

life.IO Scores may range h m  O to 5 1. 

9 CoUapsed caiegories inciude O to 17 (Pwr), 18 to 19 (Fair), 20 (Good)* and 21 and above (Excellent)- 
'fhese categories are coded from O to 3 tespectively, with higher scores indidng larger amounts of 
 estean an, This version codates higbly (.W) witb the longer version. 
'O  se^-efncacy scores are baseà on the number of items to which participants ~spond  ( ~ c  footnote 8 
for additional dds). Respondcnts wfio have missing idormation on more than 9 of the 17 items are 
excluded h m  the scale. h total, thcre are 12 missing cases fbr this scale. Persons intaMewed ovef 
the phone (n = 8) accoum for the rnajority* M e  2 respondents are missing on dl of the items, and 2 
individuds are missin3 on more than 9 of the items. 



Reliabifity analyses are coaducted to coilnmi the appmpriateness of 

combining the items into one scak The reliability of the overall index is acceptable 

(Cronbach's alpha = 34). (See Appeudix D for fkpncies and reliabilities). A 

shortened version of the variable is cteated for use in some analyses." 

Perteived contra1 over h a l U  may a h  contriiute to one's psychological 

resources, as it measures how much the individuai believes that he/she is in control of 

hider health. In order to measure perceived control over healtti, respondents are 

asked 'Wow much control do you think you have over your health?" Possible 

responses include none (1 ), some (2), or a great deai (3). For some analyses, the 

variable is collapsed into the categories of nonelsome (O), and a great deal (1). 

Health locns of con~ol is another measure of control. Respotldents are asked 

to indicate agreement on a 4 point sale  with a aries of statements designed to tap 

health-specific locus of control beliefs (Segall, 1983, drawing on the work of 

Freidson, 196 1 ; Lau & Ware, 198 1 ; and Wallston, Wallston, Kaplan, & Maides, 

1976). Response categories include mongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly 

agee which are coded O to 3 respctively. The concepts of extemal and intemal 

heaith locus of controt and degree of medical skepticism are incorporated into these 

items (see Appendix F for fiequencies and factor analyses on single items). 

Extemal health locus of control reflects the extent to which some 

individuais believe that their M t h  is a matter of c hance (Lau & Ware, 198 1 ; 

11 Categones of the shortened version include Poor (O to 28), Fair (29 to 31)- Good (32 to 35), and 
ExceUent (34 to 51). These categoiies are codd nom O to 3 respectiveIy, with higher scores 
suggesting a higfia degra of self~fficacy- This version correlates highiy (-89) with the longer version. 



Wallstoa et al., 1976). ui ocder to detemiiae the extent to which ~spondents feel this 

way, they are asked the extent of their agreement to four statements tbat target such 

beliefs. For example, one of the statements is "People who never get sick are just 

plain lucky". 

Both codrmatory factor and retiabfity analyses are doue oa these four 

sattementr. Confimatory fhctor d y s e s  is done in order to ven@ that these four 

statements are measuring the same concept The analyses proceeds in three steps. 

Fi= the codation matrix is calculaieci This procedure determines whether the 

rneasures are associated Ne* the extraction of the initial factors are reported 

Thïrdly, the variables are rotated in orcier to establish the items which factor 

together. Reliability analyses are conducted to codnn the appropriateness of 

combining the items into one d e .  

Results of the contirniatory factor analyses reveal that only three of the four 

items load ont0 the same factor. Therefore, the extemal health Iocus of control score 

is calculated by summing the responses to these three statements. I2 The reliability 

score of the three remahïng items is acceptable as Cronbach's alpha is -70 (see 

Appendix E for frequencies, factor analyses, and reliabilities). Extemal health locus 

of control scores may range nom O to 9. A higher summed score suggests that the 

respondent believes that his/her health is determined by factors such as fate or 

chance. For some analyses, it is necessary to collapse the variable. 

'* Extemai M t h  locus of conmol scores are based on the number of items to which participants 
respond hdividuals w b  are misshg on one or more of the items (n = 17) are assigned a missing value 
for the d e .  
I3 Categories of the collapsed version of the variable include Low (O to 4) and Kgh (5 to 9) that are 
coded O and 1 respcctively. 



In conwst, interna1 heilth loeus ofcontrol reflects the degree to which 

individuals feel that their M t h  is detennined by their own actions. Respodents are 

asked to indicate agreement to 5 stateutents tbat are said to qmsent such beiiefk 

An exarnple of one ofthe statements is "People who Cake care of themselves stay 

heaithynn 

Both confumatory factor anaiyses (for more detail see discussion under 

e x t e d  heaith locus of control) and reliabiiity analyses am performed (Appendw E). 

Factor analyses resdts reveaI that 4 ofthe 5 items load ont0 the same factor. The 

reliability analyses of the four remaining items (-56) is approaching the suggested 

level; therefore, interpretatiom based on these statements wilI be made cautiously. 

In order to determine the degree to which respondents feel that theü health is 

determined by their own actions, responses to the four items are summed. '' Possible 

scores range fkom O to 12. Higher scores suggest that individuals believe that they 

have control over the state of their health. A coliapsed version of the variable is also 

created for use in some anaiYses. l5 

Medial skepticbm refen to the degree to wfüch individuais feei skeptical of 

the medical profession, more specifidly physicians (Freidson, 1% 1). An example 

of one of the six statements is "A person understands his or her own health state 

better than most cioctors". 

" intemai heahh loau of cormol rn*r are bual on the aumber of items to which pm*cipants 
respond. Rqmndmts who are missing on one or more of the items (n = 25) are assigned a missing 
vaiue for the scde. 
" The collapsed version of the variable inciudes the categoh oFLow (O to 5) and High (6 to 12) that 
are coded O and 1 respectiveiy- 



Both connmiatory f e r  auaiyses (for more detaii see discussion under 

extemai heaith locus of control) and tel iability anaiyses m perfiomed (Appendix E). 

Factor anaiyses d t s  reveai that 5 ofthe 6 items I d  omo the same -or. The 

reliability analyses of the five remaining items (56)  is approaching the suggested 

level; thetefore, inte-om based on these wiil be made cautiously- 

To coconmuct the medical skeptïcism scaie, respome values are nmimed across 

the five items? Possibfe scores range fiom O to 15. A higher summed scores implies 

that the respondem is skepticai whm it cornes to some aspects of modem medicine, 

or of certain profisionais *thin the heaith care system. For some analyses, the 

variable is collaPsed" 

Social Rcso~rces. 

Social resources are measured by maritai status, living arrangements, the sue 

of f-ly network, the number of fami-Iy mtwork members seen at Ieast weekiy, the 

number ofconfidants, the aumber of fien&, and perceived instrumental support. 

Tuming £Ùst to marital -tris, it is represented by a nominal level vm-able with the 

categories of singlehever marrie& mameci, divorcedseparated, or widowed This 

variable is afso converted into a dummy variable where those who are currently 

married are coded as 1, with al1 othen king coded O. This coding scheme allows for 

cornparisons between those who are cunentiy married, and those who are wt 

I6 Medical skeptich scores are baseci on the nwnber of items to which paniapanrs respond. 
Respondents who are misrUig on one or more of the items (n = 24) are assigned a misshg value for the 
d e .  
17 Caugories o f  the colIapsed version include Low (O to 7) and High (8 to 15) that are coded O and I 
respectiveiy. 



LMng arrangements summarizes the total number of individuais that 

currently resÏde wïth the ~spondent Respondents are asked "How many people, if 

any, [ive here with you?" For the purposes of the present aaalyses, this is 

collapsed into two categories that include Iives alone (O), ami lives with one or more 

others (1). 

Turning to the sîze of family network respondents are asked about the 

number of parents, brothers, sistes, sons, and daughters that they have- Responses 

are summed to represent the size of the family network In some analyses, values are 

recoded to the two categories of0 to 4 f i l y  members (0) and 5 or more fmily 

memben ( 1 ) in order to dimibute the sarnple into two roughly equal categories. 

in addition, the numkr of family aetwork members seen at least weekiy is 

calculated, as respoudents are asked the number of each relation (e-g son, daughter) 

that they see daily, or at lest weekly. For some analyses, this variable is collapsed 

into the categories of no family membea (O), I to 2 fmily membea (1), and 3 or 

more family members (2). This recdng is necessary as there is variation across the 

sarnple. 

The number of coafidants is also included as an indicator of social resources- 

Participants who responded affinnatively to the question "Do you receive emotional 

support from anyone? That is, do you have sorneone who you confide in, talk to about 

yourself, your concens, etc.?" are also asked to name how many. For some analyses, 



this measme is converkd h m  a continuous to include the four categories of 

no confdants (O), one confidant (I), two confidants (2). and three of more codidants 

(3 1- 

To determine the nimber of ftieaâs, respondents are asked "Other than 

relatives, how many people do you conder as close fika&?* For some bivarïate 

analyses, collapsed categories hclude O to 6 tiiends (coded as O), and seven or more 

fiends (coded as I), which divides the sample iato roughly two groups. 

Lady, six questions focus on prceived instrumental support For example, 

respondents are asked "If you were aot feeling well, for whatever reason, who, if 

anyone wouid get goceries, essentids, etc., for you?" Other areas include house- 

cleaning, meai preparation, gettlng to the doctor/hospital, and who if anyone would 

get called in au emergency, or if information was needed about health manen. The 

responses €tom these items include no one (O), and at least one person (1). The 

response category of "don't know" is recoded to (O). Responses are summed to 

obtain a measure of the extent of perceived support, with a possible range of O to 6. 

Scores reflect the number of tasks (maximum of 6) that individuals are able to 

identiq at least one person that they can cal1 upoa. This vanable is collapsed into the 

two categories of O to 4 (O), and 5 to 6 ( 1), due to the fact that the distribution is 

extremely skewed in favor of scores 5 and 6.  



Monthly household income, perceived adequacy of household income, and 

education have been chosen to represent materid cesources tbat one may possess. in 

the study, respondents are asked to report the tot.1 montbly housebold income in 

absolute ternis. For the purposes of these analyses, rpsponses are grouped into the 

categories of $0 to 6 1499, S 1500 to $2499, and $2500 or more. fn some analyses, 

those who refiised to answer, and those who did not h o w  the incorne of the 

household may be included or excluded 

Respondents are asked "How do you think your household income and assets 

currently satise your needs?" This variable targets the perceived adequacy of the 

household income. The response categories include very weIl(I), adequately (2), 

with some difficuity (3), and not very well. The categories of with some difficulty, 

and not very well are collapsed hto one categocy due to few cases in each. 

FinaIly, the measure of education is represented by the total nurnber of years 

of schooling This variable is subsequently recoded into the categories of O to 8 

yean (coded as 1 ), 9 to 12 yean (codes as 2), and 13 or more years (coded as 3). 

Higher scores indicate higher educational attainment 

Ap~raisals and Co~ine StratePies 

Attention will now mm to the variables that periain specifically to individuals 

who report having eye problems that are not refieved by glasses. The variables 

include appraisals (perceived cause(s), perceived symptom(s), length of tirne with eye 



problem(s), arnount of intefierence, and amount of bother). details on diagnoses 

(length of Mie since the diagnosis7 and type of professiouai giving the diagnosis), and 

eye coaditioddiseases Fiaally, the variable that is useci to evaiuate the copuig 

strategies that are used to deaf with the eye problem(s) will be considered. 

A ~ ~ r a h h  

To detemine the perceived cause@) ofeye trouble, respondents are asked 

"What, in your opinion, caused this probiem?" Up to tbr# causes per respondent 

were previously coded by the study's initial investigators into the categories of do not 

know cause, aclvancing age, environmental factors, eye-celated, hereditaqdgenetic, 

medical error, and other health conditions. For the purposes of this thesis, the codes 

are verified to ensure accuracy, and to validate that the coduig scheme corresponds to 

the objectives ofthe curent research. In some cases, there is information that was 

recorded on the i n t e ~ e w  scheduie. that was not initiaily coded in those cases wbere 

the infornation is relevant, it has been coded and is included Each perceived cause 

is converted into a dichotornous variable. For example, uot reporting the cause (e.g. 

advancing age) is coded as O, while identifying the cause is coded as 1. 

Participants are also asked What are the specinc sympoms ofthis problem?" 

Up to three perceived symptoms per mpondem were previously coded by the 

study's initial investigaton into the categories of no symptoms, eye imitation, poor 

vision, and headachesldizziness. For the purpose of this thesis, the codes are venfied 

to ensure accuracy, and to validate that the coding scheme corresponds to the 



objectives of the current researcb- As rmted above, cerîain interview schedules 

contain infôrmation that was not previously c d  ui some cases, the additional 

information is relevant to this question, and has bem hcluQd For example, although 

respondents interviewed over the telephone were not asked to report on syrnptorn~,'~ 

Mme mentioued symptoms when anmering the other questions relating to eye 

pmblems. Therefore, some of this information can be applied to this question. Al1 of 

the perceived symptorns are cotlverted into dichotomous variables. For example, not 

repocting the symptom is coded as O, while identifying the symptom is coded as 1. 

tn order to determine the kngtb of time with eye probkm(s), respondents 

are asked "How long ago did you tim notice this problem?" Respnses are reported 

in years (cuntinuous). This variable is also collapsed Uito the categones of "O to I", 

"2 to 3", Y to 9" and -10 or more" years. A higher score is associated with having 

the condition for a longer amount of time. 

in order to determine the amount of interference that respondents 

experience, they are asked " How rnuch do the symptoms interfere with your &y-to- 

day living?" nie masure of interference attempts to target whether hdividuals 

perceive the disability of vision loss as lh-ting or interferhg with theu daily lives 

and activities. Responses include not at dl (1), some (2), or a great deal (3). For 

certain analyses, this is also collapsed into the categories of not at aiVsome 

(O), and a geat deal (1 ). 

" The telephone interviews had some questions deleted to shorten the Iength of the interview. 



Individuais wbo ideatifL some or a geat deai of interference are aiso asiced to 

descdbe how the symptoms interfiere 4th their da.-to-day lives. Up to three 

nsponses per respondent were coded by the stucifs initiai investigatorsCS The 

categories indude afffécts activities, reference to poor vision, the need to iest more, 

k ing  initatdfkwtmted, and pain For the purposes ofthis thesis, the codes are 

verified to ensure accuracy, and to validate tbat the coding scheme corresponds to the 

objectives ofthe curent research Interkence descti'bed is included in tbis research 

for descriptive purposes. 

In addition to respondents reporthg on the amount of interference, they are 

also asked about the amount of bother they fée[. Bother is understood as the extent 

to which the symptoms of vision Ioss or impairment may be an inconvenience to 

them. The bother thet individuais petceive may be important when *ng to make 

sense of how they define or appmise their situations, and the coping strategies that 

they put in place to deal with such bother. Respondents are asked Wow much does it 

bother you that the symptoms are present?" Responses are coded as not at al1 (1), 

some (2), or a geat deai (3). For certain analyses, this meable is also collapsed into 

the categories not at alllsome (O), and a great deal (1). 

Similar to the question on interférence, the respoadents who report some or a 

great deal of bother, are asked to describe the bother. Up to three responses per 

respondent were coded by the study's initiai investigatoa. Categories include 

emotional responses, activities are affect& reference to poor vision, probkms with 

devices, and pain. For the purposes of this research, the codes are venfied to ensure 



accuracy* and to validte that the coding scheme corresponds to the objectives ofthe 

cunent ieseatck This variable is ineluded in the research for descriptive purposes 

O* 

Individuais with eye problems are asked questions concerning the diagnosis of 

their condition Those who answer afnrmatvely to the question T a s  this probiem 

ever been diagnosed by a health care profesJioual?", are a h  asked when, and by 

whom. The Iengtb of time sina the dhgnosis is reported in yean (continuous). For 

some analyses, this variable is colIapsed into the categories of "O to lm, "2 to 3", "4 

to 9" and -10 or more" yean. A higher score is associatecl with kvhg the condition 

for a longer amount of tirne. Responses to the type of profdonal givhg the 

diagnoais are recorded vehatïm, and then dd Prof~sioaals include 

opthamoIogis5 GP/Family/Emergency MDy specidist MD, and optometn'st The 

details on diagnoses are oniy included for descriptive pirposes. 

It is difficult to speci@ the eye conditionddiseases that the individuais with 

eye problems have, as the respondents were not asked to aame theU eye 

conditionldisease. However, it is possible to detemine the tiequency of certain 

conditioddiseases as intemïewers regulaily wrote iofomiatioa on the inteMew 

schedule. When creating tàis variable, up to two responses per participant are coded. 

The categories include cataracts, gIaucoma, macular degeneration, and other 

conditions/diseases. This information is provided for descriptive purposes 



Respondmts Who report eye trouble not relieved by giasses are asked "Wbat 

ifaay, do you take to deai with this problem?" These actions have been 

chosen to represent the concept ofcoping stntegîes. Tbe studfs initiai 

investigaton coded up to t h e  actions per respondent These codes are checked, in 

order to ensure agreement with the coding schew. This check reveaied that some 

cbanges are neede-d- For example, in Mme cases there is additionai information that 

is on the interview scheduie, that was wt previously codeci and included In those 

cases where the information is relevant to this question, it has k e n  included Each of 

the strategies is converteci into a dichotomous variable. For e.uample, the codes for 

the stnitegy of doctor visitdsurgery hclude: doctor visitdsurgery wt used (O), and 

doctor visits/sugery used (1). 

Iii addition to considering copiiig sûategies separately, an attempt will also 

made to classify the strategies as pblem-focuseci and emotion-fwused as defined by 

Lazanis and Folkman ( 1984). Roblern-foc& strategies include those strategies 

that respondents direct at either the envirotutlent or themselves in an effort to manage 

their vision loss. Examples include medication use, and the use of speçial 

equiprnent/devïccs. Emotion-focused strategies include those strategies that affect 

the way individuals thinks about either theu situation or themselves. E.xamples of 

emotion-foc& stmîegies include denial or avoidance. 



Soapk Characterüüu 

Now that ail of the variabIes that wiU used in this research have been 

presented, attention wiii him to characteristics of the study sample. Socio- 

demographic characteristics, and coping  sources (hedth status, psychological 

tesoumes, -al resources, and materid murces) are eotlsltlSldered Where possible, 

c o m ~ s o n s  betweeu this sample and the provinciai or nationai senior population 

will k included Cornparisons between those individds with and without eye 

problems are presented in Chapter Four. 



Anr 

The sample ranges in age b m  68 to 94 ( = 76.4 ) (Table 3). Close to one- 

half (46.3%) are between the ages of 68 and 74, onequarter (25.6%) of the ssmple 

are between the ages of 75 aud 79, aad 282% are over the age of 8 0- In con- in 

199 1,60.0./0 o f  the Carisdi'an senior popdatioa werc between the ages of 65 and 74 

(Norland, 1994, p. 1 1). This ditfierence is not nirprïsuig as the study is a follow-up of 

individu& Who were aged 60 and older at the time of the 1985 m\cs- 



TABLE 3: !kbdemograpbic Cbamcfecktics and Cophg Resources of the Sampk 

A@ (Y-) 
68 - 74 
75 - 79 
80 -84 
85+ 
Mcan (S.D.) 

Gender 
Malt 
F e d e  

Nomber of ADUIAûLs Tb.t Requin Assist8ace 
O 65.0 
I+ 35.0 
Mean (S.D.) 1.1 (2.1) 

1 Ifn for the simple does not total 391. the rcmaWter did not nasaier the question 
(Le-missmg values) 
'Basic ADLs inciude drrsriag eatiag, bPthiag walking, and toileting. 
3 tnstnrmental ADLs hclude using the tekphone, shopping, preparing meals, 
doing househoid tokr. handlùig money, taking out trasb, and taking medication 



Table 3 conriniid 

Sample 
(a = 391)' 

% 
LaeSItisrrction (n = 383) 

Poor (O - 13) 22.5 
Fair (14 - 19) 35.8 
G00d(20-22) 23.8 
Excellm (23 - 26) 18.0 
Mean (S.D.) 17.4 (5.4) 

Sdfdccm 
Poor (O - 17) 
Fair(18 - 19) 
Gt.md (20) 
Ex~eUm (31 - 30) 
Mean (S.D.) 

Sdf*Ilicacy 
Poor (O -28) 
Fair (29 -3 1) 
@od (32 -33) 
Excellent (34 - 5 1) 
Mean (SD.) 

P e u l  Coatribl Over E d t h  
Noue 
Some 
A great deai 

Hdtb Locos of  Coaml 
Low (O - 4) 
Nsh (5 - 9) 
Mean (S.D.) 

Internd Edtb Locus o f  Con- 
LOW (O - 5) 

(6 - 12) 
Mean (S.D.) 

Mdid SircpticUm 
Low(0-7) 

(8 - 15) 
Mean (SB.) 

' If n Tor the sampk does not total 39 1, the rumhderdid not m v e r t b e  question (Le. 
missing vducs) 



Tabk 3 continuai 

Ske of Fuaiiy hktirork (Numkr o f  F d y  M u I I ~ ~ )  (n=381) 
0 -4  583 

Number of Frit& 
0-6 
7+ 
Mean (S.D.) 

Eduation (Yern) 
0 - 8  
9- 12 
13+ 
Mun (S.D.) 

(n = 389) 
8.0 

92.0 
5.6 (O. 7) 

t I f  n for the oample does not total 39 1. the remainder did not answer the question 
(i.e missing values) 



Geadet - 
Tumïng to gender, almost two-tbirds (63.2%) ofthe respondents in the 

sample are femaie (Table 3). This is slightiy hi* than the hdiags ofdie 1991 

Census that 58.0% of the Canadian senior population were femaie (Noriand, 1994, 

pg. 14). T b  reaects to some extent the gender ciifferences in life-expectancy (Gee dé 

KimbdI, 1987). 

Heslth Sîatps 

in ternis of self-a- health s u s ,  over one-half of respondents (56.9%) 

rate their health as excellent or good (Table 3). This is lower than figures reporteci by 

the 199 1/92 Manitoba Snidy of Health and Aging (MSHA), as 75.3% of diese 

Madobans over the age of 65 rated their health as 'tery good", or "pretty g d  

(Centre on Aging, 1 996). I9 However, given that this sample i s  an older one, and that 

increased age tends to be associateci with lower ratings of perceived health status 

(Centre on Aging, 19961, this finding is not that surprising. 

The next indicator of hea1th status is the amber of chronic hcrlth problems 

(Table 3). The range across the sample is fiom O to 1 1 heaith problems. The large 

majonty of the sample (95.9%) report that they have at least one of the conditions 

listed Similarly, the 1991/97 MSHA determined that 94.3% of persons aged 65 and 

19 It shouid be noted that the questions (and th& response caîegories) \v across the two studies. The 
m e n t  shidy asks "Overali, wouid you Say, in g e n d  your h d t h  is exceIIent good, flair* poor. or 
bad?", whiie the MSHA asks "How wodd you say yow hdth is these days? (Possibie responses very 
g d  pretty good not too good poor. and vtxy POOC). 



over in Manitoba had one or more chronic conditions (Centre on Aging, 1996):' 

Conditions reported by at lest 20.0% of the rample include arthritidrheumatism 

(62.1 %). earlhearing trouble (38.1%). eye trouble not nlieved by glasses (32.2%), 

high b l d  pressure (31.2%). fwflimb problems (29.7%), heart trouble (N.8%), and 

stomach troubles (24.8%) (Appendk F). 

The final measure of health status is number of ADMADL limitations 

(Table 3). Close to one-fifth (18.4%) of the sarnple require help with at least one of 

the basic ADLs- This is consistent with findings fiorn MSHA which detennined that 

19.9% of its cespoudents aged 65 and over required at teast some assistance with 

basic ADLs (Centre on Aging, 1996)." 

Close to one-third (32.5%) of the respondents require at least some help with 

IADLs. In cornparison, 60.3% of the older Manitobans who parhcipated in the 

Manitoba Study of Health and Aging reported needing help with at least one IADL 

(Centre on Aging, 1996)? This difference may be reflective of the fact that diffierent 

activities were included in each of the studies, 

" Although both audies include many ofthe same chronic heaith problem, that are some diffences- 
Distinct t?om MSHA, CIDLLS includes thymid, motional or memal h d t h  problems, incontinence 
(separate h m  biadder problems), and osteoporosis- In contrast, MSHA inchdes memory l o s ,  trouble 
with nemes. bowd problems, and ohm neurologid problems whereas CIDLLS does not- 
21 It should be noted that the items Ïn the category of basic ADL -es vary across the two midies. 
MSHA indudes two items (taking cate of one's appearance, and getting in and out of bed) tbaî do not 
a pear in the CIDUS. 
'The items that are ùicluded in the category of IADL activities vary mir the two studies. The items 
that appear in MSHA but not in CIDUS ùidude yardworldgadcniag, gohg up and d o m  stairs, gokg 
outdoors in good weather, going outdoors in any weather. geîtins to places out of wdking distance, 
and settins about the house. CIDUS Uicludes the additional item of taking out the trash In addition, 
MSKA distinguisk between ligh housework and heavy housework, wfüle CiDLLS asks about doing 
household tasks. Moreover, MSHA includes two items on money (handiiag long term finances and 
handling day-to-day finances), whereas CiDLLS simply asks about handling money. 



Once the basic and the iastnimentzil activities are combinai into one scafe, it 

is determined that over one-third (310%) of the sample iequires assistance with at 

least one of the activities. h compirison, the rrrmimng 65-Ph are able to do aU the 

activities Uidependentiy. 

Psychological resources include life satisfâctïon, self-esteem, çelf-efficacy, 

perceived control over health, and heaith locus ofwatrol. LEe ~ i t i s f a ~ o i  scores 
- 

Vary across the sample ( x = 17.4 ), rangïng h m  O to 26 (Table 3). Over one-half 

(58.3%) of the sampie have scores in the categories of "poor" and Ybir", while the 

remaining 41.8% bave scores that correspond to the categories of "good" and 

cbexcellentn. 

The psychological measure ofseUssteem afso varies across the entire sample 
- 

( x = 20.1 ), with scores ranghg from 1 1 to 30 (Table 3). Just over onequuter of 

the sample (26.1 %) score "excellent", 39.5% rate "good", and the rexnaining 34.5% 

score as CTair" or "poor". 

Turning to the psychological measure of seff-efficacy, scores here range h m  
- 

17 to 45 ( x = 30.6 ) (Table 3). Close to one-half (46.7%) of the sampie score 

"excellenty7 or "good", while over one-half (55.2%) rate as "fair" or "poor". As 

scoring procedures differ across studies, it is difficult to draw either local or national 

cornparisons in ternis of life satisfaction, self-esteem, and self-efficacy. 



in terms of pemived eoatrol over heaitû, over oae-half (55.7?%) ofthe 

entire sample kl that they have "some" control over theu hdth ,  while 33.9% fée1 

that they have a "great deal" ofcoatrol whea it cornes to their hedth (Table 3). 

Tuming to heaIth locus ofcontrol, estemil health locus of control scores range 

nom O to 9, with a mean of4.6 (Table 3). T h g  to the intcrul health lofas of 

control sale, scores range h m  3 to 1 1 with a mean of 6.0 (T'able 3). The h a i  

masure of health locus of control is medical skepticism. In this scale, scores range 

fiom 2 to 14, with a mean of 7.8 (Table 3). A review of the literature does not reveal 

information on these sorts of measures for either a Manitoba or a Canadian sample, 

therefore, cornparisons are not possible. 

The socid resources available to the sample will be descnid by seven 

indicators. Looking first at marital status, the largest proportion of the sample is 

married (5 1 -7%) (Table 3). Over one-third (36.3%) are widowed, while the remaining 

12.0% is singidnever marrie& or divorced/separated. The proportÏon of those 

individuals who are mamed is siightly lower tban the national average of 57.0% of 

the Canadian population over the age of 65 who reprred king married in 199 1 

(Norland, 1994, p.21). However, this is not sutpnsing given that the study sample is 

older than the national sample, and as increasing age tends to be associated with 

widowhood (Gee & Kimball, 1987). 



Tuming to living arrangements, 42.5% ofthe sample live alme (Table 3). 

in contrast, in 199 1-3 1.1% of M a n i t o h  aged 65 and over lived alone (Centre on 

Aging, I996), w M e  38.0% of Caaadan &ors tesideci aione in 199 1 (Noiland, 

1994, p.35). This findhg is not surprisCng, given that the sample bas fewer m h e d  

individuals when comparai to a natiouai sample. Momver, this sample is a slightly 

older one, and Y..increasiug age [us associated with a greater Iikelihood of liMng 

done" (Centre on Aging 1996, p.22). 

On average, study ~a~c ipauts  identi@ havbg between O and 18 family 

aemben, with a mean of 4.4 (Table 3). Moreover, respondents report a mean of 2.1 

famiîy network memben seen at least weekly, with a range baween O and 9 (Table 

3). In ternis of aumber of confidaati, the majority (79.Ph) ofthe sample feel that 
- 

they have at l e s t  one confidant ( x = 2.0 ) while the range is fiom O to 20 (Table 3). 

Turning to the number of friends, the average number is 7.6 with tespouses of 

between O and 100 (Table 3). The final measure of social support is perceived 

instrumental support (Table 3). The large majority (92.0%) ofrespondents are able 

to identify at Ieast one pmn upon whom they can depend on for at least five of the 

six activities which are asked about ( = 5.6 ). 

Material Resources 

The final category of coping resources is material resources. Participants are 

asked to select the category that their monthiy howhold income falls within. Some 

individuals refused to answer the question, or did not h o w  their moathly house hold 



income. Among the individuais who did respond, the average moathly household 

- 
income varies corn less than $250 to above $5500 ( x = 2124.5 )s (Table 3). Over 

one-third (40.7?!%) report monthly household incornes of less than 5 1499, while over 

one-quarter (26.3%) of the group have monthiy household incomes ofover $2500- 

Those respondents who refuse to answer this question accormt for 30 cases or 

7.7% of the sample. This is not that surprishg as some tespondents perceive income 

questions as private uifomation Furthemore, there is a group of individuais who 

state that they do not know their monthly household income (49 cases or 12.5% of the 

sample). Notwkhstanding the sensitivity issue, some respondents may either find it 

diffifult to remember, or simply do not know the rnonthiy hcome of their household 

Household iacome cornparisons with the larger population are difficult to 

make, as there are a significant number of missing cases among this sample, and 

income is affécted by the size of the household The average yearly income among 

those who responded to the question is $25,494," while it has been reported that 

over one-half (54.8%) of Manitobam aged 62 and over report annual household 

incomes of more than $20,000 (Statistics Canada, 1995). While recognicing the 

limitations of any cornparison, it appears that this group is not unlike the Manitoba 

senior population in ternis of household income. 

Attention now tum to the pemived adequacy of the househoid income 

(Table 3). The majority of the sample (84.5%) fiel that their income satisfies their 

needs either >ery rvell" or "adequately". In temis of eduatioa, respondents report 

23 ïhe mean Uicome ttiat is provided represents the midpoint of the category $2000 to $2249. 
" The mean yeatfy income r e p r e s e ~ s  the mean momhly household income dtipl ied by twdve. 



between O aiad 25 yean of schooling Close to theelquarters of the respondents 

(73.0%) have 9 or more years of education ( = 10.6 ) (Table 3). In com@son, 

ody 58.8% ofManitobans aged 65 and over are ceporteci to bave a formai education 

of more than 9 years (Statistics Canada, 1995). This suggests that this sample, on 

average, appears to have wm yeats of formai schaoling when cornpanxi to 

Manitobans aged 65 and over. 

Summary of Sampk Cbaracteristia 

Aithough cornparisons between the midy sample and larger senior 

populations are ody possible on soute of the variables, this group of individds is 

older and more likely to be female when compared to the Canadian senior 

population In terms of health status, the sunple is similtu to Manitoba's older addt 

population when c hronic conditions are considered. However, when compared to the 

same group, this sample has a srnaller proportion who rate their self-assessed health 

highly. ui tenns of living arrangements, a larger proportion of this sarnple lives 

alone, as cornpared to both Manitoba and Canadian senior populations. in tenns of 

income, this group of otder individuals appears to have similar household incomes 

when compared to Manitoba's population aged skiy-five and over. Fidly, a larger 

proportion of this sample have nine or more yean of education when compared to 

Manitobans aged 65 and over. 



Dita Anaiysis 

Prior to considering the specinc rrsearch questioas, the statistical techniques 

used to addrrss each ofthe wili be presented Methods include univariate, 

bivarîate, and multivariate statistics. The SPSS for Windows (Version 6.1) sothvarr 

program is used for data @ysesyses 

Research Question # 1 

To begin, Braarch Question # 1 focuses on comparing individuais in the 

sample who report eye problems (EP) to those without eye problems (NEP). The 

focus is on whether the= are significant differences between the groups in tem of 

socio-demopphic characteristics (age and gender) and coping resources (health 

status, prychologica( mources, social raources, and material resowces). The 

analyses proceed in several stages. 

Bivariate Analyses of Reseaicb Ouestion # 1 

First, tiequency distributions are used to evaiuate the distribution of the 

sample in regards to the of interest, Next, the analyses includes t-tests for 

continuous variables, and cross-tabuiatiom and chi-square for categorical variables. 

These methods are used to detemine whether the two sub-groups of interest vary in 

terms of socio-dernographic characteristics and coping resources. Findly, those 

variables found to be significant at the bivariatc level are retained for furthet 

multivariate anal-. 



A significance level of v - 0 5  is used for al[ analyses- For t-tests, the t-ratio of 

1.96 is used to indicate si@cance, as the sample sue  is larger than 120 (Hopkins, 

Glass, & Hopkins, 1987). Ratios which are larger than 1-96 indicate that the 

difference between the sample means are greater than the dinerences accountable by 

sampling error (Hopkins et al., 1987). 

To determine whether vanables which are cross-tabulated are associated, chi- 

square, correlations and the sipificame levet are exarnind ïhe chi-square is a 

statistical test used to measure the size of differences between two samples which 

might occur by sampling enor (Hickey, 1986). The strength of relationships at the 

bivariate level are measured by various correlation statistics (Cramer's V, Gamma, 

Peanon's, Phi, or Spearman's) depending on the level of measurement of the 

variables. Al1 of these statistks have values which range from O to -(- 1 . A larger 

magnitude (either negative or positive) indicates a stronger relationship. Those 

relationships of more than 0.60 are considered to be sûong while those between 0.30 

to 0.50 are rated as moderate, and those less than 0.30 are weak (Hickey, 1986). 

~Multivariate Aaalvses of Researcb Ouestion # 1 

Discriminant hction analysis has k e n  chosen as the multivariate statistical 

procedure for several reasons. First, it combines a number of variables (socio- 

demographic characteristics and coping resources), to detemine whether such factors 

differentiate between individuais with eye problems (EPs), and those without (NEPs) 

such problems. Second, the analyses classifi the cases in order to detennine how 





Finally, the standardized canonid discriminant hction coefficients will be 

evduated, as each coefficient represents the relative contribution of its associated 

variable to the fùnction (Kiecla, 1975). The coeîfïcients for the variabtes wili be 

compared to one auother, to detamine their relative contn'bution to the fiinction- 

However, these figures csnnot be interpreted in temu of their magaitude. A positive 

(+) value indicates that higher scores for the vanable are associated with k i n g  eye 

probtems. In cornWson, a negative (-) value niggests uiat higher scores are 

associated with not having eye problems. 

Research Ouestion # 2 

The objective of R-rch Question # 2 is to consider the coping strategies 

that are used by older aduIts to deai with vision loss. Frequency distributions are used 

to evaluate the distribution of the sample in regards to the coping strategies that are 

useci Where appropriate and necessary, the same srpes of bivariate analyses tfiat were 

outlined for Research Question # 1 will be utilized These analyses are not ~quired 

to answer the research question; however, they may contriibute to descriiiag the 

situation of older adults who Iive with vision loss in later life. 

Research Question # 3 

Finally, Research Question # 3 focuses on exploring the factors that are 

associated with die use of parti-cular coping stmtegies. The analyses to be undertaken 

to explore this research question progress in several stages. To begin, cross- 



tabulations and conelations are used in order to examine which socio-demographic 

chara~teri~cs,  appnisals, and coping resources are associated with the most 

fiequentiy mentioned coping strategis To determirte whether variables are 

associated, the chi-square value and the ~ig~ficance level are examineci, while the 

s t r e n e  of relationships at the bivariate level are measured by various correlation 

statistks (Cramer's V, ~arnma)? 

Multivariate Analvses Research Ouestion # 3 

In order to evaluate the effects of sociodemographic characteristics, 

appraisals, and coping resources on the use of individual coping strategies, the 

muftivariate statistical technique of logistic regression is used This method is 

appropriate when the dependent variable is dichotomous, as is the case with the 

coping strategies under investigation (Nomis, 1993). For example, in the case of the 

strategy of doctor visitslsurgery, the value of O represents an individual not taking the 

action. while the value of 1 indicates that the action is taken. 

Because of the relatively small sample ske ,  and the use oflistwise deletion of 

missing data in the regression analyses, approximately ten variables in each 

regression equation cm be used nie primary criterion for including a variable in a 

regession equation is that it has a significant (p <OS) bivariate correlation with the 

coping strategy that is the dependent variable of interest Those variables that are 

approaching the suggested level ofsignificance (p. 10) are also inctuded, up to a 

maximum of ten variables. Researchers such as Mickey and Greenland ( 1989) have 

' C - For more detaifs. see the bivariate analyses description for Research Question * 1. 



argued that F-O5 is too low as it may exclude important variables from the modeI. 

Although some variables may not be associated with the dependent variable at the 

bivariate level, they may end up being important when considered in combination 

with other variables. Bendel and Mfi (1977) recommend that the statistical 

significance criterion for entry should be even higher (p = O. 15 to 0.20); however, due 

to the relatively maIl sample size, the level used here is 0.10. Finally, the variables of 

age and gender are also ÜtcIuded These two variables are not oniy of substantive 

interest, but ais0 serve as examples of socio-derno-aphic characteristics. 

Before the logistic regression analyses are conducted, a Pearson Product 

Moment Correlation MAtrix test for multicoIlinearïty is used to establis h correlations 

between the independent variables. Correlation coefficients near or above 0.60 are 

considered çtmng (Hickey, I986), and require that highly correlateci variables be 

entered into separate regression equations. Variables are entered into regression 

equations in the order in which they appear in Figure L. For example, socio- 

demographic characteristics are entered first, followed by appraisals, and coping 

resources. 

To detemine the overail expladon provided by the logistic regression 

model, the -2 times the log of the likelihood /-ZLLJ, and the improvement Chi-square 

are examined. The -2LL meanue is a reflection of how well the proposed mode1 fits 

the data (Nonisis, 1993). A -2LL value of O indicates a strong relationship between 

the model and the data, while Iarger values (no upward limit) indicate a poor fit 

between the mode1 and the data The Improvement Chi-square is an informative 



measure as it unveils whether the variables entered into the equation during the last 

sep are sipificant (Norusis, 1993). in other words, it reveals the separate 

contributh of appraîsais or coping resources (the second and thitd bIocb of 

variables to enter the equation) on the particular coping strategy (the dependent 

variable). 

To examine the relative influence of the independent variables on the coping 

strate&, the statistics that will be comidered are the logistic regression coefficient 

/B), the Wald statistic, and the R naàstic. The logistic regression coefficient 

represents -..the change in the log odds associated with a one-unit change in the 

independent variable" (Nomis, 1993, p.49). If the value of B is positive, the odds 

that the event (use of a pdcuiar strategy) will occur are increased. In contrast, 

negative B values indicate that the odds of the event occming is decreased (Norusis, 

1993). The Wald statistic tests the sip-ficance of the logistic coefficients. 

Finallÿ, the R mistic is used to evduate the partial correlation that exists 

between the dependent variables (e-g-, coping strategy) and each of the independent 

variab les (Nonisis, 1993). This value can range fiom -1 to + 1. "A positive value 

indicates that as the [independent] variable incteases in value so does the likelihood 

of the event occurring. If R is negative the opposite is me. Small values for R 

indicate that the variable has a mal1 partial contribution to the model" (Nonisiso 

1994, p.48). The B and R values are sirnilar in that they both focus on the 

contribution of individual independent variables within the regression. However, the 

R values focus more on the increased odds of the use of a coping strategy, whereas 



B values focus more on the increased odds of the use ofa copïng strategy, whereas 

the R vaIue is more Wonnative in terms of the conm%ution of the variable to the 

overail mode1 - 

Chapter Summary 

This chaper bas included a description of the Cbronic niness and Disability 

Study. In addition, an ovem-ew of the variables of interest to this study were 

considered in terms oftheir descriptions, measurement, and transformations. Where 

appropriate, reliability and factor andyses resuIts were ako reported. Next, sample 

characteristics wwe reported on, with compaiisons king made to either the bbitoba 

or Canadian older population when infornation was available. Fuially, the chapter 

concluded with a description of the three Research Question's a d  the statistical 

techniques that are employed to address them. 



Chapter Inhoduetion 

This chapter addresses Res*uch QueSfio~ # I "Are there sipnificant 

differences between older adults with vision ioss and those without in ternis of socio- 

demographic characteristics and copiag resources?'' Respoudents are diMded into 

nvo groups based on their answer to the question "Have you h d  eye trouble not 

relieved by giasses wahin the last year or 0th-se still have after effects fkom 

having had them earlier?" Over one-tbird of the sample (32.2%) report such 

problerns, as compared to respondents who do not (67.8%). For ease of comWsoq 

the acroaym EP will be used to represent individuais with eye problems, while NEP 

wiII stand for respondents who have no eye problerns. Results at the bivariate and 

multivariate level are reporteci in order to address this research question. 

Soeidemograpbic Characteristics 

dpe 

To begin, the two groups wiU be compared in ternis of age and gender. There 

is a notable difference between the two groups with respect to age distribution (Table 

4). The EP group has a mean age of 78.3 years, higher than it is for the NEP group 

(75.6). Of the EPs, about one-third (30.2%) are benveen the ages of68 and 74, while 

about one-half (540%) of NEPs are in this age group. Over one-third (41 -2%) of EPs 



are aged 80 and wer, as compared to 2 1.9% of NEPs. Both cross-tabulation' and t- 

test results suggest that the presence of eye problems is associateci widi uicreashg 

age (Table 4)- The relationship is a moderate one (Gamma = 39). 

TABLE J: Age and Cemder of Eyc Problcm (EP) and 
No Eye Probltnw (NEP) Croups 

% of EPs % of NEPs % of Total 
(n = 126) -. . - (a =-.O) (N=391) 

Age (Y-@ 
68 -74 30.2 54.0 46.3 
75 - 79 28-6 24.2 25.6 
80 - 84 2 1-4 13.2 15-9 
853- t 9.8 8.7 12-3 
Mean (S.D-) 78.3 (5-8) 75-6 (5 -4) 76-4 (5.7) 

X2 = 23-41. df. = 3. pc.001: Gamma= 39 
t-ratio = 4-50. dX = 389, p<-O0 1 

Cender 
Male 27.8 41.4 36.8 
Femaie 72.2 58.9 63.2 

j(' = 6.55. dE = 1. pc.05: Phi = -13 

Gender (Conmlling for Age) 
68 - 74 x2 =024. bf. = 1, as; Phi = -04, os 
75 - 79 X2 = 10-00. df = 1, p-=-01; Phi = -32 
80 - 84 = 0.38, d f. = 1. os; Phi = -08. ns 
8S+ X' = 0.02, df. = 1, ns; Phi = 9-02, ns 

Gender 

Tuming to gender, 73.2% of the EP group are fernale. as compared to 58.9% 

of NEPs (Table 4). This difference is not that surprising, given the age differences 

' Collapsed caregories include 68 - 74. 75 - 79.80 - 84. and 85- years of age. 



between the two groups, and the relatioushïp between gender and life expectancy 

(Gee & KimbalI, 1987). Ccoss-tabulation results suggest that the presence of eye 

problems is associated with king fernale. Aithough the resuits are statisticaily 

sigaincant, the reIatiomhip is a weak one (Phi = -13) (Table 4). 

M e  and Gender 

Among this simple, age and gender are both found to be associated with the 

preseuce of eye problems. However, it has been suggested (e-g., Branch et al., 1989) 

that when age is controlled for, the relatiomhip between eye problems and gender no 

longer exists. This is aiso found to be the case with this sample of EPs (Table 4). In 

summary, except for the EPs aged 75 to 79, when select age groups are considemi, 

the relationship between geader and eye problems no longer remains. 

Coping Resourres 

Health Status 

The three indicators of hedth status to be considered are seif-assessed health 

status, chronic health problems? and ADUIADL limitations. In terms of self-ilSSeSSed 

health status, 48.5% of EPs rate their health as excellent or good, compared to 6 1.0% 

of NEPs (Table 5). cross-tabulation2 results suggest that the presmce of eye 

problems is associated with poorer self-assessed health ran'ngs. However, the 

relationship is a wcak one (Phi = .12) (Table 5)- 

' Collapsed categories hclude Fair/Poor/Bad and GoodlExceilent. 



TABLE 9 Sekfasemd Edth,  Chroaic Ecalth Pmblcms, and ADLADL 
Limitations of Eye Problem (EP) and No Eye Probkm (NEP) Group 

WC-msesed Edth 
Fair/Poor/Bad 51.6 
Good 43.7 
E~cellent 4.8 
X2 = 5.50. d.E = 1, pC.05; Phi = -12 

Number o f  Cbroak Etrltb Probkms 
O 3 -1 
1 5.6 
2 19.0 
3 - 4  34.9 
j+ 37.3 
Mean (S.D.) 4.1 (2-4) 
X' =15.1S,d.f =2,p<OOl;Gamma=.33 
t-ratio = -4.14, d.E = 303.47, pc.00 I 

Nrmber o f  Basic ADLs That Rcguire Assistance2 
O 70.6 
1 + 29.4 
,Mean (S-D.) 0-6 (1.1) 
X2 = 14.83, d.f. = 1, p<.001: Phi =. 19 
t-ratio -3 -40, d.f = f 68.77, p<.00 1 

'lumber o f  lnstntmcntai ADLs That Rquire Assistance3 
O 48.1 76.6 67.5 
I+ 51.6 23 -4 32.5 
Mean (S.D.) 1-3 (1.7) 0.5 (1- 1) 0.8 (1 -4) 

= 30.95. d.f = 1. pC.00 1: Phi = 2 8  
t-ratio = -4.83, d.f = 183.99, p<.OO 1 

Number o f  ADWIADLs Tbat Requin Assistract 
O 46.0 74.0 65.0 
1 4- 54.0 26.0 3 5.0 
&Mean (S.D.) 1.9 (2-6) 0.7 (1.7) 1.1 (1.1) 
X' = 29.27. dX = 1. p<.ûû 1; Phi = -27 
t-tatio = -4.6 1, d-f. = 177.37. p<.OOI 

I f  n for the saxnple doa  not total 39 1 (126 for those with eye problems or 165 for those without eye 
problems), the temainder did not answer the question (Le. missi% values). 
2 Basic ADLs include dressing, eating bathing, walking, and todeting. 
' Instmmental ADLs hclude using the telephone., shopping, preparing mds, doing household taslis. 
handling money, taking out trash and taking medication. 



The next ïndicator of heaith status is chroiic halth probkns3 (Table 5). 

The most common health problems found among both groups are arihntis, ear 

trouble, foot or limb problems, and high blood pressure (Appendix B). The EP group 

hm an average of4.1 chonic health pblems, higher than it is for the NEP group 

(3.1 ). Amoag the EP group, close to one-tenth (8.8%) report Less than two conditions, 

as compared to 19.2% of the NEP group. Moreover, 37.3% of EPs acknowledge 

having five or more heaith pblems, as compared to 20.4% of NEPs (Table 5). 

cross-tabulatiod and t-test results confimi that the two groups dEer in regards to 

chronic health problems. However, the relationship between eye problems and 

number ofchmnic health problems is a weak one (Phi = -19). 

The h l  measue of heaith status is ADWIADL limitations (Table 5). In 

tenns of basic ADLs, close to one-third (29.4%) of EPs need help with one or more of 

the activities, as compared to 13.2% of NEPs. Close to one-half (51.6%) of EPs 

require assistance with at least one of the instnunental ADLs, while the proportion 

decreases for N E P s  (23.4%). Taking into accouat al1 twelve ADUIADL items, more 

than one-half (54.0%) of EPs need help with at Ieast one of these activities, as 

compared to 26.0% of N ' s .  cross-tabulation5 and t-test results suggest that EPs 

require assistance with a p a t e r  number of ADYIADLs (Table 5). However, 

although the results are statistically significant, the relationship is a weak one (Phi = 

.27). 

See Appndà B for frrquencies on s p d c  chmnic health problems. 
Collapsed categorieo in the cross-tabulation Irlude O - 2, and 3 - 4. and 5+ Ctronic Heaith ProbIems. 
' Collapoed megories include 0. and l+  A D W L  Limitations. 



Psychologicai mources include tife satisktioa, selfksteem, selfefficacy, 

perceived contml ovn heaitû, and beahh locus ofcoatrol. TuniLig nnt to Me 

satisfaction, scores vary across both of the groups (Table 6). On average, the EP 
- - 

group ( x = 16.2 ) score lower than the NEP group ( x = 18.0 ). The means for 

both groups are in the " f i  category in terms of life satisfiaction Results of both the 

cross-tabdation6 and the t-test are significant, coafimiing that EPs score Iower on this 

measure of Iife satisfaction thaa M P s  (Table 6). Notwithstanding the statistical 

~ i ~ f i c a n c e  between eye pcoblems and fifie satisfaction, the reiationship is a weak 

one (Cramer's V = -2 1). 

6 Cobpsed categories include O - 13, 14 - 19, 20 - 22, and 23 - 26. 



TABLE 6: Life Stisf&cîion, Scifkstccm, Sdf*fkacy, 
Perceived Coatrol Over Heaith, and Edth Locus of Control 

of Eyc Problcm (EP) and No Eye Problcm (NEP) Groups 

% of EPs % of MPs % of Total 
. . . . . - - . - - -. (n = 126)' 

---* 
(n = 265)' (N = 391)' -... -. 

Life Satisfaction (n= 123) (n = 260) (n = 383) 
Poor (O - 13) 35.0 16-5 22.5 
Fair (14- 19) 30-1 38.5 35.8 
Good (20 -22) 19.5 25-8 23 -8 
Excellent (23 - 36) 15.4 19.2 18-0 
Mean (SDJ 16.2 (5-9) 18.0 (5.1) 17.4 (5.4) 
X2 = 16.30, df = 3, F.00 1; Cramefs V = 2 1  
t-ratio = 2.99, df, = 2 12.46, F.005 

Selfuteem (n = 123) (n = 257) (n = 380) 
Poor (0 - 17) 15.4 7.4 10.0 
Fair (18 - 19) 32-5 20.6 24.5 
Good (20) 30-9 43 -6 39.5 
Excellent (2 1 - 30) 2 1.1 28.4 26-1 
Mean (S.D.) 19.4 (24) 20.4 (2.7) 20.1 (2-6) 

= IS.29. dE = 3. F . 0  1 ; Cramefs V = .20 
t-ratio = 3.34, hf, = 378, p<,OOS 

SelFefficacy (n = 123) (n = 256) (n = 379) 
Poor (O - 28) 30-1 25.0 26.6 
FaU. (29 - 31) 33.3 23.4 26.6 
Good (32-33) 22.8 24.2 23 -7 
Excellent (34 - 5 1 ) 13.8 27.3 23 .O 
bfean (S.D.) 29-9 (4.2) 3 1 .O (4.2) 30.6 (4.2) 
X2 = 10.55, df = 3, F.05; Cramefs V = -17 
t-ratio = 2.50, df. = 377, p(,OOS 

1 If n for the sampIe does not totai 39 1 (126 for those with eye probIems or 265 for those without eye 
problems), the remainder did not answer the question (Le. missing values). 



Table 6 conh'nued 

Perceïved Contml Ovcr health (n = t 25) 
None 13.6 
Some 64.0 
A Great Deal 22.4 
XZ = 1 126, bf = 2, F.005; Cramer's V = -17 

Extemal Hdth Locus of Control (a = 122) 
Low (O - 4) 35.2 
Hi@ (5 - 9)  64.8 
Mean (S-D.) 4.8 (1 -4) 
X2 = 7.42. df. = 1. as: Phi = -14 
t-ratio = - 1-89, d-f, = 375, ns 

intemal Heaith Locus of Contmf (n = 116) 
LOW (O - 5 )  46-6 
High (6 - 12) 53 -4 
Mean (S.D.) 5.8 (1.3) 
X2 = 1.96. df. = 1, ns: Phi = .O7 
t-ratio = 1.91, df = 364, as 

~Wical  Skepticism (n = 117) 
Low (O - 7) 46.2 
Ki& (8 - 15) 53.8 
Mean (S.D. ) 7.8 (2.1) 
r'=-ii.df= i.ns;Phi=.02 
t-ratio = -.3 1, df, = 365, ns 

' U n  for the sample does not total 391 (126 for those with eye problerns or 265 for those without eye 
problems), the remainder did not answer the question (Le. missing values). 



The psychologïcd measure of sellksteem also varies across the two sub- 

groups (Table 6). On average, EFs ( = 19.4 ) have Iower self-esteem scores than 

- 
NEPs ( x = 20.4 ). cross-tabuIation7 and t-test nsuits CO& that this difference is 

~tati~cally signi-ficant However, the relatioaship is a weak one (Cramer's V = -20) 

(Table 6). 

Turning to self-enicacy, EPs ( = 29.9 ) score lower on average than NEPs 
- 

( x = 3 1 .O ) (Table 6). Results of the cross-tabuIation8 and the t-test indicate that 

~el~efficacy scores Vary si~ficantiy between the two groups. Kowever, the 

relationship between eye problems and selfefficacy is not a strong one (Cramer's V 

= -17). 

in tems of perceived control over health, differences appear to exia among 

the two sub-groups (Table 6). EPs are less Iikely to perceive a "great deal" of control 

over their own heaith (32.4%) as compared to NEPs (39.4%). cross-tabulation9 

results suggest a weak relationship between eye problems and perceived control over 

health (Cramer's V = . 1 7). 

Turning to external hcriltb locus of control, on-average- EPs ( = 4.8 ) and 

- 
NEPs ( x = 4.5 ) score sirnilarly (Table 6). cross-tabulatiodo and t-test mults 

confimi that the difference is not statistically sigificant (Table 6). In other words, 

the degree to which individuals believe that their heaith is determined by chance or 

by fate does not differ between the two groups. 

- - - -  - - - - - - - 

Collapsed megories indude O - 1 7. 18 - 19.20. and 2 1 - 30. 
S Collapsed categones include O - 28,29 - 3 1,22 - 33, and 34 - 5 1. 

Categories include None. Some. and A Great Deai. 
1 O Collapsed catqories include O - 4, and 5 - 9. 



- 
Tuming to intemal hdth  Iœlu of eo~trol, EPs ( x = 5.8 ) SCOR slightly 

lower than NEPs ( * = 6.1 ) (Table 6). cross-tabulation" and t-test results disclose 

no signinmt difference bewen the two groups (Table 6). This hdiag suggests 

that the degree to which indiMduals believe that their health is detemhed by their 

own does uot vary betmen those w i i  and without eye problems. 

nie W sub-scale *thin the heaith locus of control items is medical 
- - 

siceptichm EPs ( x = 7.8 ) and M P s  ( x = 7.7 ) score similarly on this measure 

(Table 6). cross-tabulation" and t-test results CO* that there is no significant 

difference between the two groups. In summacy, the degee to which one is skepticai 

of modem medicine, or of heaith care professionais does not appear to associated 

with eye problems. 

Social Resources 

The sociai resources available to cespondents are dearibed by seven 

indicatoa. These indicators are: marital status, living arrangements, the size of 

family netwok the number of family network mernbers seen at least weekly, the 

nurnber of conf ïh ts ,  the number of friends, and perceived instrumental support 

Looking first at marital status, close to equal proportions of EPs are married 

(42.9%) and widowed (47.1%). In compankon, 55.8% of the NEP group are mameci, 

while X 6 %  are widowed (Table 7). cross-tabulatiod3 results suggest that the EP 

t t Collapsed categories in the cross-tabulation include O - 5, and 6 - 12. 
" Collapsed categaria include O - 7. and 8 - 15. 
13 Collapsed categories inchde Sot currently -Marrieci (O), and Manieci (1). 



moup is less likeIy to be mamed than the NEP group. Aithough the relatiomhip is 
u 

statistically significant, it is a weak one (Phi = -. 13) (Table 7). 

TABLE 2 Maritai Staîm, Living Arrangemeais, Sicc of FuaLly NetworL, Numbcr of 
Family Network Manbers Seen at Lcirt Weejciy, Numba o f  ConlM.nis, Numbcr of 

Friends, and PeCCCiYd JiutromtnîaI Support of Eye Problem (EP) 
and No Eye Piabkm (NEP) Croups 

Living Amagemtnts 
Lives Aione 
Lives with One or -More Others 
K* = 3.47, d-E = I ,  ns; Phi = -.O9 

Sue o f  Family Network (Number of F m *  Membcn) (n= 263) (n = 381) 
0 - 4 61.1 57.4 58.3 
5 - 38-9 42.6 41.3 
Mean (S.D.) 4.1 (2.9) 4.6 (2.8) 3.4 (2.9) 
xz = 0.48, d-f. = 1. ns; Phi = -.O4 
t-ratio = 1 -56, d.f. = 387, ns 

Yumbcr of Fami* Network Mentbers Sen at Ltrwt Wukly 
O 19.0 18- t 18-4 
1 -2  49.2 47.9 48 -3 
j+ 3 1.7 34-0 33.2 
.Mean (S.D.) 2 1 (1.7) 2- i (1.7) 2- 1 (1-7) 
x2 = -15. d.f = 1. ns: Phi = --O2 
t-ratio = 1-15. d.f = 387, ns 

' ~ f  n for the sample does not total 39 1 (126 for those with eye problems or 265 for those without eye 
problems). the remainder did not answer the question (Le. missing values). 



Table 7 contiaued 

% of EPs % of NEPs % of Total 
. . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  In= 126)~ _(.-- n = 765)' (N- - 391)' 

Numbcr of Coafdina 
O 
1 
2+ 
 mea an (S.D.) 
X' = 1.20. df = 2, m; Crarneis V = -06 
t-ratio = 1-17, dE = 347.75,ns 

N u m k  o f  Fritiitls 
0 - 6  
7+ 
Mean (S.D.) 
n' = 1.w. di. = i .  nst E%i = -.O5 
t-ratio = 1-13. d.f. = 387, ns 

Pcrtti..d Imtmmcatat Support 
O - 4 Tasks heIp is perceived to exkt 
5 - 6 Tasks heip is percehed to 
Mean (S.D.) 
K' =-l5.d.f = 1.m: Phi=--02 
t-ratio = 1-15. df = 387. ns 

I if n for the sample does not total 39 1 ( 1  26 for those with eye problems or 265 for those without eye 
pro blems). the remainder did not m e r  the question (i.e- missing vdues). 

The next indicator of social resources is living arrangements. Close to one- 

half (49.2%) ofEPs, and 392% ofNEPs [ive alone(Table 7). Results of a cross- 

tabulation" suggest diat eye problems are not associated with living arrangements 

(Table 7). 

Tuming to the size O t family aetwork, the EPs report a mcan of 1 . 1  Bmil y 

members as comparai to a mean of 4.6 fmily members reporteci by the NEP group 

14 Collapsed cate3ories include Lives Aione (O) .  and Lives with One or More Others ( 1)- 



(Table 7). Both cross-tabulation" anâ t-test results confirm that the difference is not 

statistically significant Therefore- there does aot appear to be a relationship between 

eye problems and the size oftamily network (Table 7). 

On average, both EPs and NEPs report a atean of 2.1 family network 

memben seen rt k.mt weekiy (Table 7). Neither the cross-tabdatlod6 nor the t-test 

resdts are statistically significant (Table 7). Therefore, there is no relationship 

between the p e n c e  ofeye problems and the number o f fh i ly  network members 

seen at Ieast weekly. 

In terms ofaumber of  coofidants, 82.5% ofEPs and 78.3% of NEPs report 

hawig at least one confidant (Table 7). Cross tabulatiod7 and t-test ikdings suggest 

that there is no significant difference between EPs and NEPs in tenns of the nurnber 

of confidants that they identify (Table 7). 

Turning to number of fricads, the EP group report a mean of6.8 fnends, 

compared to 8.0 for the NEP group (Table 7). Cross tabulation18 and t-test results 

both reveal no significant difference between the two groups in terms of the number 

of fnends identified (Table 7). 

l5 coilapsed a<egories klude O to 4 (0). and 5+ Famiiy Members (1). The categories were deveioped 
aAer considering the mean number of M y  members for the entire sampie, as well as a distniution that 
wouid divide the eaàre sample into rougi@ two equai groups. 
16 CoUapsed caregories indude O (O), 1 to 2 (1). and 3 or More Family Members (2). The categories 
are the tesult of dividing the enart sample into thret groups, talang into accowit the mean, and a normal 
distniution curve. 
17 Collapsed categorïes inciude None (O), One (l), and Two or More Codklaats (2). These catcgories 
are the result of d~ding the enth sample h o  three groups, taking h o  acmunt the mean, and a normal 
distn'bua'on c w e .  
18 Collapsed categories incfude O - 6 (O), and 7+ Friends (1). These categories are the result of dividing 
the eatire sample ïnto two groups, taking into account the m a .  



The final meas= of social support is perceivd instmmental support 

(Table 7). Nearfy a11 (9 1.3%) of EPs are able to identi& at least one person whom 

they couid cal1 upon for help with at least five of the six activities which are asked 

about In cornparison, 92.4% ofNEPs report similar levefs of perceived instninienta! 

support. cross-tabulatï~n'~ and t-test results reveai no signifiant merence between 

the two groups in te= of their perceived instrumentai support (Table 7). 

The three materiai resources to be considered are monthly household income, 

perceived adequacy ofhousehoId income, and education Average moathly 

household income varies across the sample (Table 8)." Among the EPs, over one- 

third (4 1.3%) report household incornes less than S 1499, as compared to 28.3% of 

NEPs. Furthemore over one-tenth (13.5%) of EPs ackuowledge incornes of over 

E2500, while 24.5% of the NEP group are in this category. Close to equal proportions 

of both groups do not know the monthly income of the household (m = 15.1%, NEP 

= 11.3%), or choose not to respond to this question (EP = 6.3%, NEP = 8.3%). 

19 ColIapsed categoties include O to 4 (O),  and 5 to 6 (1). These nunibers refiect the number ofactivities 
for which one bas perceiveci instnunentaf supporr ïhe categories an the resuit of ciividing the &re 
sample h o  two groups at the only point where there is some 
m TaMe 8 reports two i n c m  sample distributions. One indudes the entire sarnple, wtule the other 
exciudes chose inchiduah who did not respond to the question 



TABLE 8: Montbly HouseLold Inconte, Perceived Adequacy of Household 
Income, and Education of Eye Problem (EP) and No Eye Problem W P )  Croup 

% of EPs % of NEPs % of Total 
(a = 126)' = 965)' = 39 1)' 

. . . . .. . - . ..... .-. . - .- .----cl!+--- - - - -  --- . ---. - 

Mon* EoPschoiâ b m e  (â) 
(En- Sampk) 

SO - S t 499 41.3 
S1500 - $2499 23.8 
$2500+ 13.5 
Do Not Know 15.1 
Misshg Value 6.3 

MontMy Househoid Income (S) 
(hdudiag Misshg Vaiues) (a = 99) 

SO - SI499 52.5 
S 1500 - S2499 30.3 
$250- 172 
MtXm (Range) Si500 - $1749 
2 = 9.88. df. = 2. pc.0 1; Speamian = -- 18 
t-ratio = 2-87. df- = 3 10, p<.OOJ 

Perceivcd Adequacy of  Household incorne 
Very Weil 25-4 
Adequaîely 55.6 
With Some DifficultylNot Very 19.0 

Weil 
X2 = 1-83, dE  = 2, as; Cramer's V = .O7 

Education (Years) 
0-8 
9 -  12 
1 3  
 mea an (S. D.) 
x' = 1.54, dE =2, os; Crama 
t-ratio = 1.87, d-f- = 387, ns 

' if n for the sampIe does not rotai 39 1 ( 1  26 for those with eye problems or 365 for those wirhout eye 
problems), the remainder did not m e r  the question (Le. missing values). 



A t-ted ù conducted to determine whether the= is a signifiant difference in 

the mean household incomes betMen the two groups. Excluded are the individuais 

who chose not to answer this or do not know theu rnondily household 

income. The mean income of EPs is between S l5W to S 1749, whiIe NEPs bave a 

mean household income withlli the range ofS20ûû to $2249. cross-tabulatïon2' and 

t-test resuits suggest that EPs have lower monthly houschold incomes than NEPs. 

Notwithstanding the st;rti*stical sigdcance, the nlatiomhip is a weak one (Speamian 

= -. 18). 

Attention now turns to the perceived adequacy of household iuame (Table 

8). The majority of bath groups (EP = 8 1 .O%, NEP = 86.3%) feel that their incorne 

satisfies their needs either 'tery weii" or "adequately". ~ross-tabulatioa'2 redts 

revd that there is no association üetween eye pmblems in later Iife and perceived 

adequacy of household income (Table 8). 

The f?naI material resource to be wnsidered is education. Close to t h e -  

quartes (72.0%) of E?s have 9 or more yean ofeducation, as compared to 73.5% of 

NEPs (Table 8). Both cross-tabulationu and t-test resuits advise that there is aot a 

significant ciifference across the two groups in terms of the nurnber of yean of 

schooluig (Table 8). 

" The coUapsed version of the monthly household h m  variable does aot indude those inâividuais 
who did aot know their monthly household ùrcome, or who refusai to respond 
zz ColLpxd categories include Very WeiL Adequately, and W& Some Dficulty/Not Vay Wefl. 
" Categoria include O to 8 years, 9 to 12 years. 13+ years. 



Samm y of the Bivarhte Aiulyses 

Aithough a variety ofsociodemographic and copiag mouces are considered 

across the two groups, oniy some ofthe Wts wntnbute to explaùiiag differences 

across the two groups (Table 9). Of the soeio-demogmphic cbaracteristics that are 

included, the groups di&r in ternis ofboth age and ge&r. EPs are si@mtiy 

older and more lilreIy to be fernale than NEPs. 



TABLE !k D'ifkmnas Bttwam Eye Probkm (EP) a d  
No Eye Probkn (NEP) Croups 

Bdth  Starw 
SeIGassesscd Eiealth Ststrin 
Chronic H d t h  Problems 
Number of A D W L  limitations 

Psycho&gicaf Raouras 
Life Satisfaction 
Seifeeem 
Seifdcacy 
Perceiveci Conbol Over Heafth 
Heaith Locus of Contml 

Extemal Health Locus of Control 
interna1 Health Locus of Coatml 
Medical Skepticism 

Social Resourca 
1Mantal Smhrs 
Living A r r a a g ~ ~ t s  
Size of Family Network 
Number of F d y  Network M e m b  Seen at 
L m  weekly 

Number of Confidants 
Number of Friends 
Perceived instrumental Support 

Maîeriril Rmourccj 
MontMy Household lacurne 
Perceived Adequacy of Household h o m e  
Education 

EP p u p  oldcr 
EP gmup more iikety to be f d e l  

EP p o p  poom self-siseJscd health' 
EP gmup more health pmblems 
EP g r o q  requires help with more 

ADUIADLS' 

1 Statistically significant but weak association (<.30) - indicatcs no slatistidy s iecant  difféfences at the b e a t e  level. 



Ail three of the health status variables (selfassessed health, chmnic hedth 

problems, and ADULADL Iimitations) are found to difier across the two groups. 

Compared to NEPs, EPs tend to selfdssess tûeu heaith as poorer, have more chroaic 

health problems, and have more ADUIADL Limitations. 

Four of the psychoIogid  sources an found to vary betwem the two 

samples. On average, the EP gtoup score lower in terms oflife satisfaction, self- 

esteem, and self-efficacy, mci pemive diat they have l e s  m l  over their own 

heaith when compared to NEPs. The two groups do cot cliflier in tems of extemal and 

internai heaith locus of control and medical skepticism. 

Only one out of the seven social resources reveal a ciifference across the two 

groups. EPs are les Wrely to be married than NEPs, white there are not signifiant 

differences in terms of living arrangements, the size of ffamily network, the number of 

farnily network members seen at least weekly, the number ofconfldants, the aumber 

of fnends, and perceived instrumentai support. 

Lastiy, in tems o f  material resources, the two groups appear to Vary in tems 

of monthly household income. EPs have slightly lower househoold incornes than 

NEPs. There is no difEerence between the two groups in terms of the perceived 

adequacy of howhold income or education. 

Mu1 tivariite Analyses 

The variables found to be significant at the bivariate level (age, gender, self- 

assessed health status, chronic health problems, ADUIADL limitations, life 



satisfaction, self-esteem, seIflefficacy, perceiveci control over health, marital staw, 

and monthly househoId income) are retained for discriminant finction analyses 

@FA)." This mdti-ate analysis metbod is chosen as it &es those variables 

(socidemographic characteristics and certain coping resouces) which are 

signifiant at the bivariaa level and detemines whether as a gmup they are able to 

differmtiate between ER and -S. ui addition, this statisticd technique classifies 

the cases, in order to determine wbat proportion are comctly classifiai when oniy the 

information on these variables is knowo? 

Pnor to conducting DFA, a Pearson Roduct Moment Conelation Matrix test 

for multicolIiaearity is used to establish correlations between the inde pendent 

variables. Correiation coefficients near or above 0.60 are considemi strong (Hickey, 

1986) and resuit in vanables king entered into seprate discriminant function 

analyses. The bi-ate correlations between the eleven independent variables are 

presented in Table 10. It is determineci that none of the vanables are multicollinear. 

" For the purposes of these anaiyses, the variables of- chroaic b d t h  problems, ADLMDL 
Limitations, life sansfiidon, seIfeeem, &eflicacy, and monthJy household income are continuous. 
Next, the of perccived wmrol over health is i n t d  level. F l y ,  th variables of gender, seif- 
assessed health saus and maritai status are dichotomued. 
zs For a more detaiied dixussion on this rrmltivariate methosi, and its statistics, please see Chapter 
Three. 



Some re~eafchers (Norusis, 1994) suggest that if too many cases are missing 

on a @cular variable, it may be wise to eliminate the variable nom the analysis. 

Several misshg cases on a variable creates ONO problems. Fin& resuits based on 

mialler sample sues can be more variable. Second, those who do not have missing 

data may differ fkom those who do have missing data, leadhg to biased results 

(Norusis, 1994). 

ui terms of this andysis, the variable of rnonthiy household income has a 

signifiant nmber  of missing uws. Forty-nine respondents do not know their 

average monthiy household income, while thirty individuais refirsed to answer the 

quedon Therefore, additionai discriminant @don analyses are conducted A 

discriminant hct ion analysis is perfonned without the monthly household income 

variable (Equation 2). This version is compared to Equation I in order to establish 



whether the srnaller sample size (a r d t  of the monthly household uicome 

king  included) produces dîfFerent resuits. 

in addition to expiocuig any di&rences that exist because ofsample s k ,  it is 

also necessuy to consider any diffîerences between respondents who do and Who do 

not have niissing data on the monthiy household income variable. Consequemly, 

Equation 3 takes into account respondents who provide montMy household income 

information, while Equation 4 corniders respoadents who did not provide this 

iaformation- The monthly household income variable is excluded in both of these 

analyses. 

Resufts of Discriminant Fuaction Anaivses: Eauatioa 1 

The fht DFA includes the eleven that were found to differentiate 

EPs and NEPs at the bivariate level (Equation I)." Redts are based on a sample 

sue of 298, as the remaiader (n = 93) did not have information for al[ eleven 

variables. Resuits reveal that these factors are able to significantl y differentiate 

between EPs and NEF% (Table 11 - Column 2). However, it should be aoted that only 

133% of the variabilil in the discriminant scores i s  amiautable to between group 

diffèrences. Upm wusidering the standardized Canonical discriminant ftnction 

coefficients, it is evident that the variables of age and ADMADL limitations 

contnbute the most to this hction, while the third d e d  variable of chronic hedth 

problems conmiutes close to one-half less than its predecessors. Positive 

standardized Canonical discriminant fÙnction coefficients indicate that higher scores 

Id For these analyses, all of the independent variables are entered in concurrentiy. 



for the vanables are asmciated with the event in question occdng. in this case, 

advancing age, more ADYIADL Limitations, aud more chroaic health problems are 

associated wïth having eye pmblems. F M y ,  as a part ofthe DFA, the classincation 

procedure indicates that 69.1% ofthe cases couid be correctiy classified when oniy 

their values on the eleven discrirninafing variables are known. This is 19.1% better 

than expected by chance dom. 

TABLE 11: D i s c r h h n t  Fonction Analysg Resuits 

Eqiutian 1 Eqoatioa 2 Equation 3 Equrtioa 4 - 

VARIABLES 
4% 
Gender 
SdC-messed Edtô Strtus 
Cbronic H d  h M m s  
ADUIADL Limitations 
Lüé Satisfactiœon 
Sdi-CSteem 
W-CflTicy 
Perceiveci Contral O v u  
Marital Statu3 
Moathty HousChoid Intome 

+.41 
+.20 
+. 1% 
+.38 
+,4 1 
-. 13 
-26 
+.OB 
-, 17 
9-05 

Not hchded 

-38 
14.4 

-86, gS.001 
57.02, 10 

p<*OOI 
-17 

70.5 

+.a 
+.26 
+. 15 
+.23 
+.43 
0.20 
-. 14 
-.O6 
-. 12 
9-02 

Not hcluded 

-37 
13-7 

-87, p<. 00 1 
42.17, 10 
F.00 1 

-16 

+.25 
-. 13 
+.24 
+. 73 
t .38 
+. 18 
-.a 

Not Inciuded 
Not hcluded 
Not iucluded 
Not hcIuded 

.50 
25.0 

-75, pC.01 
19.82, 7 
F . 0  1 
-32 

FUNCTION STATISTICS 
Canonid Cordation 
(Canonid ~orrdrtioo)~ 
Wiiks' Lambda 
$9 df. 
Significance Level 
Eigenvdue 
Pcrcenîage of Cases Co@ 
Clrssïfied 68.8 72.4 

1 A positive sign (+) indicates that higher scores for the variable are ass0clSOClated with hahg eye 
problems: a negative sïgn (-1 hdicates that higher scores for the varÏabte are associateci with not havllig 
eye problems. 



Results of Discriminant Fonction Aaalvses: Eauation 2 

ln gened, the results of Equation 2 (Table 1 1 - Column 3) are consistent with 

the resuits oCEquation 1. The resuits are based on 373 cases, as die remaining 

eighteen did not have complete information for the ten varïabies. To begin, the 

W o a  do significantly differentiate betweea the two groups, while 14.4% of the 

variability in the discriminant scores is a redt of between group differences. Similar 

to Equation 1, age, chronic health probleas, and A D W L  limitations contnibute 

the most to the fiinction, Ciassification resdts reveal that 70.5% of the tirne, 

respondents are placed in the w m t  group (EP, NEP) when oniy their values on 

these ten discriminating variables are known Mer consiking the tindings of both 

equations (Equations 1 & 2). it does not appear tbat the sntafler sample size (a r d t  

of the monthly househoid income variable being hcluded) aiters results substantially. 

An additionai anaiysis (not reported in Table I 1) conducted with only the 

three variables of age, chronic health probIems, and ADUIADL limitations is aiso 

statisticaily significant. These findings suggest that these three variabI aione seive 

to distinguish between EPs and NEPs- However, in cornparison to those analyses 

where more variables are included, iess of the variance in the discriminant scores is 

attributed to between group differences (10.2%). Finally, when only the varhbles of 

age, chronic health problems, and ADUIADL limitations are included, 67.5 

percentage of cases are correctly classified into the groups of EPs and M P s .  



bults of Discriminant Fmnction Aaalvses: Eauation 3 

In addition to expioring m y  differences that exist because of sample ske, it is 

also necessary to coasider any differences between nspndents d o  do and who do 

not have missing data on the rnonthly household income variable- Consequently, 

Equation 3 takes into account ~spondents Who povide rnonthly househoid income 

information, while Equation 4 considen respondents who did not provide this 

information ïhe monthly household income is excluded in both of these 

analyses- It is i m p o ~ t  to note that withiu these two groups of individuals (provide 

monthly howhold income vernis do not provide monthly household income), the 

proportion of EPs and NEPs is consistent with those found within the entire samplcY 

The results for Equation 3 are based on 298 out ofa possible 3 12 cases, as 

some respoudents did not have complete uIformation for the ten variables. The 

findùigs are consistent with the two pnMously reported on analyses, as the ten factors 

successfully differentiate between the two groups. However, only 13.7% of the 

variability in the discriminant scores is a resuit ofbetween group merences (Table 

1 1 - Colurnn 4). Similar to the previous two equations, age, chronic health problems, 

and ADUIADL limitations contniute the most to the fiinctiou. Classification resdts 

reveal that 68.8% of the time, study participants are placed in the correct group (EP, 

NEP) when onIy their values on these ten discriminating variables are known. 

" Among those who provided monthiy household hcorne (a = 3 12). 3 1.7% are EPr whiie 68.3% are 
NEPS. Among those who did not provide rnomhly household income (n = 79), 34.2% are EPs M e  
65.8% are NEPs. 



Resulb of  Discriminant Fonction Aadvses: Eauatioa 4 

The final discriminant hction anaiysis (Equatiou 4) iacludes respondents 

who have mûsing data on the m o d y  household income wÏable. I.Q order to fÙiftll 

the ratio of one vanable for every ten cases, ody seven variables were included 

Self-efficacy, perceived control over healtb, and status were dropped h m  

this anaiysis, as they were round to be least infiuential in the m o u s  analyses 

(Equations 1 - 3). The Results are ôased on 76 of the 79 cases, as thne individuafs 

did uot have complete information for the seven Like the previous three 

analyses, results of Equation 4 CO& that the seven disCnminator -ables 

differentiate between the two groups (Table 1 1 - Column 5). The conesponding 

Canonical correlation suggests that 25.0°/0 of the variability in the discriminant scores 

is attn'butable to b e ~ n  group differences. However, due to a mal1 sarnple size 

these resuits shouid be viewed cautiously. A consideration of the standardized 

Canonicd discriminant hction coefficients reveais that chronic health problems, 

and selfaeern contribute most to the hction, with the former conm%uting more 

than the latter. Finally, classifidon results reveal that 72.4% of the tirne, 

respondents are placed in the correct group (EP, NEP) when only their values on the 

discriminatirtg variables are known 

[fwe compare respondents who do and who do not have rnissing &ta on the 

rnonthly household income variable, it appears that different vanables conmibute the 

most to differentiating between EPs and NEPs in each of the sampla. In the case of 

respondents who provide income information (Equation 3), age, ADUIADL 



limitations, and chmnic heaith problems contniute the most to the fimctioa h 

cornparison, for mpondents who do not provide incorne information (Efqutioa 4), 

chroaic health pmblew, seIf-esteem, and ADLGîDL limitations are the rhree factors 

that contniute the most to the hctïon. Due to the limited sample sïze of the latîer 

group, it is difficult to say whether the différrnces that appear here are legitimate, or 

if they are sirnply a reffection of the relatively mail sample size. 

Sumary of the Mutthdate Aaalyscs 

ïhe resuits of the multivariate analyses confim those findings reported at the 

bivariate Ievel. All four of the discrimuümt fkction analyses reveai that the 

variables whïch are found to differ statisticdy across the two groups at the bivariate 

level, aiso serve to distinguish between the two groups when considemi in 

combination at the mulnvariaie level. Notwithstanding the statistical significance, 

the effectivena of the discruniaant variables as a group is weak Ase, chronic 

health problems, and ADU[ADL limitations appear to connibute the most to between 

group diffiereuces 

When individuals who do not have missing data on the monthly household 

income variable are corn@ to respoadents who do, there appears to be a slight 

variation in terms of the variables which contribute the most (reiative to the other 

variables) to distinguishing among the two groups. However, the extent of this 

difference is difficult to establish, due to the nlatively mal1 sample size of 

respondents who have missing data on the monthly household income question. 



Finally, classification d t s  across aU of the DFAs are relatively consistent The 

findings suggest that on average seven out often cespondents are assigned to the 

correct group, when the vaiues to the discriminator variables is all that is b w n .  

Cbapter Coadusion 

The main objective of this chapter was to report on the fhdings of Research 

Question # 1. The chapter began with cornprisons between EP and NEP groups in 

ternis of both SociOcdemographic characteristics and coping resources. With the use 

of various bivariate statistics, it was found that the two groups W e r  in terms of a 

number of indicators. Fht ,  the EP group is more likely to be older, and female, than 

the NEP grwp. Secody, EPs selfassess their health as poorer, have more chronic 

health problems and more ADUIADL limitations than the NEP group. Next, EPs 

express less perceived control over their heaith, and score lower in terms of life 

satisf"on, self-esteern, and self-efficacy than NEPs. Finally, EPs are more likely to 

not be cunentiy married than NEPs, and to bave lower monthiy household incornes. 

The chapter also included the r d t s  of four separate discrimimant fimction analyses, 

which confïnned h d i n g  found at the bivariate Level. Age, chronic health problems, 

and ADUlADL limitations were found to contribute the most to between group 

differences, 



Cbapter htroductïon 

This chapter has two main objectives. The first objective is to deScni the 

situation of people who are Living wïth vision loss in later Mie. To begin, details on 

diagnoses, and Iength of t h e  with eye pmblem(s) are presented Secondy, the eye 

conditioaidiseases diat EPs report wiU be considereâ Finally, the sample wiII be 

descn'bed in terms of perceived cause(s), perceiwd symptom(s), and the amoum of 

interference and bother that the symptoms cause them. It should be noted that 

diagnoses information, and eye conditioI1S/diseases axe included for descriptive 

purposes only, and will not be utilized in m e r  andyses. 

The second objective ofthis chapter is to address Research Question # 2 

"What are the coping strategïes used by older addts with vision loss, and to what 

extent is there variation in tbese strategies?" This research question focuses on 

descniing the coping strategies used by older adults w*th vision loss. To determine 

what strategies are used, the actions repocted to deal with the problem are considered 

The chapter beghs by considering details on diagnoses. 

Diagnoses 

The ovenvheirning majority of EPs (99.1%) indicate that their eye problem(s) 

have been diaposed by a healtb uue professional (Table 12). Over-one half (57.9%) 

of those who have had the problems diagnosed state that an opthamologist diagnosed 



them, while an equal nrmiber ofrcspondents (16.5%) report that either a generai 

practitioner/fdy doctor/emergency MD or specïalist MD provided the diagnosis. ' 

TABLE 12: Det.ilr oa Diagnoses Reported by the Eye Probatm 0) Group 

Type of Profasional Giving Disgnosis 
opthamologist 
GP/Fdy/Ernergency MD 
Specidist MD 
ûptometrist 

k g t h  of Tome Since Diagumir (Years) 
0 - 1  
3-3 - 
4-9 
Io+ 
Mean (S.D.) 

' The sample does not total 126 as somt respondents were ïntervïewed over the tdephnr and 
were not asked this question (n = 3) (Le. missing values), 
'The ample does not total 126 as some mpodmts were intmiewed over the telephone and 
were not asked this question (n = 3) (i.e- mi'l9ing values), or did not bave the eye problem(s) 
diagnosed (n = 1). 
' The -pie does not total126 as some respocxian~ wcre imaviewed over the telephone aod 
were not asked this quesbon (n = 3), did raot answer the question (n = 2) (i.e. d g  dues), 
did not know the length of tirne since the diagnosis (n = l), or did not bave the eye probIem(s) 
diagosed (n = 1). 

Respondents also report on when the diagnosis was made (Table 12). The 

leagth of time rince the diagnosis ranges from less than one to forty-two yean. Over 

Some respondents simply nate that a "speciaüst" diagnosed their eye problans; M o r e .  it is 
unknown as to the type of specialist. 



one-thid of the group (40.3%) iadicate that the diagnasis was made in the Iast y-, 

while 43.7% state that that the diagnosis took place two to nine years ago. Fiaally, 

16.0% ofEPs say that they were provideci with a diagnosis ten or more years aga 

Length of Time With Eye Pmblem(s) 

In addition to iwpoudents indicating the length of time since their diagwsis, 

they are asked how long ago they noticed the problem (Table 13). The lengtô of 

t h e  wïth eye probki(s) ranges k m  les than one to eightysne years. Over oae- 

quater (26.2%) of  EPs have had theù eye pmbIem(s) for less than one year, while 

over one-half(50.8%) have had the condition foi two to nine years. Fiuaily, 23.0% of 

EPs have had their eye condition(s) for ten or more years. 

TABLE 13: Leagth of Time with Eye Probkms 
Reported by the Eye Problem (EP) Group 

Variable % of EPs 

Leagth of Time with Eye Problems (Yean) (n = 126) 
O -  1 26.2 
3 - 3  27.0 
4 - 9  23.8 
10+ 23.0 
Mean (S.D.) 8.0 (13.4) 

When the length of time wvith eye problems is compared to the length of tirne 

since the diagnosis, EPs npon similar time &unes (Table 14). Over one-half 

(53.8%) of EPs noticed the problem and had it diagnosed in the three years prior to 



the interview. Similarly, over one-third (40.3%) of the group noticed the pmblem 

and had it dïagnosed four or more yean prior to the intem-ew. Few individuais 

(5.W) acknowledge that they have had the poblem four or more years, but have only 

had it diagnosed in the previous t h  years. Not mirprising, there are ao individuals 

who report having the poblem diagnosed befon they aoticed it ui summacy, EPs 

gnerdly receive diagnoses relatively soon after noticing their eye problem(s). 

TABLE 14: A Cornparisoi of the Length of Tiw with Eye Problems and 
Length of T h e  Since Diapa i s  Reporteci by the Eye Problem (EP) Croup 

Length of Time with Eye Probkms (Years) 
O-3Years 4+ Years 

Length of Time Since 
Di.guosY (Years) 
0-3 Years 53-8 5.9 
4+ Years 0-0 403 
X2= 93-61, df. = 1, ~ . û û O l ;  Phi = 0.89; ptûûl 

1 The sample is equai to 119 as the remahder did not answer one of the two questions (Le. 
missing dues ) ,  or were not required to m e r  (Le. not applicable). See Table 12 for more 
details, 
' The conelauon between the original variabla (Years - cootmuous) is not as strong as it is for 
the collapsxi variables (Pearson's = 0.71, p<.0001). 

Eye ConditionslD' ls~ilses 

It is difficult to speciQ the eye conditiorddiseases that EPs have, as the 

respondents were not asked to name their eye conditioddisease. However, it is 

possible to estimate the frequency of certain conditions/diseases as i n t e ~ e w e a  

regdarly wrote information on the inte~*ew schedule. This information on eye 



conditions/diseases is available for eighty-nve respondenîs (67-4% of EPs). The 

rnajority (75.3%) of this subgroup mention that they have cataracts (Table 15). The 

second mon fiequedy identifiai condition is giaucoma (17.6%), foUowed by 

macular degeneration (82%)- Fuially, 9.4% of EPs report having other 

coaditionsldiseass such as retinitis (a = 4), vascuiar problems caused by an accident 

(n = 2), growth on eye (n = I), and stye (n = 1). Due to the limited sample size, it is 

difficdt to make any sort of cornparison to the Manitoba or Canadian senior 

population; however, the eye conditionidiseases of this sample generally reflect 

those fomd in the larger society (see National Advisory Council on Aging, 1990). 

TABLE 15: Eye CouditionslDisara Reported by the Eye Problem (EP) Group 

-- - 

Variable % of  EPs 

Eye ConditiodDisease (n = 85)' 
Cataracts 75.3 
Glaucom 17.6 
Macular Degeneration 8.2 
mer  ' 9-4 

' There Ïs ao idondon on eye conditioddisease for the remainder of she sample. 
Exampies ofothcr condiaoddkases are reunitis (n = 4)- wcular probiems caused 

by an (n = 2), wwth on ye (n = 11, and stye (n = t). 
ïhe paaa<lges add up to more than LWh as some ~spondents ~poned more than 

one cye conditioddisease- 

Perceived Cause(s) 

To detemine the perceived cause@) of eye problem(s), EPs are asked "What, 

in your opinion, caused this problem?" Over one-half (53.6%) do not provide a cause, 

whiie 15.7% report one perceiveci cause, and one individuai (0.8%) reports two 



causes. In general, EPs report a varÏety of causes (Table 16). Perceiveci causes will be 

reporteci in order h m  m a t  to least fkquentiy mentioned. The ûequency for a given 

cause represents the percentage of EPs who report the given cause- 

TABLE 16: Perceived Cause(s) Reporteci by the Eye Problem (EP) Group 

Number of Perceived Ca- ~ e ~ o r t e d '  
O 
1 
3 - 

Perceived Came 
Do Not b o w  Cause 
Advancing Age 
Eye-Reiated 
HereditaqdGenetic 
Emkonmental Factors 
Other Health Conditions 
Medical Error 

Respondents who do not know the cause oftheir eye probiems are in die category of Y)". 
2 The sample does mt total 126 as one individual did not sulswer the question (i.e. missing 
value). 

The perceiveci cause perceritaga add up to more thra 100? as one cespondent reportecl two 
causes. 

In addition to EPs (53.6%) who do not know the cause of their eye probtems, 

there are six categories of causes that respondents report These hclude: advancing 

age, eye relate4 hereditaqdgenetic, environmental factors, other health conditions, 

and medical enor. The most fkquently mentioned cause is advancing age, which is 

given by 20.8% of the EP group. Respondents in this group acknowledge "old age" 

or "aging" as the c a w  of their eye problem(s). 



Close to one-tenth (8.8%) ofthe group make an eye rehteû ceference when 

asked to m e  the cause oftheir eye pmblems. Examples include "pressure befund 

the eye", "growth in eye", CCnerves have dned up". and "blood doesn't go to entire of 

eyes". Hereditiryfgenetic is named as the cause of eye problems by 6.4% of EPs. 

Examples of respomes categorued here are "ùiherited", and "weakness nom bixth 

that degenerated". 

Equal numbers ofEPs (4.0%) report that their eye problem(s) is caused by 

environmental facton, or is the result of other health conditions. The 

environmental factors include climate reasons (e-g., "too much UV sunlightn), in 

addition to accidents in both the home and at w o k  A recounting of a childhood 

accident is given by one respondent, who States that "1 fell when I was a young child - 
[and] hit [the] corner of my eye on the table". Moreover, a few respoudents implicate 

their work environments as the cause of their eye problems (e-g., "fkorn working in 

the sewing factory", and "welduig torches flashes damaged eyes"). Examples of 

other health conditions that are given are diabetes, slight stroke, and arthritis. Finally, 

3 -2% of EPs indicate that medical error is what caused their eye problems (e-g., 

"poor job done on one eye [catmct surgery] 1950's - vision poor because of that", 

and 9 think they [cataracts] may be caused by my shock treatments"). 

Among this sample, not knowiag the cause of one's eye problems, or 

repom'ng advancing age as the cause of one's eye problems is not associated with 

one's age or gender (Appendix G - A & B). It is not possible to make such 

comparisom with the other perceived causes (eye related, hereditary/genetic, 



environmental factors, other health conditions, and medical error) and the variables 

of age and gender, due to the nlatively few ~spoadents who report such causes. 

Perceived Symptam(s) 

To determine the pemived symptom(s) aswciated with eye problems, EPs 

are asked "What are the specinc symptoms of this pmblerns?" Over one-tenth 

(1  3 -6%) of EPs do not report any symptoms, while 72.0% identiS ody one symptom, 

and 14.4% report two or more symptoms (Table 17). Perceived symptoms will be 

reporteci in order from most to least fiequently mentioned. The frequency for a given 

symptom represents the percentage ofEPs who report the given sympom. 

TABLE 17: Symptoms Associated with Eye Problems 
Reported by the Eye Problem (EP) Group 

Number of Syrnptoms (n = 125)' 
O 13.6 
1 72.0 
7+ - 14.4 

Type of Symptom (n = 125)' 
Pwr Vision 72-0 
Eye Initatious 24.8 
HeadachedDizziness 1.6 

' The sample does not totai 126 as one ~spondent did not a m e r  the question (Le. 
misskg value) 

Not surprising, the mon frequently mentioned symptorn (72.0%) by EPs is 

p r  visioa. For example, one individual states that she "can't read [the] phone book 



without -fying glasses? Moreover, she experiences b l d  and double vision 

when her eyes are tired Next, close to oneqiLarer (24.8%) ofEPs state that they 

experience eye irritations. Examples of this ynptom inclucie %ring eye~"~ 

"itchy eyes", "eye pain*, or "growth in the eye? Finally, ody 1.6% of the EP group 

indicate that they have ha&chcddhiness. 

Somewhat surpri~ing, reporting no symptoms is not associated with the leu& 

of time with eye problem(s) (Appencbjr G - C). In other words, having eye problem(s) 

for a longer amount of time is not indicative of an individual experieacing symptoms 

from the condition. Neither the symptorns of poor vision nor eye im-tation are found 

to be associated with age, gender, or length of tÜne with eye problern(s). (Appendix G 

- D & E). F W y 7  due to few respoudents reporting the symptorn of 

headacheddizzines~~ it is not possible to make any cornparisons with this symptom. 

Amoant of Intederence 

Turning to the amount that symptoms intertere with day to day living, over 

one-half (65.6%) of EPs report that the symptoms associated with their eye problems 

do not interfere at al1 with their day-to-day living (Table 18). In cornparison, over 

one-third (34.4%) of EPs state that the symptoms interfere with theu &y-today 

living some, or a great deal. 



TABLE 18: Amount of Interfierence+ and Intederence Ikscribed, 
Reportcd by the Eye Pmblem (EP) Croup 

Variable % of EPs 

Amout of Intederence 
Not At ALI 
Some 
A Great Deal 

Interterence Described 
Affects Activities 
Reference to Poor Vision 
Need to Rest More 
Initating/Frustrating 
Pain 

I ff n for the siample does not totai 126, the remainder did not answer the question (Le. missing 
varues). 

Wuder only those who identifieci rom or a grrot deai of Interkence. 
%e percemages h r  interf++ce D e S c n i  add up to more tbr. IW! as rome ~spondents 
give two responses (n = 7). 

1nteii;erence Describecl 

Individuals who identified some or a great deal of interfierence are also asked 

to descn'be how the symptorns interfere with their day-to-day [ives (Table 18). Over 

threequarters (83.7%) provide one description, while 16.3% give two responses. The 

most fkquentiy repotted response by this group is that their symptorns a f k t  their 

activities (74.4 %). Responses are diverse and include leisure pursuits such as 

"cannot read newspaper or books", '%trouble playing bingo", ^can't b i t  anymore", as 

well as other activities of daily living such as "cooking, cleaning much more 

difficult", and "camot read recipes". Finally, it is dear that eye problem symptorns 



interfere with one's mobility. Examples of mobility issues include "generaily no 

driving at night", "can't go downtown by myselî'. and "have to walk carefidly on 

uneven gound"- 

Over one-fifih (20.9%) ofthis suû-group make reference ta their poor vision 

when asiced to report how th& eye problem symptoms interfi  with their day-t-y 

lives. References to poor vision include "can't see to my left", and "can't see some 

distance in direct sunlight". FuialIy, the occd to rert more (7.0%), king 

irritated/fmstrated (2.3%)' and pain (2.3%) are other ways that respondents 

descni how their symptorns interfere with their lives (Table 18). 

Amount of Botber 

Attention wïll uow tum to the amount of bother that is reported by EPs 

(Table 19). CIose to one-hdf (49.2%) of the respondents reveai that the symptoms 

associated with theù eye problems do not cause hem any bother, while the remainder 

of the group (50.8%) declare that the symptoms cause them some or a great deal of 

bother. 



TABLE 19: Amdunt o f  Botber, and Bother Dcscribed, 
Reprtca by the Eye Probkm (EP) Group 

Variable % o f  EPs 

Amournt of Bother 
Not At AU 
Some 
A Great Deal 

Bother Described 
Ernotiod Response 
Activities Mecteci 
Reference to Poor Vision 
Problerns with Devices 
Pain 

Ifn for the sampk does not totd 126, the &da did not answer the question (Le. missins 
vaiues). 

Indudes oniy those who identifieci mme or a g ~ n  deai ofbother. 
' ~ h e  percentagcs for Bother D c s a i  add up to more than 1W! as u ~ w  of the responde~~ 
give two responses (n = 8). 

Bother Describecl 

Similar to the question on interference, the respondents who report some or a 

great deai of bother, are asked to describe the bother. Over thquarten (87.1%) 

provide one description, white the remaihg 12.9% give two responses. Over one- 

half (58.1%) ofEPs descrik their bother in t m s  of an emotional repose (Table 

19). In general, respondents d e r  to king fnisaated, annoyed, depressed or womed 

about the symptoms that accompany their eye problems. More specifically, one 

respondent describes her bother by admimng that her symptoms have '%ken the joy 

out of reading as her eyes become blurry in a short time". 



Other EPs (33.9.h) descticbe the bother in relation to the acüvitia tbt  are 

affected by i t  Responses hcluded in this category are, "bard to sew"' and 

"bothersome because i love to read". Ne* then are EPs who descri'be the bother by 

making a refereace to their poor vision (12.9%) (e-g, "1 would like to see better" 

and "in poor ligbt can't make out things I want to see"). Firrally, problems with 

devices (3.2%), and pain (1.6%) are also ways tbat respondents d e s m i  the bother 

created by their symptoms (Table 19). 

When the amount of interference is wmpared with the amount of bother, it is 

not surprïsing tbat the two are strongiy correlateci (Phi = -60) (Appendix G - F). EPs 

who report some or a great deal o f  intederence are also likely to report some or a 

great deai of bother. In comprison, EPs who report no interference generally report 

no bother. 

Turning to symptoms, EPs who report one or more symptoms are more likely 

to report some/a great deal of interference and somda great deaI of  bother than EPs 

"ho report no symptoms (Appendix G - F). The symptom ofpoor vision is 

~ i ~ f i c a n t i y  associated with both the amount of interference and bothet that are 

reporteci (Appendix G - D). kt general, EPs who indicate poor vision as a syrnptom 

are more likely to report souda great deal of both interference and bother, than EPs 

who do not report poor vision as a symptorn. However, aot withstanding the 

statisticaî significartce, the relationships are weak ones. The symptom of eye 

irritations is not found to be associated with the amount of interference and bother 

that are reportecl (Appendix G - E). 



Age is not found to be associated with the amount of either intederence or 

bother that are reporteci (Appendu G - F & G). Moreover, although the variable of 

gender is not f o d  to be relatecf to the amount of bother, it is found to be associated 

with the amount of interference (Appwdix G - F & O). Women (28.6%) are less 

iikeiy disn men (50.0.h) to report somda great deal of interference (Phi = 0.20)- 

However, this tinding is presented cautiously, due to the relatively smail sample sue 

of men (n = 34). Fidly, the length of time with eye problem(s) is not found to be 

reIated to the amount of interference or bother that is reported by EPs (Appendix G - 
F & G)- 

A S u n u ~ r y  of the Situation oCEPs 

The first portion of this chapter has focused on descn'bing the situation of 

EPs. h summary, the large majonty of the group have had dieir eye problems 

diagnoseci by a heaith care proféssioaal. The length of time since the diagnosis, and 

the length of tirne since the problems were noticed, varies across the group. Although 

there are various eye conditio1IS/diseases that are mentioned by r~spondents, the 

majority indicate that they have cataracts Over one-half of EPs state that they do not 

know the cause oftheir eye problems. In compart*son, close to one in five EPs 

identifL the perceived cause of advancing age. Finally, the moa frequently 

rnentioned syrnptoms associated with the eye problem(s) are poor vision and eye 

irritation- 



Copiag Stra-es 

Now that the situation of EPs bas been d e s e n i  in detail, the coping 

strategies which are taken to deai with the eye problems will be presented, 

Respondents are asked "What actions, if any, do you take to deai with this problem?" 

It should be noted that the tenns coping strategies and will be used 

interchangeably. nie fiequency for a given action represents the percentage of 

respondents Who npocted talàng that actioa. 

To begin, over one-tenth ofEPs (14.3%) report that they do not take action to 

deal with their eye poblems (Table 20). In cornpison, over one-half (54.8%) of the 

group report Eaking one action, and 3 1.0% report two or more actions. The actions 

that are given will be considemi individually, in the order of mon to least fbquently 

mentioned. The actions ùiclude doctor visitisurgery, medication use, use of special 

equipmentldevices, and lifestyle adjusûnents. The kquency for a given action 

represents the percentage of EPs who report the given actioa 



TABLE 20: Copiag Strategia Used to Dcrl With Eye Problems 
Reportai by the Eye P r o b b  @Pl Croup 

Variable % of EPs 

Number of Copiag Stmtegies 
O 
1 
2+ 

Type of Copiag Stmtegy 
Dactor visits/surgery 
Medication use 
Use of special equiprnent/devices 
Lifèstyle adjustments 

The most likely action taken by EPs is docior visitrlsurgery (6 1.9%)- 

Examples inclde routine chec k-ups with a general practitioaer, optometrist or 

opthamologist. In addition, sutgery (e-g, removal of cataracts) is aIso included here. 

The second most frequenty meationed action is medication use (29.4%). tntenial, 

extemai, non-prescri pion, prescription medications, and eye bathing solutions are 

Next, 14.3% of EPs indicate tbat they use s p i a l  equipmenUdevic~ to help 

manage with their eye problems. While few EPs mention the use o f  special markets 

on the stove, or needle threaâea, the majority refer to lenses such as "eye glasses for 

reading", "magniQing glasses", and "tinteci glasses". The remaining mategy of 

lifestyie adjustmeab is given by relatively few respndents (10.3%). This cateory 



includes actions such as decreasïng acîivities (e-g, not readuig or watching as much 

television), avoiding problems (eg, staying away from rush hour aanic), and 

aitering one's lifestyle (e-g., no longer dnving at night). 

In summary, aithough tûere is in the strategis that are taken by EPs 

to deal with eye problems, ail of the strategb are examples ofproblem-focused 

mategies. Furthemore, the strategies tend to be m e d i d y  oriente4 with linle 

reporting of seff-care type slrategies- This consideration of the actions reveais that it 

is not possible to classi@ the responses into the two categones of problem-focused 

and e m o t i o a - f d  coping stmtegies (Laninis & Folkman, 1984). Subsequently, 

the copuig strategy categories of d m o r  visitdsurgery, medication use, use of speciaI 

equipment~devices, and iifestyle adjusbnents will be retained for m e r  analyses. 

Cbapter Summary 

This chapter began by ewmining the situation of older adufts who are living 

with vision loss. Details on diagnoses, length of time with eye problem(s), eye 

conditioddisease, perceived cause(s), perceived sympom(s), and the arnount of 

interference and bother were al1 considered This descriptive analysis of the situation 

of older duits who are living with eye problems bas provided a consideration of the 

differences that exin within this sample. 

The second section of the chapter focused on the coping strategies used by 

older adults to deal with vision loss. It was determined that there is variation in terms 

of the actions that are taken to deal with one's eye probiems. Doctor visitdsurgery, 



medication use7 use ofspecial wpmeat/devi~es, and iifestyle adjustments were the 

actions most fhquently mentioaed by EPs. The following chapter will m e r  

explore the variaiion thst exkts in temis of the strategies that are taken, and the effw 

of certain wcio-demographic c h a r a c t ~ ~ c s ,  appraisals, and coping nsources7 on the 

coping strategies that are taken by ofder aduits tiwig with eye pmblems. Moreover, 

EPs who take an action, wül be cornparrd to EPs Who do not take action in order to 

cietennine any differences between the two group. 



CaAPTER SLX: FINDINGS OF RESEARCH QUESTION #3 

Chapter ïntroductioa 

The purpose of this chapter is to report on the findings of Research Question 

# 3 T o  what extent are the variations in the strategies taken to manage with vision 

Ioss related to sociodemographic cbaractencstics, amsais, and coping resources?" 

As the analyses proceed in several stages, the chapter will be divided into sections. 

The first &on wül focus on a compatison between EPs who do and who do not 

take an action(s) to deal with their eye problem(s). Following this comparÎson, the 

most fiequentiy mentioned coping strategies will be discussed in tum 

Socidemograpbic characteristics, appraisais, and coping resources will be 

considered in relation to the specific coping strategies. It should be noted that some 

variables are deleted fiom this portion of the anaiyses, as there are tw few 

individuals in certain respouse categories to conduct statstical analyses. In the case 

of perceived causes and perceived symptoms, ody those responses that are given by 

over ten percent of the EP group are included' The perceived causes include not 

knowing the cause, and advancing age. The perceived symptoms reported by over ten 

percent of EPs include no symptoms, poor vision, aad eye irritation Finaily, in the 

case of coping strategies, doctor visiWsurgeiy, medication use, and use of special 

equipmenVdevice are included, while the Ieast fiequently mentioned coping strategy 

(lifestyle adjustments) is eliminated fiom m e r  analyses due to a small sarnple size. 

' 'The paceived causes deleîed are eye related, herrditary/genetic, environmentai fàctors, medical ermr. 
and other heaith conditions, while the symptom excIuded is headaches/dizziness. 



In order to determine what factors are associated with the use of certain 

strategies at the bivariate level, chi-square and the signïficaire levet are examined. A 

significance level of v .05  is used as the sample s k  is relatively srna11 (Hopkins, 

Glass, & Hopkins, 1987). The strength ofthe relatiomhip is measured by various 

statistks (Phi d Cramer's V). These statidcs have values which mage nom O to 2 

1 A larger magnitude (either negative or positive) indiates a stronger relatioaship. 

Those relationships of more than 0.60 are considered to be strong while those 

between 0.30 to 0.50 are rated as moderate, and those less than 0.30 are weak 

(Hickey, 1986). 

The muhivariate analysis techmqw of hierarchical logistic regressiou is used 

to establish the relative influence on socio-demographic characteristics, appraisais, 

and coping resources on the usehou-use of individuai coping strategies? iu order to 

limit the number ofiadependent variables that advance nom the bivariate analyses to 

the multivariate analyses, ' oniy those variables that are fomd to be statisticaily 

significant (p.Os), or approaching ~ i ~ f i c a n c e  (F- 10) at the bivariate level are 

retained for the multivan-ate analyses. 

Researchen such as Mickey and Greenland (1989) have argued that F-05 is 

too low as it may exclude important variables fiom the model. Although some 

variables may not be associated with the &pendent vanable at the bivariate level, 

they may end up being important when considered in combination with other 

variables. Bendel and Afifi (1977) recommend that the statidcal significance 

Z Sociodemographic characteristics are entered first. fîilowed by appraïsals, and then coping resources. 
The ratio that is bon3 used is one Vanaùle for every tni cases. 



criterion for entry shouid be even higher (p = O. 15 to 0.20); however, due to the 

relatively m a l 1  sample sïze, the level used here is 0-10. 

Fiaally, the ofage and gender wiii be includeâ in the logistic 

regsession models regardes of theü significance LeveI. These two variables are not 

ody of substantive interest, but aiso serve as examples of socio-demographic 

characteristics. The chapter begias by comparing EPs who do and who do not take an 

action(s) to deal with their eye problem(s). 

A Cornparison of Action Taken and No Action Taken Groups 

In order to i d e n e  clifferences between EPs who do and who do not take 

actions to deal with their eye problem(s), a cornparison of the two groups according 

to socio-demographic characteristics, appraisals, and coping resources is conducted? 

Of the 126 EPs, over threequarters (85.7%) report taking one or more actions, while 

14.3% take no action As there are relatively few EPs who do not report the use of an 

action (n = 18), the results must be interpreted with cautioa The relative- srna11 

sample size limits the analyses that can be conductecl. For example, the f codd not 

be calculated for close to one-third of the relationships as there were less than five 

cases in at least one of the cells- 

Overail, socio-demographic characteristics, appraisals, and coping resources 

do not appear to inflwnce whether EPs do or do not take action to deal with their eye 

problem(s) (Table 2 1 ). More specificaily, a series of cross-tabulations reveal that 

4 See Table 21 for the variables that are used in the analyses* and their wegories. 



there are w statistically signüicant dlffereaces in terms of soeio-demographic 

chatacteristics (age and geader) behmen EPs who do and who do not take actions to 

ded with their eye problecns. Tuming to appraisals, perceived cause(s), perceived 

symptom(s), length of tune with eye problem(s), amount of intefierence, and amount 

of bother do rot appear to Muence whetber EPs Q or do mt take action to deal with 

their eye problem(s). Small sample sues do not allow for XL values to be calculated 

for the perçeived cause of advancing age, the reporthg of w symptoms, aad the 

amount of interference. 



Gux-DbNatKiim 
Know cause 
Do not know cause 
~2 = -48, df = 1, p = -49; Phi = -06 

CS- - A& @A) 
U not reporteci as cause 
.AA reported as cause 

Spnptoaâ - NO S ~ P ~ O U W '  
At least one symptorn 
No sym~toms 

sympmm-PoofViiioao 
PV not reported as a symptom 
PV reported as a symptom 
~2 = -00, d-f = 1, p = -9%; Phi = -00 

Symptom - Eye lrritrtior (EI) 
EI not reponed as a w p t o m  
El reported as a symptom 
XZ = -10, d.f = 1, p = -75; PhÏ = -03 

Leagtb of Ti Witb Eye PnWœ(s) (Y-) 
0-3 
4- 
~ 2 =  f .S4,d.f=I,p=-22;Phi=-.II 

A a l o u n t d ~ i '  
Sot at all 
Somda great d d  

Amoaat of B o t b  
Sot at al1 
Somda great deai 

1 in this table the percentages are added horizon* and the compafisons are made vdcaily. 
'The sarnple size of the anion taken gmup is 108 (18 for the no &on taken p u p ) .  
'~f n does not equai 126 on an independent variable the remabder are missing dues. 

X' cmot  be calculateci as daae are Iess than 5 cases in at leon one of the cells. 



Tabk 21 co i t ïnd'  

Aetion T-' No Action 
36 T*~ -- Eamscdir 

Bad/E;air/Poor (a = 65) 862 
Good/Excellent (n = 61) 85.2 
~ 2 = . 0 2 , d , £  = l,p=.88;Pbi=.O1 

NumberdCbrionZc Haitb RoMcmr 
0-2 (n = 35) 85.7 
3 - 4  (n = 44) 8 4  1 
5+ (a = 47) 87.2 
7~2 = -18, d.E = 2, p = -91; Cramer's V= -04 

NumberdADUUDL r.'h 
O (n = 58) 84.5 
l+ (n = 68) 86.8 
~2 = -13, d.E = 1, p = -72; Phi = 0.03 

- - - - -..-*-.. - -- - - - * -  - - - -  z ;y - L-- -- - ,- , < -- - - -  -- - -  - 
rie s.tisfiictioa4 

O - 19 (Poo~/Fait) (n = 80) 82.5 
20 - 26 (CbodEdlent) (n = 43) 90.7 

se&'- 
O - t 9 (PoodFair) (n = 59) 83.1 
20 - 30 (Good/Excdem) (n = 64) 87.5 
~2 = -49, d,f = 1, p = -49; Phi = -.O6 

-i-Y 
O - 3 I (PoodFair) (n = 78) 87.2 
32 - 51 (GoodlExcefleni) (n = 45) 82.2 
~2 = .56, dX = 1, p = -45; Phi = -07 

P ~ e d C a a b d o V ~ H c r a t i  
NonefSome (n = 97) 86.6 
A geaf deal (n = 28) 82.1 
~2 = .35, d,f = 1, p = -55; Phi = -05 

EsmuI H d t b  LiDcmS0f~g.d 
O - 4 (Low) (n = 43) 90.7 
5 - 9 (HM0 (n = 79) 82.3 

Internrl Hcllth Locru dCorbid 
O-S(Low) (n = 54) 85.2 
6 - 12 mgh) (n = 62) 87.2 
~2 = -09, d,E = 1, p = -77; Phi = 9-03 

Mcdiul S k p t ï c h  
O - 7 Gow) (n = 54) 85.2 
8 -1 5 (Hi&) (n = 63) 85.7 
~2 = .01. df = 1, p = -94; Phi = -.O1 

in this table the prcentages are added horizontaüy and the compsrisons an made vexti&yY 
%e -le s k e  of the action uha group is 108 (18 for the no rth taken group). 
'Ifn does not equal 126 on an uidepedent variabk the temaiader are missins values. 
4 2 x cannot be caidated as thae are l e s  than 5 cases in at l eas  one of the d s .  



Tabk 21 contiaued' 

Action ~akem' No Action 
36 ~8&n' 

Muitrlstrt.r 
Not cucrudy -ed (n = 72) 84.7 15.3 
Currentiy mamiecl (n = 54) 87.0 13.0 
~2 = -14, &£ = 1, p = -71; Phi = 0.03 

Wag Arnngemeab 
f i e s  alone (n = 62) 8 2 3  17.7 
LÏves with at 1- one o h  (n = 64) 89.1 10.9 
~ 2 =  1-19. d.E= 1, p=ZS;Phi=--10 

S i z e s B F ~ N c L n o r L ( F ~ M m b m j  
0-4 (n=M) 87.0 13-0 
5+ (n = 49) 83.7 16.3 
~2 = 27, dX = 1, p = .O; Phi = -05 

Number dF.QLly NcLnodc Munbem Seen At Last WaMy 
0-3 (n = û6) 84-9 15.1 
3+ (n = 40) 87.5 12.5 
~2 = -15, dX = 1, .p = -70; Phi = -.O3 

N a m k  of  Coafiidanb 
0 -  1 (a = 64) 8 4 4  15-6 
2+ (n = 62) 87.1 12.9 
~ 2 = . 1 9 , d f  = 1, p=.66;Pbi=--04 

N u m k  ot~ricidr~ 
0 -6  (n = 87) 83 -9 16.1 
7+ (n = 39) 89.7 10.3 

Perccived IariurJsuppM' 
O - 4 Tasks help is perceived to exist (n= il) 90.9 9.1 
5-6Taskshdpisperceivedtoexist (n= ils) 85.2 - 14.8 

-:- ~ - ' ! - - - -  - -"o"03n3nit;.- ,- .-... .. -... - . -. - .  . - . - -- .  7E>iT-=.r--tr - ~r.fl~d &?Sùà%.r.. -. - E- . . . . . . . - . - 
-- .--- . . . . - . . - -  . . 

. . ..--.--a. . . . -  - ...- . --.- -.- .. - .-. - - .- .. . . --.--. . - . .. - .. - ' . = -  . a- .  .. ... .7 - ---- - - - 
M o a ~ E i o w e b d b . ~  ' 

0 - $1499 (n = 52) 76.9 23-1 
S1500t (n = 47) 873 12.8 
x2= I.76,bf= l,p=.IS;Phi=--13 

Adeqp.c~~ o f H . . r w a  bumè4 
Very weiVAdquateiy (n = 102) 85.3 14.7 
Wnb some di86cuity/Not very d (n = 24) 87.5 12.5 

Eduation (Yan14 
0 - 8  (n = 35) 9 1-4 8.6 
9- 12 (n = 71) 83.1 16-9 
13+ (n = 19) 89.5 10.5 

In this table the prcentages are added horhntally and the compan'sons an made v d d y .  
2 The sample size of the action taken group is 108 (18 for tbe no action taken pup).  
'if n does not equal 126 on an independ- variable the remainda are missing values. 
4 2 x cannot be calculateci as there are less than 5 cases in at least one of the ceus. 



Neither health status (seff9îseseci health status, number of chmnic hedth 

problems, number of ADUIADL limitations), nor psychological resourws (tife 

satistkctÏon, selfksteem, seif-efficacy, perceived wntrol over health, extemai health 

locus of control, interna1 health locus of contd, medical skepticism) appear to 

ùifluence whether EPs do or do not take action to cieai with theù eye problem(s). Life 

satisfaction and extemai health locus of control do not have XZ values calculated 

because of a limited sample sïze. 

Finally, of those social resources (maritai status, living mgements, size of 

family ne- number offàutily network memben seen at least weekly, and 

number of confidants), and material resources (monthly household income, perceived 

adequacy ofhousehold income, and education) tbat are considemi, none appear to 

influence whether EPs do or do not take action to deal with theu eye problem(s). nie 

remainder of the indicators (number of niends, perceived instrumental support, 

perceived adequacy of household income, and education) were not statistically 

considered due to less than five cases in at least one of the cells. 

NotwiIhstaading the fact that these groups do not differ in terms of these 

factors, the eighteen indMduals who achowledge not taking any actions to deai with 

their eye problems are eliminated fiom the remainder of the analyses. They are 

excluded in order to explore the fxton that are associated with certain coping 

strategies among EPs who take actions to deal with their eye problems. Therefore, the 

sample sue for the remainder of the analyses is 108. Attention will now turn to the 

factors associateâ with certain coping strategies. 



Facton Assoetteô with Certain Copiag Stmtegies 

A series of cross-tabdations are conducted with each of the sets of 

independenî variables (socioldemographic cbaracterisacs, appraids, and coping 

resources), a d  the dependent (doctor Msitisurgery, medicatiou, special 

equipment/devices), in order O debemiine the fa~ors that are associated with certain 

coping strategies. For each of the coping strategies under investigation, the results of 

the bivariate d y s e s  (~r~~~~tabuiations) wiU be presented h t ,  followed by the 

resuits of the multivariate anaiyses (logistic regressions). The first coping stnitegy to 

be considered is doctor Msitslsurgery. 

Doctor VisitdSureerv - Bivariate Results 

Close to threequarters (72.256) of the 108 EPs in the sampte report the coping 

strategy of doctor visWsurgery, while 27.8% do not Cross-tabulation resdts 

between socio-demogmphic ~haracteri~cs, appraisais, coping CesOurces, and the 

strategy of doctor visiWsurgery are presented in Tb le 22.' Only four of the thirty 

variables considered are significantiy associated with the coping strategy of doctor 

Msits/mgery at the ~ . 0 5  level. An additional two variables approach but do not 

reach statisticai significance. The correlations are weak or moderate. Recognking 

the relatively srnall sample size, low correlations can be statistically significant while 

reflecting weak or &rate associations. 

S a  Table 22 for the variables that are used in the analyses. and their categories. 



Ca--DoNotFCnow 
Know cause 
Do not know cause 
~ 2 =  1.35.d-E = 1, p=.24;Phi=.II 

Criost - Advancimg Age (AA) 
AA not reporteci as cause 
AA reporteci as cause 
~2 = -39, d.E = 1, p = S3; Phi = -06 

Symptom -No Symptoms 
At least one symptorn 
No sym~toms 
~2 = -00, d.E = 1. p = -96; Phi = -.O0 

Spiptom - Poor Virion (PV) 
PV not reporteci a s  a symptom 
PV reporteci as a symptom 
~ 2 =  1.54-d-E= 1,p=.2f;Phi=.12 

Symptom - Eye Irritrtioa (EI) 
El not reported as a symptorn 
ff reporteci as a symptom 
xZ = 5.59, d.f = 1, p = .OS; Phi=--23 

Leagb of T i i  Wirb Eye  RPbkm(s) (Y#n) 
O - 3 
4+ 
XZ = -30, d.E = 1, p = -58; Phi = -.O5 

Amount o t h t d i a  
Not at al1 
SomdA great deal 
~2 = 9.98, d.E = 1, p = -00; Phi = -.3 1 

Amouat of Botber 
Not at al1 
SomefA great deal 

In this table the percentages are addd horizody and the cornparisons are made verticalIyy 
h e  sample size of the doctor visitdsurgexy uscd group is 78 (30 for the doctor visitusurgery not wd 
oroup). - 
3 If n does not quai 126 on an independent variable the remahder are missing values. 



Table 22 coatinaed' 

SdCIrroi.nl Edth *tus 
BadlraidPoor (n = 56) 69.6 
Good/Excdlm (n = 52) 75.0 
~2 = -39, LE = 1, p = -53; Phi = -06 

N u m k r d ~ E c r l t L ~  
0 - 2  (n = 30) 73.3 
3 - 4  (n = 37) 73.0 
5+ (n = 41) 70.7 
~2 = -07, d.E = 2, p = +%; Cramer's V = -03 

N i m b a o f A D U U O L m  
O (a = 49) 75.5 
I+ (n = 59) 69.5 
~2 = -48, df = 1, p = -49; Phi = 9-07 

LittSlwicdOa 
O - 19 (PoorEair) 
20 - 26 (GuocüExceflent) 
~2 = -3 1, d.f = 1, p = -58: Phi = 0.05 

SdC- 
O - 19 (PoorEair) 
20 - 30 (Goad/Ex~eU~) 
~2 = 3 - 8 2  d.£ = 1, p = -05; Phi = -19 

wIdl5Çrcg 
O - 3 1 (Poor/Fan) 
3 2 - 5 1 (Good/ExceUent) 
x2 = -01, d.f = 1, p = -92; Phi = -01 

Perceid C o a ~ O v e r  Hrrith 
NoneiSome 
A Qreat deai 
~2 = -87, dE = 1, p = -35; Pbi = -.O9 

~ H ~ L u c u s o r C o a t r i o l  
0-4(Low) 
5 - 9 r n S h )  
x2 = .26, d-f- = L, p = -61; Phi = -05 

h I t m  o f  C00a61 
O - 5 (Low) 
6 - 12 (mm 
~2 = 25 ,  df = 1, p = -62; Phi = .O5 

M d i d  Skpticism 
O - 7 (Low) 
8 -1s mm 
~2 = 3.43 df = 1. p=.06; Phi = -18 

'ln this table the percentages are added horkontdly and the cornparisons are made vemcdy. 
%e sample N e  of the donor visitdsurgery used p u p  is 78 (30 for the docmr visitrlsurgery not used 
p u p l -  
If  n does not q u a i  126 on an independent variable the temainder are missing values. 



Table 22 continied' 

Doctot V l i  Doetor Viits/ 
S y c l ~  US& Surguy Not used2 

MuitalsJ.trr 
Not cuncntly -ed (n=61) 
Curredy mam-ed (n = 47) 
~ 2 = . 2 l , d E =  l,p=.6S;Phi=.M 

-Arrri.trricna 
Lives done (a = 51) 
Lives with at least one other (n == 57) 
~ 2 =  l-49,dE = l,p=Z;Phi=.I2 

Sike oîF.mlljr Nttwork(Famüy Mmbm) 
0 - 4  (nz67) 
5+ (n =41) 
~ 2 =  1-34. d E =  1, p=.25;Phi=--11 

Nambcrof Funüy NetworkMembm Seen At Lest  Weeûiy 
0-2 
3+ 
~2 = 2-26, dX = 1, p = -13; Phi=-.15 

1YumkrdCosriitr 
O -  l 
2+ 
~3 = 4.62, d-f = i, p = -03; Phi = --21 

N u m k  0rFricadr 
0-6 
7+ 
~2 = 2.26, bE = 1, p = -13; Pbi = -. 15 

p a . r ~ d  r i i t r c i ~ t i i s ~ p ~ a d  
O-4taskshdpispcrceivedtoe~cïst 
5 - 6 tasks heip is perceiveci to exist 

Mo* Homsebïd Iacome 
O - $1499 
S1500+ 
~2 = -03, df. = 1, p = -87; Phi = 9-02 

Pmcived Adqorcy o f  Hoastbdd h«)111e 
Very weWAdequatdy 

some difEailty/Not very wdl 
~2 = -40, dE = 1, p = -53; Phi = -.O6 

Edni&. (yeMQ4 
0 - 8  
9- l t  
13+ 

'In this table the pefcentages are added horimntaiiy and the cornpuisons are d e  verticaiiy. 
%e sample niIe of the doctor visitdsurgery useâ group is 78 (30 for the dodor vis'rtslsurgery mt used 
p . p ) -  
If n does not quai 126 on an independent variable the remainder are missing values. 

4 2 x cannot be calculated as therc are les  than 5 cases in at least one of the cells. 



To begis neither of the socio-demographic characteristics (age and gender) 

are significantly associateci with this strategy- Tuming to the concept ofappraisais, 

not imowing the cause of one's eye pmbkm(s), attrïbutiDg the cause to advancing 

age, reportùig no symptoms, reporthg poor vision (symptom), and the Iength of time 

with eye pmblem(s) are not s i gn indy  associated with the stnitegy of doctor 

visits/surgery. 

In contfilst, there is a statististicaily significant datiomhip between reporthg 

eye irritation (symptom) and this course of action EPs who do not report eye 

irritation (e-g., watery eyes, itchy eyes, eye pain, or growth in the eye) as a symptom 

(77.8%) are more likely to report the action ofdoctor visits/surgery, than EPs who do 

report eye imitation as a symptom (53.8%). The comspoading comlation statistic 

niggests, that although the relatioaship is statisticaüy sigaificaut, it is not a 

particularly strong ow (Phi = -23). 

Cross-tabulations also reveal that bot& the amount of interference, and the 

amount ofbother, are associated with the coping m t e g y  of doctor visits/surgery. 

EPs who indicate that the symptom associated with their eye problems cause them 

no interference in their daily lives (82.4%) are more likeiy to indicate doctor 

visits/surgery as an action taken, than EPs who indicate some or a gnat deal of 

interference (53 -8%). A consideration of the correlation statistic indicates that the 

relationship is a moderate one (Phi = -.3 1). 

Similar to the amount of interfiereuce that is reporteci, EPs who indicate that 



the symptorns associated with theu eye problems do not cause them any bother 

(82.7%) are more likely to report the strategy ofdoctor visitslsurgery, than EPs who 

state that theu symptoms bother them some or a gceat deal (6 1.5%)- However, 

although the reiationship is statisticaily sïgnificant, the relationship is a weak one 

(Phi = -2 1)- 

Tuming to the coping resoufces, the cross-tabdatiom reveal that none of the 

measures of health statu (selfcassessed hdth status, numkr of chroaic heaith 

problems, and nurnber of ADVLADL limitations) are statistically associated with the 

coping stmtegy of doctor visits/surgery. 

In tenns of psychological resources, LiIè satisfaction, self-efficacy, perceived 

control over heaith, extemal heaith locus of coatrol, and intemal health locus of 

control are not associated with this strategy. nie remaining two psychologicd 

resources (self-esteem and medical skepticism) approach but do not reach statistical 

significance (F. 10). More specifically, there is a tendency, albeit aot statistically 

significant, that those with relatively lower selfksteem (63.3%) are less likely to have 

visited a doctor or had surgery than those with relahvely hi# self-esteem (80.4%). In 

addition, EPs with relatively higher medical skepticism scores (8 1.5%) are more 

likely to use this strategy than those with relatively lower scores (65.2%). 

Only one of the seven measmes of social resources (nurnber of cuafidants) is 

found to be statistically sigm-ficant at the pi.05 level. EPs who have fewer confidants 

(O - 1 )  (8 1.5%) are more likely to report doctor VisiWsurgery than EPs who have 



more confidmts (2+) (63.0°!). N~~thstanding the statistical signïficance of this 

association, the relationship is a weak one (Phi = -2 1). The other measures of social 

resouces (marital statu, living arrangements7 size of fdmily networic, number of 

family network memben seen at least weekly, and number of niends) are not 

signifïcandy associated with the strategy ofdoctor visits/swgery. None of  the 

materiai resouices (moathly household incorne, and perceived adequacy of household 

income) are staa*sticaIly associated with doctor visits/surgeryry The social resource of 

perceived instrumental support and the material resource of education could not have 

theû k values calculateci due to limited sample sizes. 

in summary, the bivariate analyses reveal that the coping strategy of doctor 

visits/surgery is asmiated with eye irritation (symptom), amount of iaterference, 

amount of bother, and the nwaber of confSdants that one has (Table 23). First, EPs 

who do not report eye irritation as a symptom are more Iikely to report the coping 

strategy of doctor visitdsurgery than EPs who do report eye imtation. Second, 

individuals who repon no interference are more likely to use this strategy than 

respondents who indicate some or a great deal of interference. Ne.% those who 

report no bother are more likely to report doctor visits/surgery than EPs who report 

sorne or a great deal of bother. Finally, EPs who have fewer confidants (less than 

two), are more likely to report the coping strategy of doctor visiwsugery than EPs 

who have two or more confidants. 



Tbere is also the tdency, aibeit not statistatistically significant, that aiose with 

relativeIy higher self-eem are more ükely to have visited a d m  or had surgery 

than those with relatively Iow seIfksteem- Lastly, EPs with rdatively high medical 

skepticism scores appear to be more Wrely to use this strategy than those with 

relatively lower scores. Again this does not mach statistical sï@cauce. Attention 

will now tum to the multivmartate analyses that focus on the coping stratew of doctor 

visits/surgery. 



APP- 
Cause-DoNotKnow 
Came - AdvMClIlg Age 
Symptom - No Symptoms 
S-vmptorn - Poor Vision 
Symptom - Eye irritation 
Le@ of Tirne Wrth Eye noblem(s) 
Amount of Interfèrcnce 
Amoum ofsother 

Health Status 
Se&assessed He& Status 
Number of ChroMc Heaiîh Problcms 
Number of ADUIADL Iimitations 

Psychologid Resoums 
Life Sddàdon 
Seff-esteem 
Seff-eEcacy 
Perceived Control Cher Hdth 
E d e d  H d t h  Locw ofcontrol 
b t d  Health Loars of Comrol 
1Medical Skepticism 

- 
ER who do no< rrpoet eye îrritatioe2 

Socid Rcsources 
L M a n t a I  Staais - 
LMag Arrangements - 
Size of Family Network - 
Nmber of Famüy Network Members Seen at 

Least wdcly - 
Number ofconfidants EPs wbo have fmer toafidrnts2 
Numbcr of Friends - 
Percgived uiscrumentai Support X2 not caicuiated as 4 cases in one or more! cells 

Mritcriril Resourcu 
Monthly Houschold lncome - 
Perceived Mequacy of Household Incorne - 
Education %' not calcuiated as €5 cases in one or more cells 

1 Relarionships signifiant at pX.05 are in bof& whiie rhose si@cant at p<. IO are in italics. 
Statistidy signifiant but weak (Phi c.30) 
- Indicates no statisticaily signiticant relationship at the bivariate Ied. 



The independent used in the doctor visits/surgery regressions 

kclude age and gender as examples of socio-demographic characteristics. Next, the 

appraisals of eye imtation (symptom), amount of interference, and amount ofbother 

are included. FinalIy, self-esîeem, medical skepticism, and number of confidants 

represent coping resources! 

Before the logistic regression analyses are conducteci, a Pearson Product 

Moment Correlation Matrix test for multic~llinea~ty is used to establish correlations 

between the independent vm-ables. Conelation coefficients near or above 0.60 are 

comïdered strong (Hickey, 1986) and result in variables being entered into sepiuate 

regression equations. The bivariate correlations between the eight independent 

variables are presented in Table 24. A moderate relatioaship (0.36) exists between 

gender and the number ofconfidants, with women tending to have more confidants 

than men One problem of muiticoUlnearity appears, as the comlatioa between the 

variables of amount of interference and amount of bother is 0.60. Subsequently, 

these two variables are entered into separate regression equations (Models 1 and 2). 

6 For these analyses. ase is corttin~~ous, and nwnber of confidams includes the caregories of O. 1.2. and 
3+. nie rernaining variables are dichotomous. 



TABLE 24: Panon Produet Moment Correîation mat ri.^, 
Iidepeidcit Varirbkr for Dactor ViiitdSprgery Regmssi~iu 

(1) Gcadef 
(2) 4 P  
(3) Eye Irritrtion (Symptom) 
(4) AEoaot of fatcrtbnce 
(5) Amount o f  mer 
(6) Kaaber oîCoatldratr 
(9 -- 
(8) Mcditrl- 

1-00 
-0.06 1-00 
0-02 0-04 1.00 
-020 0-17 0-19 1,ûû 
-0.02 0-05 0.15 0.60 1-00 
0.36 0-06 0-05 0.13 0-09 1-00 
4.02 4-13 4.20 -0.21 O-M 4-03 1-00 
4.03 4-06 0.08 4.14 43-19 4-07 4-04 1-00 

Note: Strong aJsociatiom are ia bol& 

The muits of the logistic regression models for the coping strategy of doctor 

visiWsutgery are presented in Table 25. The fk t  regression (Mode1 1) inciudes the 

amount of interference. Overall, the full modei's high -2LL value (94.53) 

demonstrates that, in combination, sociodemographic characteristics, appraisais, and 

coping resounies, offer a low Ievel of explanation for the use ofdoctor visits/surgery. 



TABLE 2!k Logistic  reg^^ CorrcLtes of itic Cophg S h î e g y  
Doetor V r u ' m e y  

.................................... /..~pp..idC,;:~ :,.. - .  * i .-A.-.-.. . .... . . . .  :. 
...................... ....... .- . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

1 Eyt Idt~tioa -1-08' 4-41 -0.15 -1.17* 4.04 4-14 

. . . . . . . .  ...- . . . . . . . .  
-0.81 2.66 10.08 4 - 5 1  0.86 0.00 

. .- . . - . . ...... .- ....................... ........-..-...... ...... ....---- ........... . . . . . .  .................. ...-. . .  ............ ...-....... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ............ ... ..:' . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . - -. -. 

1 Sdfetcm 0.65 1.44 0.00 
Medial Skepticirm 1,14* 4-17 0.15 

-0.66* 4.77 -0.17 
i -2LL 1 109-95 du = 101.86 -2LL 90.7 1 
1 

riipiwewat xz = Iipmvemeat xz = Iiprwcmcat xz = 

' This modei includes the vanabte Amount of lntafkence, and exciudes the variable Arnount of Bother 
' This mode1 includes the variable Amount of Bother, aud excludes the variable Amount of Interference. 

pc-OS 
** v . 0 1  



The fk t  block of variables to enter the regession equation (Step 1 )  are the 

two s o c i O a e r n ~ ~ p h i ~  characteristics (age and gender). A consideration of the 

hprovement Chi-square vaiue reveais that the socio-demographic component of the 

mode1 does not coimibute sipnincady to the goodnessaf-fit ofthe model to the 

data, when considered on theu own. This suggests that the association between age 

or gender and doctor visits/sugery is uegiigiile. 

The second block of variables to enter the equation (Step 2) are the appraisals. 

The hprovement Chi-square vaiue üiustrates that appfaisals contribute significdy 

to the goodness-of-tit of the mode1 after taking wcio-demographic characteristics 

into account. The negative and ~ i ~ f i c a n t  logistic regression coefficient (B) and 

negative R value for the amount of hterfbrence indicates that EPs whose syinptoms7 

do not intefiere with their daily Iives are more likely to use the strategy of doctor 

visitisurgery, as compared to EPs who state that their symptoms interfere somela 

geat deai. In con- the symptom ofeye imitation makes a minimal or no 

conm'bution to the explamtion ofthe model. 

Finally, the coping resources are entered into the equation (Step 3). As the 

hprovement Chi-square is statistically significant, the variables representing the 

coping resources (self-esteem, medical skepticisrn, and nurnber of confidants) do 

contn'bute significantly to the goodness-of-fit of the model, after taking into 

consideration the level of explanation provided by the mie-demographic 

chanicteristics, and appraid vanables. The negative and significant logimc 

- 
' Symptoms associateci with their eye problem(s)- 



regession coefficient (B) and negative R value for confidants reveals that EPs with 

fewer confidants are more Likely to use this strate= than those with more confidants. 

The cemainhg coping resounxs of selfestecm ancl medicd skepticism are not 

significant on thek own, aithough the latter is approaching signincance. The number 

of coafidants is the ody variable tbat is signifiaint in the full model as the amount of 

interferrace ceases to be significant &er the coping resources have been added 

in order to undentand why the amount of interference does not remain 

significant in the tiill moâeI, additional models are considered One approach 

involves excluding each of the coping resources from the model. First, when medical 

skepticism is excluded h m  the model, the amount of interference is si-pificant in 

the full mode1 (Appendix H - A). This suggests that the addition of medical 

skepticism results in the amount of interference no longer king significant in the full 

model. The sarne was not found when either self-esteem, or confidants were 

exc 1 uded from the mode1 (Appendix H - B & C). Finally, when cophg resources (as a 

group) are entered pnor to appraids7 the amount of interference is not 

significant in the full mode1 (Appendk H - D). This suggests that the order that the 

variables enter the mode1 does not affect variable significance levels. This final 

model confinns that the arnount of  interkence does not retain its significance when 

coping resources have been taken into account 

As interference and bother are multicollinear, the second logistic regession 

equation wnducted with the wping stnitegy of doctor visits/surgery has the variable 

of bother replacing intederence (Mode1 2). This mode17s hi& -2LL value (90.71) 



demonsaates that in combination, socio-demographic charactnistics, appraisaIs and 

coping resomes, offer a low 1-1 ofexplanation for the use of doctor visiWwgery. 

A cornpariin of the -2U values fiom Models 1 and 2 does aot reveal a sipZcant 

difference between the two. 

The fim block of variables to enter the regression equation (Step 1) are the 

two socicxiernographic charactenstÎcs (age and gender). The Impmvement Chi- 

square value &s that the socio-demographic component of the mode1 does not 

conaibute signincandy to the gadness-of-nt of the model to the data Neither of the 

indicators emerge as statisticaily signincant 

The second block of variables to enter the equation (Step 2) are the appraïsals. 

The improvement Chi-square value illutrates that appraisals contribute significantly 

to the goodness-of-fit of the mode1 after taking sociudemographic characteristics 

into account. Although the amount of bother is strongly correlated to the amount of 

interfereuce, it is not found to be sigm-ficaat, This is in contrast to the findings of 

Mode1 1. However, the other appraid that is included, eye imitation, is significant 

The negative and significant (F.05) logistic regression coefficient (8) and negative R 

value for the variable of eye irritation (symptom) implies that EPs who do not 

indicate the symptom of eye irritation are more likely to report the strategy of doctor 

visitdsurgery, as compared to EPs who do report the symptom of eye im-tation. in 

order to understand why eye irritation is significant in Mode12 and not in Mode1 1, 

an additional model is created (Appendix H - E). The mode l does not include arnount 

of interference or arnount of bother. [n this model, eye irritation is s i g X m m  in the 



hl1 model. This suggests tbat &er the amount of interference is taken into account 

(Mode1 l), eye imtation is no longer ~ i ~ f i c a n t ,  In cornparison, taking the amount of 

bother into co~~~idetation (MocieI 2) does not prevent eye hih.tï~n h n  king 

significant, 

Fiaaily, the coping mources are ente& into the equation (Step 3). As the 

hprovement Chi-square is stacstic;iIly signifiant, this block of variables contnbutes 

to the goodness-of-fit of the model, after taking into cornideration ~ciodemographic 

characteristics, d appraisal vanables. Medical skepticism and confïdants are both 

found to be significant on their own, while selfesteem is not The positive and 

significant logistic regression coefficient (B) and positive R value for medical 

skepticism suggests that EPs with relatively higher medical skepticism scores are 

more likely than EPs with relatively lower scores to use this strategr. The negative 

and signiticant logistic regession coefficient (B) and aegative R value for confidants 

reveals tbat EPs who have fewer confidaats, when compared to EPs with more 

confidants, are more Iikely to report doctor visits/surgery. Medical skepticism, 

wafidants, and eye irritation are al1 s i w c a n t  in the full model. 

Table 26 provides a summary of the variables that are found to be 

significantiy associateci, at the muitivariate level, with the coping strategy of doctor 

visits/surgery. In summary, the two regressions that are conducted with the coping 

strategy of doctor visidsurgery yield f&ly consistent results. To begin, both 

regression equations suggest that socio-demographic characteristics do not contribute 

to the Ievel of expianation for the use of doctor visits/su.gery as a strategy. In 



con- the concept of am As is found to be sisnificant. in the nrSt equation 

(includes amount of interference), no interference hcreases the likelihood of EPs 

using this strategy- The second equation (incluQs amount of bother) ais0 fin& that 

apwsais cornbute to the use ofdoctor visitrlsurgey; however, the miable of eye 

irritation (symptom) is found to be sipnincant rather than the amount ofbother. 

F i ~ I l y ,  both models suggest that coping resources as a group appear to conm'bute to 

the explanatory power ofthe model, with the number of confidants king signifiant 

in both models, and medical skepticiw signinct in ModeI 2, and approacfiiag 

EPs More Likdy to Use 
VARIABLES Doaor ~o i ts /Surge~  

AQe - 
Gender - 

A P ~  
Symptom - Eye irritation EPs who do mt report eye immhmôn 
Length of Tune Wh Eye Problem(s) - 
Amount of Imcrfkrence EPs who report no infet$erenceJ 
Amount of Bother - 

C ~ R e s o i i r # r  
Self-esteem (Psychological Resource) - 
Medical Skepticism (Psychologid Resource) EPs who iiÛw relotiueb h i j r  medicoi skepticism 

scores 
Nurnber of Confidants (Social Resource) EPs wbo bave fmer coafid.ab 

' Or& those variables that have a significsulce Id of p<. 10 at the bivan'ate levei, as weIi as age and 
gender are Iisted here. For a amplete listing of variables examineci at the bivanate Iwel  see Table 23. 
'The Inrd of sisnifiance chat is used is 6 0 5  
%ariabies signifiant in one of the modeis are in nalics, wbik those signifiant in both models are in 
boid. 
'The amount of i n t a f i e  is ody significant prior to coping resources bang included in the model. 
- hdicates no statistatidcal1y significant reIationship at the multivariate levd. 



To conclude the discussion on the cophg sûategy ofdoaor Msitslsurgery, it 

appeats h t  certain appisals, and coping cesources increase the likelihood of doctor 

visits/surgery. More specificaüy, when wcioldemographic chamteristics and 

appraisais are taken hto account, the amount of interference is found to be 

significantiy associateâ with doctor visits/swgery- Ne* eye Untaîion and medical 

skepticism are significant when ~cio-demograpbic characteristics, a p ~ ~ d s ,  and 

coping rcsowces have al1 been cousidemi, and amount of interference is not 

included Finaily, the number ofconfidants is fond to be associated with the use of 

this strategy, re&arcüess of whether die amont of interference or the atllount of 

bother is included. 

Medication Use - Bivaiiate Results 

The second coping strategy to be considered is medication use. Ofthe 108 

EPs considered in these analyses, 34.3% report medication use for theü eye 

problem(s), while 65.m do not Cross-tabulation results between socidemographic 

characteristics, a-sais, and coping resources, and the coping strategy of 

medication use are pmented in Table 271 Ody two of the thïrty coasidered variables 

are significantly aswniated (-05) with the coping strate= of medication use at the 

bivarïate level while two approach statistical significance. Recogninng the relatively 

small sample sire, low correlations can be statitically significant while reflecting 

weak associations. 

9 See Table 27 for the van'ables that are used in the analpes, and th& categoties. 



Medicrtioa Medication 
CI& Not US& 

68 - 79 (n = 63) 39.7 60.3 
8- (n = 45) 26.7 73-3 
x2= 1.97,dE= lTp=.16;Phi=-14 

Ccadtt 
Adaie (n = 30) 26.7 73 -3 
Femaie (a = 78) 37.2 62.8 

Know cause 
Do not know cause 
x2 = -93, df. = 1, p = -34; Phi = -*O9 

Crost - Advmcing Age (AA) 
AA not reported as cause 

Symptom - No Sgaiptoms 
At least one symptom 
No symptoms 
~2 = -01, df. = 1, p = -92; Phi = .O1 

Symptom - Poar V i n  (PV) 
f V not reported as a symptom 
PV reported as a symptom 
x2 = 4-38, &f = 1, p = -04; Phi = -.20 

Sy~~ptoni - Eye Imitation (Ei) 
EI not reported as a symptom 
€1 reponed as a symptom 
x2 = 8-11, d.f, = 1, p = -00; Phi= 2 8  

hngth oCI"~e With Eye Probkms (Y-) 
0 - 1  
2-3 
4 - 9 
I o +  
12 = 6.74, d.E = 3, p = -08; Cramer's V = 2 5  

Amount of  I o t ~ ~ c e  
Not at aü 
SomdA great deal 
x2 = .OS, d.E = 1, p = -83; Phi = -02 

Amoant o f  Bother 
Nor at aii 

~2 = .68, d.f = 1, p = -41; Phi = -.O8 
'ln this table the penmtages are added borizontaiiy and the compMsons arc made vatidiy. 
"nie samplc s k  of the medidm used group is 37 (7 1 fa the mbdlmbdlcation not used group). 
'lfn does not eqwl 126 on an independent variable the raaaiada arc missing values. 



Table 27 continual' 

Mediution Medication 
US& Not ud2 

Bad/ FairlPoor (n = 56) 26.8 73 -2 
~ c c l l e m  (a = 52) 42.3 57-7 
x2 = 2.88, df = 1, p = -09; Phi = .16 

N u m b o f  C b m u  Hait& ?toWœs 
0 - 2  (n = 30) 46-7 53 -3 
3 - 4  (n = 37) 29.7 70-3 
5+ (n = 41) 29.3 70.7 
x2 = 2.84, df = 2. p = -24; Cramer's V = -16 

Namôu otADIIIADL LWtdoms 
O (n = 49) 34-7 653 
1+ (n = 59) 33.9 66-1 
x2 = -0 1. d.f = 1, p = -93; Phi = -.O 1 

- -  - -- - - -  - - - -  - -- - - - - _ -  _ -  - - 7 s  -=-e -e  =.:: ---+-:-<-=: -&=- - - 
- - .  - -, i- - ;- 

+-- - ---Y- - -.- a -- +- - --  =--a- - - , -- - - - -  -., - --. =-A- --- --- - 

Lifi SStidhction 
O - 19 (Poor/Fair) (n = 66) 34.8 65.2 
20 - 26 (Good(E.xceUent) (n = 39) 35.9 64.1 
~2 = -01, df = 1, p=,91; Phi =,O1 

Sdkstccli 
O - 19 (Poorfir) (n = 49) 38.8 61.2 
20 - 30 (Good/Excellent) (n = 56) 32.1 67.9 
~2 = -50, d,E = 1, p = -48; Phi = --O? 

W-cfticrejr 
O - 3 1 (PoorEair) (n = 68) 30.9 69.1 
32 - 5 1 (Good/Exdent) (n = 37) 43.2 56.8 
~2 = 1.60, dE = 1, p=.21; Phi= -12 

Puteived CuntdOvcr H e a h  
NondSome (n = 84) 3 1 .O 69.0 
A geat deai (n = 23) 43.5 56.5 
x2= 1.27,dX= I,p=.26;Pfii=.I1 

Exrend H d t b  Lacus Ofcmbal 
O - 4 (Low) (n = 39) 43 -6 56.4 
5 - 9 (n = 65) 30.8 69-2 
~2=1,75,df.=l ,p=.19;Pbi=--l3 

IntcrulHk8m Lmu O f C o i ~  
O - 5 (Low) (n = 46) 39.1 60.9 
6 - 12 (mm (n = 54) 33.3 66.7 
~2 = -36, d.f = 1, p = -55; Phi = -.O6 

Medial SIrtptieisrn 
0-7(Low) (n = 46) 39.1 60.9 
8 - 15 (=&) (n = 54) 33 -3 66.7 
~2 = -36, df = 1, p = -55; Phi = 0.06 



MarwSIlbr 
Not currently -ed (n=6t) 
Currentlymanied (n = 47) 
~2 = -74, df = 1, p = -39; Phi = 0-08 

~ iv ing  Arrrii-a 
Lives done (n = 51) 
tives with at lem one other (n = 57) 
~2 = -39, df = 1, p = -53; Phi = -.O6 

~ O f F ~ N ~ ~ i i J M c a i b e r s )  
0 - 4  (II = 67) 
5+ (n =41) 
~ 2 =  1.62, d.f = L, p =  -20; Phi=--12 

N u m h  of F.riily Netwock Meaatms Scca At L m t  Wddy 
0-2 (n = 73) 
S+ (n = 35) 
~2 = -19, d.E = 1, p = -66; Phi = -04 

Numùer 0rc00riauit~ 
0 - 1  (n = 54) 
2+ (n = 54) 
~2 = 1.03, d.E = 1, p = 31; Phi = -10 

Number o f  F i  
0 - 6  (n = 73) 
7+ (n = 3 5 )  
XZ = -19, d.f = 1, p = .66; Phi = -04 

PemWed ï n s t r i i m ~  support4 
O - 4 Tasks help is perceived to exist (n = 10) 
5-6T'kshdpisperceivedtoexkt (n = 98) 

- . - - *  - --- ---,---+-.- - - .  -- ---- - - - -  - * di-?% <:+ > - - .,CL -=----^ - - - - - - -- - - '- - . -- - -L--:-- -=. .. - ---.. - - - -  - - . --A- *-- - 

- 

O - 31499 (U = 40) 32-5 67.5 
% I500t (n = 41) 39.3 70.7 
x t  = . r O,  CL^ = I, p = -75; ~ b i  = -.03 

Pemehd A d e q ~ e f E ~ d d l o c o m e  
Very wdVAdequateiy (n = 87) 36-8 63 -2 
With some difncuIty/Not very well (n = 21) 23.8 76.2 
~2 = 1 -26, d.f = 1, p = -26; Phi = -. 1 1 

Edueation (Y~.rs)~ 
0-8 (n = 32) 3 7.5 62.5 
9 -  13 (n = 59) 35.6 64.4 
13+ (n = 17) 23.5 76.5 



The andyses reveal that neither of the socio-demographic characteristics (age 

and gender) are with the coping strategy of medication use. Tumïng to the 

concepts of appraisals, aot knowbg the cause ofthe eye problem(s), attniuting the 

cause to advancing age, and having no symptoms are not associated with medication 

use. in addition, neither the amount of interference nor bother is found to be 

associated with the coping strategy of medication use. 

in contrast, both of the most commody reported symptoms by EPs, namely 

poor vision and eye imitation, are associated with the strategy of medication use. EPs 

who do uot report poor vision (e-g-, trouble seeing, blurry vision) as a symptom 

(50.0%) are more likely to indicate medication use, than EPs who do report the 

symptom of poor Msion (28.6%). However, the association is a weak one (Phi = - 
20).  

The symptom of eye initation is also associated medication use. EPs 

who indicate the syrnptom of eye irritation (57.7?!!!), are more likely to use 

medication, than EPs who do not report the symptom of eye imitation (27.2%). A 

consideration of the corresponding correlation statistic reveals that the relationship is 

close to k ing  a moderate one (Phi = -28). 

Although not statistically significant at the F-O5 level, EPs who have had 

their eye problems for a longer p e n d  of time are more likely to indicate medication 

use than EPs who have had their eye problems for fewer years. However, the 

correspondhg correlation statistic implies that the relationship is a weak one 

(Cramer's V = -25)- 



The health status iadicators of number of chronic health pmblems, and 

number ofADV[ADL limitations are not fouad to be associated with the strategy of 

medication use. in cornparison, self-aSSeSSed health status is approaching 

significance, with a tendency for EPs with better self-assesseci heaith (42.3%) to 

report medication use more thaa EPs with pooret seffbssessed health (26.8%). 

None of the psychologicd resources (Iife satisfàction, self-esteem, self- 

efficacy, perceived control over health, externai health locus of control, intenial 

health locus of control, and medicd skepticim), or social resources (marital status, 

living arrangements, size of fdmny network, nurnber of fmily network membea seen 

at least weeldy, number of codidants, number of friends, and perceived instrumental 

suppod) are found to be significantiy associated with the coping strategy of 

medication use. Finally, materiai resources (monthiy household income, perceived 

adequacy of househoid income, and educatiodO) are mt significantly associated with 

this strategy. 

In summary, the variables that are found to be statistically associated ( ~ 0 5 )  

with the coping strategy of medication use are the symptorns ofpoor vision and eye 

irritation (Table 28). Medication use is more likely to be reported as a coping 

strategy by EPs who do not report poor vision as a symptorn, than EPs who do report 

this syiiptom. In cornparison, those who report eye irritation (symptom), are more 

likely to report medication use when compared to EPs who do not report this 

symptom . The longer that an individual has had hisher eye problems also appean to 

9 Z x is not caiculated due to les than fïve cases being in one or more of the ceils 
'O is not caldated due to less than five cases being in one or more of the cells. 



be an indication of medication use, aithou& the nlationship is not statïsticaily 

significant at the F-05 level. Finally, there is a tendency, aIbeit not statistically 

signincant, for dwKe with better self-aSSeSSed h d t h  to report the use of medication, 

when compared to those with p m  self-assessed heaith, 



APP- 
Cause - Do Not Kaow 
Cause - Advancins Age 
Symptom - No Symptoms 
Symptom - Pmr Vion 
Symptom - Eyc himion 
Length of The With Eye Wlt?m(s) 
AmowtofIat- 
Amount ofBother 

Health Statu 
Seff-assesscd Heaith Status 
Number of Chronic Health Problems 
Number of ADUIADL limitations 

Psychologid Resourca 
Life SaWàction 
SeIf-esteem 
S e i f 4 c a q  
Perceind Coatrol Over Health 
Erderaai Heakh Locus of Control 
Intemai Heaith Locus of Control 
,Medical Skeptkkm 

! h cM Resourca 
Maritai Status 
Living Arrangements 
Size of Famiiy Network 
N u m k  of FatniIy Network Members Seen at 

-wecks. 
Nunhr of Confidams 
Nuaiber ofFn'eads 
Perceived instrumental Suppon 

~Mriariai Resourms 
Monthiy Household Incornt 
Perceived Adequacy of  Housdold h o m e  
Education 

- 
e h r k d o ~ m p o n t p o o r v i a a ~  
Eh wûo report eye irritrtion2 
EPs w b  hate WrAr pmblem fs) longpr' 

- - - 
X2 aot calculateci as <S cases in one or more ce& 

- - 
X2 wt dcuiated as CS cases m one or more alls 

Reiationships sienificant u pS.05 m in bol4 wide those sisnifiCant at pc. 10 are in rmM 
' Statinically significant but weak assoCiation (Phi or Cramer's V C.30) 
- Mates no StatiSticalIy sigdïcam f ~ ~ o n s h i p  at the bivariate Ievel. 



Medicmtion Use - Mult iva~te  Results 

The independent variables of age" and gender are included in the regressions 

on medication use as examples ofsocioldemographic ch;itacteristics. Next, the 

a p p r ~ d s  of poor vision (symptom), eye irritation (symptom), and lengîh of time 

with eye problem(s) are Uiciuded Finally, seEassessed heath statu represeuts the 

concept of coping resowces. 

Before the logistic regession anaiyses are coaducted, a Pearson Roâuct 

Moment Correlation Matrix test for mdticollinearity is useci to establish conelations 

bemeen the independent variables. Correlation coefficients near or above 0.60 are 

considered strong (Hickey, 1986) and resuit in vanables king entered into separate 

regression equations. The bivariate correlations between the six independent 

vanables are presented in Table 29. Aithough no strong conelations between the 

independent variables are evident, it is not Nprising that the sympoms of poor 

vision and eye irritation are moderately wrnlated (-0.43). Among this group, EPs 

tend to report either poor vision or eye immtation, but not bath 

TABLE 2% Parson Produet Moment Corrrlritioa Matrix, 
Iadependcbt Variabks for Medication the Regmsioas 

(1) Gendcr 
(2) Age 
(3) Poor Vision 
(4) Eye irritation 
(5) Lengtb of7Ïme nitb Eyc Froblcm(s) 
(6) Sclf-ll.wuri H d t h  Strnis 

Variables 

" For these aiialyses. age is con0mious, while Imgth oftirne with eye problern(s) uicluda the utegories 
of O - 1.3 - 3.4 - 9, and 1 0 ;  years. The remahhg variables are dichotomous. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (4) 



The d t s  ofthe Iogistic regression a d y s i s  conducted for medication use 

are presented in Table 30. Overall, the fiaal model's high -2U value (1 14.27) 

demonstrates that in combinaîion, saci~mographic c ~ r i s t i c s ,  ap@sals, and 

coping resources, offir a low level ofexplmation for the use of medicatiom The nrst 

block of to enter the tegression equatÏon (Step 1) are the two socio- 

demographic ~haracte~dcs- The Improvement Chi-square value suggests that the 

socio-demographic cornpuent ofthe model does not contribute significantly to the 

goodness-of-fit of the model to the data. Moreover, neither of the uidicators (age and 

gender) emerge as statisa'cally significant 

TABLE 30: Lgisîk Rqrrrsien: C o n d a t a  o f  the Copiig Stra&gy 
Medication Use 

B Wald R B Wafd R B WJd R 

!4Jmhk 
1 P m  VWan -0.80 1-97 
: Eye Initation 1-33 * 5-47 
i La,gtbdTiurio 0.70- 9-54 

EytRobkm(s) - 
cepr-iirut- -- - -  . 

Sdf-asSeMed E d t b  



The second block of to enter the quafion (Step 2) are the appm-sais. 

The improvement Chi-square value illustrates that amsais contriiute significantly 

to the goodness-of-fit ofthe mode1, after taùing sociodemogmphic c ~ r i s t i c s  

into accouat nie positive and sigainant (F-OS) logistic re-on coefficient (B) 

and positive R value for eye irritation (symptorn) indicates that EPs who report eye 

irritation as a symptom, are more Iikely to report the stnaegy of medication use, as 

compared to EPs who do not report this symptom. Le@ of tirne with eye 

probIem(s) is dso significant The positive logistic regression coefficient (B) and 

positive R value iudicates that EPs who have had their eye problem(s) for a longer 

period of h e ,  are more Iikely to report the strategy of medication use, as compared 

to EPs who have bad their eye problem(s) for a shorter the p e r i d  The symptom of 

poor vision is aiso considered in this regression equation, but is aot found to be 

statisûcally associated with the coping strategy of medication use, when other factors 

are taken into account. 

Finally, one coping resource (Step 3) is entered into the equation The 

improvement Chi-square is not statistically signifiant; therefore, self-assessed health 

status does not contribute to the goodness-ocfit of the model, after taking into 

consideration socio-demographic characteristics, and apprairaisais. The two apprakai 

variables of eye irritation and Iength of time with eye problem(s) remain significant 

in the Ml model, 

Table 3 1 presents a summary of the variables that are significantly associated 

with coping strategy of medication use at the multivariate level. In general, the 



resuits of the logistic regression teveai tbat sociodemographic cbaracteristics, and 

coping resources are not relatai to medication use as a coping strategy. In con- 

appraïsals, more specifieally eye irritation (symptom), and the length ofthe with eye 

problem(s), do influence the use ofthis suategy. In summary, the strongest correlates 

of medication use ammg this gmup of EPs are having eye poblem(s) for a longer 

period of time, and reporthg the symptom of eye irritation. 

TABLE 31: Socbdcmograpbie CbirOcarirîïcs, ApprrU.br and CopÜtg Resowces 
Assoûated nW Medicarion usc (Mulfivdte Lad) '  

VARIABLES Eh More Lürdp to Use ~ c d ' i '  

Age - 
Gemder - 

Agprri#6 - -  - 
Poor Vision - 
Symptom - Eye Irritation EPs wbo report eye imitation 
Lengtb ofrime Wlith Eye Problem(s) EPs who bave bad the problem(s) longer 

c i ïR408r# r  
Self-assessed htattfistanis@eatthStatus) - 

1 Oniy those variables thaî have a si@cance level of pc. 10 at the bivariate IeveL as weii as age and 
$ider are Meci bar For a complete ListUlg of v*abla a<amiacd u the bivariate Icvel, see Tabk 28. 
The level of significance chat is used is p<.OS - Indicates no mthticaiiy sï@cant relaa'onship at the r n ~ l ~ a î e  leveL 



Use of S~ccirl Eaui~ment o r  Devices - Bivamte Resalts 

The fid coping strategy to be comidered is the use of special 

equiprnent/deMIics (EQ/DEV)- Oaly 16-74 of the 108 EPs report the use of this 

strategy, while 83.3% do not As there are relatively few EPs wfio report the use of 

EQ/DEV (n = 18). the TeSuIts mut be in- with cauiion. Cross-tabulation 

resdts between socio-demographic characteristics, appraisals, and coping resources, 

and the mping sbategy ofspccial equîpmeht or devices can be found ù1 Table 32. 

Ody one of the thirty variables is sigaificamly associated (F-05) with the coping 

strategy of special equipmeatdevices, while four othen approach statisticai 

significance (F- 10). 



EQ/DFV EQ/DEV 
tJsedL Not CI& 

~2 = -07, df = 1, p = -79; Phi = 9.03 
Gcliider 

Male (n = 30) 20.0 
Fexnaie (n = 78) 15-4 
r2 = -33. d.£ = 1. D = -56 Phi = -.O6 

caiirc-Do N a t h o w  
m w  cause 
Do not k w w  caust 
~2 = 1-01, d.f, = 1, p = 32; Phi = -.IO 

Q---mm) 
AA not reporteci as cause 
AA reporred as cause 
~2 = -97, d.f = 1, p = -32; Phi = -10 

S i *  - NO spptoiu' 
At Ieast one symptom 
No symptoms 

Symptom - Poor Vida o4 
PV not repotted as a symptom 
PV repned as a symptom 

Symptom - Eye Wbtiorn 0 
EI not reporteci as a symptom 
EI report& as a syuiptom 
~2 = 3.13, d.£ = 1, p = -08; Phi = -17 

I;ltngtô ofl'îîc Witb EyePmbkll(s) (Y-) 
0 - 3 
4+ 
~2 = -36, hf = 1, p = -55; Phi = -06 

AEoriinoCIa~+rc~cc 
Not at ail 
SomdA ~ r e a t  d d  
x2-3.41, d.f = 1, p =  -06; Phi= . l8  

Amount ocB0tk4 
Not at al1 



Table 32 continued' 

EQ/DEV EQn>EV 
L T ~  Nat ~ w d '  

~ œ œ e d E a a l L t ~  
BadEaidPoor (n = 56) 143 85.7 
Good/Excdlent (n = 52) 19.2 80.8 
~2 = -47, d£ = 1, p = -49; Phi = -07 

Numbcrof Chipait Bdtb Probkms 
0 - 2  (n = 30) 20-0 80-0 
3 - 4  (n=37) 21.6 78-4 
5+ (n = 41) 9.8 90.2 
~2 = 2.30, d.E = 2, p = -32; Cramer's V = - 15 

NiimkrdADUIADLr.'tbs 
O (n = 49) 16.3 83.7 
I+ (n = 59) t 6-9 83.1 
x t  = -01. df: = 1, p =.93; Phi=.OI - --- - -- ~amEoexxE . - - - -  ---- - - +- - - - - - - - - . - -  - - -  - - -  - - - -  - - 

- - - -- -- --. .--- - -- - -- --- - -- - .-A . - -L'-L--2- -- - -  - - ..- -JI- ------,. - .*- L -  -. - : --. 
Lit+SItWi+CtTon 
O - 19 (PooriFair) (n = 66) 10.6 89.4 
20 - 26 ( G C X X E X C ~ ~ I X )  (n = 56) 20.5 79.5 
~ 2 =  I.%, d f  = 1, p=.l6; Phi= . I 4  

!besm!m 
O - 19 (Poor/Fair) (n = 49) 14.3 85.7 
20 - 30 (GoodExceUent) (n = 37) 14.3 85.7 
x2 = -00, CL£ = 1, p = 1.00; Pûi = -00 

Sdf-cthcreg 
O - 3 1 (Poor/F&) (n = 68) 13.2 86.8 
32 - 5 1 (GoodlExceU~m) (n = 37) 16.2 83 -8 
x2 = -17, d-f = 1, p = -6%; Phi = -04 

Pertdved costrd~atrhb 
None/Some (n = 84) 13.1 86.9 
A great d d  (a = 25) 30.4 69.6 
~2 = 3.88, df = 1, p = -05; Phi = -19 

Edemd Huitû Loeus o f  Conîroi 
O - 4 W w )  (n = 39) 17.9 82.1 
5-9(Hish) (n = 65) 12.3 87.7 
x2 = -63, dX = 1, p = -43; Phi = -.O8 

I n t d  Ee8I!b Locor OtCoaaPI 
O - 5 W w )  (a = 46) 10.9 89.1 
6 - w m h )  (n = 54) 14.8 85.2 
~2 = -34, d,E = 1, p = .56; Phi = , O6 
M d ï  skeptam 
O - 7 &OW) (n = 46) 15.2 84.8 
8 -1s (Hi#) (n = 54) 13.0 87.0 
~2 = .IO, df = 1, p = -75; Phi = -.O3 



Table 32 continuedl 

EQIDEV EQ/DEV 
C J d 2  Not LIS& 

Mua.lStrtir 
Not currcntly -ed (n = 61) 
Cuxredymammamed (n = 47) 
~2 = 2.72, dX = 1, p = -10; Phi = -16 

LiviagAmmgeœeab 
Lnres aione (n = 51) 
f i e s  with at least one otiier (n = 57) 
x2 = 3.28, df, = 1, p = -07; Phi = - I7 

Size ofF8mily N d w o r l t ( F ~  M œ k r r )  
0 - 4  (II = 67) 
5+ (n = 41) 
~2= .01 ,  d,f = 1, p = -93; Phi =-O1 

NumberafFady N ~ o i L M c m b a s  Seœat Lcut Wetkiy 
0 - 2  (n = 73) 
3+ (n = 3 5) 
~2 = -41, df = I ,  p = .52; Phi = -06 

N~mber  of  Confirots 
0 - 1  (n = 54) 
2+ (n = 54) 
~2 = -00, df = 1, p = 1.00; Phi = -00 

Nomber of F&I& 
0 - 6  (n = 73) 
7+ (n = 3 5) 
~2 = -01, df = 1. p = .93; Phi = .O1 

pernhcd I .~~I IWOUI suPpofi4 
O - 4 Tasks help is perceiveci to exist (n = 10) 
5 - 6 Tasks heip is perceived to exïst . -  - (n =98) - - - -  - -- -" - - 

~ ~ R e S O U B ~ _  - .  
- - .- - 

A - -  

- - -  -" - 

MontMy Househoid hame 
O - $1499 (n = 41) 17-5 82.5 
S1500t (n = 40) 24-4 75.6 
~2 = -58, df = 1, p = -45; Phi = .OS 

PCIWivd Adeqmcy o î H m  barne 
Very weWAdequatdy (n = 87) 16.1 83.9 
With some dif5cuityMot very weii (n = 21) 19.0 8 1.0 
x2 = -11, af = 1, p = -74; phi = -03 

Wucation ~ y c r n ) ~  
0 - 8  (n = 32) 12.5 87.5 
9- 12 (n = 59) 16-9 83.1 
13+ (u = 17) 23 -5 76.5 



The analyses meai tbat ne* of the -0-demograpûic characteristics (age 

and gender) are signïtïcantly associateci with this strategy at the bivariate level. The 

two measins of apmsals tbat are found to be approaching statistical si@cance, 

are eye irritation (symptom) and amount of interference. Aithough not statistically 

signifiant at the ~ ~ - 0 5  levei, EPs who report eye irritation (26.9%) tend to repoa the 

use of EQ/DEV more so than EPs who do not report this symptom (12.3%). There is 

ais0 the tendency for EPs who report some/a great of interférence to report this 

strategy (25.6%) as compared to EPs who report no interference ( 1 1.8%). Not 

knowuig the cause of one's eye problems, reporting the cause as advancing age, and 

length of tirne with eye poblem(s) are not found to be associated with the coping 

shaiegy ofEQ/DEV- Pwr vision and reporting w symptoms k values are not 

calculatecl because of limiteci sample sizes. 

The analyses disclose that uone of health status indicators (selfassessed 

health, number of chronic health problems, nurnber of ADUIADL limitations) are at 

the bivariate level sigificantiy associated with the coping strategy of medication use. 

In con- to the two previously coasidered coping strategies, it is found that one of 

the psychologid nsources (perceived control over heaith) is sîatistically associated 

with use of EQiDEV. I2 Analyses indicate that EPs who feel that they have a great 

deal of control over theu own health (30.4%) are more Iikely to report the stnitegy of 

EQIDEV than EPs who state that they perceive either no/some control over their own 

health (13.1%). Notwithstanding the association, the relationship is a weak one (Phi 

'' PC.05 when fhree decimal places are considered. 



= -19). Tbe other measures ofpsychological fesources (Ise satisfaction, self-esteem, 

selfefficacy, perceived control over health, e x t e d  and i n t e d  hedth locus of 

control and medical skepticism) are not associated with the strategy of EQ/DEV 

Tuming to social resources, the size o f f d y  network, number of family 

network members seen at least weelly, number ofconfidams, and number of friends 

are not found to be associated with EQ/DEV use. Both marital status and living 

arrangements approach the suggested level of sigdicance- EPs who are currendy 

marrïed (23.4%) tend to be more likely to report this strategy tban EPs wbo are not 

cmentiy married (1 1.5%)). It follows, then, that those who live with one or more 

others (22.8%), are more likely than those who iive alone to report the use of 

EQIDEV (9.8%). The X2 for perceived instrwaental support couid not be caicdated 

due to smdl ceU sizes. Finaily, uone of the material resources (monthly household 

income, perceived adequacy of household income, education") are, at the bivariate 

level, sigoificantly associated with this strategy. 

In summary, there is oaly one variable (perceived control over health) that is 

significautly associated with the coping strategy of EQ/DEV at the p.05 level. Eye 

irritation, amount of interference, marital status, and living arrangements are found to 

be approaching the suggested level ofsignificance (Table 33). As previously 

mentioned, the results nom this particular set of bivariate analyses must be 

interpreted with caution, due to the few EPs (n = 18) who report the use of this 

strategy. 

" xf is not cdcuiated due to l e s  thaa five cases beïng in one or more of the cells. 



E P S M ~ L ~ I C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U K S P C C I I (  
VARIABLES Eqpipi~at/Dcvica 

APP- 
CU - Do Nat K ~ O W  
cause - Advanchg Age 
Symptom - No Symptoms 
Symptom - Poor Vision 
Symptom - Eye Imtation 
Length of Thne With Eye Problem(s) 
Arnount of Imerfereace 
Amount of Bother 

H d t h  Status 
S&assessed Hegitb St;itus 
Number of Chronic Health Problems 
Number of ADUlADL limitaiions 

Psyehologiaû Raourca 
Lie Saîisfàctïon 
Self-esteern 
S e l f d c a f y  
Perceïved Controi ûver Healîh 

Extemai Heaith Locus of Control 
I n t d  Heaith Locus of Control 
Medical Skepticism 

Social Resourcu 
Marital Statw 
Living Anangements 
Size offaniily Nawork 
Number of Faaiily Network Members Seai at 
Least wcekly 

Number of Confidams 
Number of Friends 
Perceived Instnimernal Support 

Maîeriai Ruources 
Monthiy Househord -me 
Perceiveci Adequacy of Household hame 

- 
EP1 who pcrccive to have r gmat d d  of 
contriol mer tbeir hafthf  - 

EPE wiio are iwrentb m~nred 
EPs who I i k  wirh one or more others - 

- 
x2 not caidated as CS cases in one or more ails 

- - 

Education X2 not caiaikted as CS cases in one or more ceils 

' Reiationship si@cant at v.05 are in bol4 while those si*ficant at F. 10 are in italics. 
' ~tatisticdi~ signifiant but weak association (Phi or C m d s  V c.30) 
- Indicates no stddcafIy si@cant Wonship at the bivariate levei. 



Use of Soechl Eaai~memt or  Devices - Multivarïate lkuits  

The independent variables that are included in the regressions on special 

equipmentldevice use are the sociodernographïc ofagel' and gender. 

Seconlyy, eye irritation (symptom), and the amount of interference are exarnples of 

appraïsais. Fïnaüyy perceiveci control over health, marital status, and living 

arrangements are examples of coping resources that are included in these analyses. 

Before the logistic agression nrtalyses are conducted, a Pearsoa Product 

Moment Correlation Matrix test for m u l t i c ~ l l i n ~ t y  is w d  to establish correlations 

between the independent vanables. Correlation coefficients near or above 0.60 are 

considered strong (Hickey, 1986) and will cedt in variables king entered into 

separate regression equations. The bivarïate correlations between the seven 

independent variables are presented in Table 34. It is not surprisuig that gender and 

marital stanis are moderately correlated (-0.3 1), as older women are less likely to be 

marrkd than men because of the gender differences in mortality, tendency for men to 

many women younger than themselves, and pater  likelihood of re-marriage for 

men. The correlation between marital statu and living arrangements is a swng one 

(0.64); thenfore, each will be entered into separate regession equations (Models 1 

and 2). 

14 For these analyses. age is continuous, wMe the remaining variables are dichotomous. 



TABLE 34: Pearsaa Product Moment Comdatioa Matrü, 
Independent Variabies for S p d d  EqiiprciUDevKc Use Rcgariois 

Note: Strong -ans are in bold. 

The d t s  of the logistic regession rnodels for the coping strategy of 

EQ/DEV are presented in Table 35. The îïrst regression includes the variable of 

living arrangements (Model 1). This model's -2U value (80.38) demonstrates that in 

combination, sociodemograp&ic characteristics, appraisals, and copulg resources, 

offer a low levef of expf anation for the use of EQ/DEV. 



i 
i B 
1 

f Consuat -1 -27 ~~ . * 
i Age 4.00 
j Gcndn 4.43 
i App* 
i Eye Imtrtion 
1 Amouat o f  IatuCkmocc 
1 cwe- 
i Perccived Conîml Over 

H d t b  

B Wald R B Wdd R B WaId R 

i C O I J S ~ B ~  -1.27 0.13 - 4-75 0.04 - -3.14 0.62 - i - 
- * 

ph# i -- 
: Age 4-00 0.00 0.00 4-02 0-14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
/ Gcnder -0.43 0.59 0.00 4.30 0.25 0.00 4-09 0.02 0.00 
t Appr ioJ  i 
/ Eye h i t a t r i  0.85 2.17 0.04 0.94 2.50 0.08 I 
i ~ m o m t  orrntcn-CC 0-94 2-70 0.09 1-02 2-93 0.10 I 

i-- 
Perc&eû Contml Over 

i 
1.23' 4.09 0.16 1 

i Haith  1 

i Marital S<.~PI 0.58 0.89 0.00 t 
-2LL = 92.42 -2LL = 8678 -2L.L = 81.40 

I 
ïmprovcment x2 = ïmprovement 2 = ~ ~ p r w e m e n t  f = 

i 
i 

0.58, &1. = 2, as 5.64, dt = 2, ns 5.38,d.T,=2,as 
t 

i 

' This model indudes the Living Arrangcmeats, and excfuda the variable Marital Status- 
'~erceived Controi Over HeaWi is just over the suggested siguificance Ievei (0.052)- 
'~his model induda the variable Maritai Status, and excludes the vaovaoable Living Arrangements. 
* p<.O5 
** F.01 



n e  first block of variables to enter the regression equation (Step 1) are the 

two socio-âemographic chracteristïcs. The Unprovernent Chi-square natistic implies 

tbat the sociodemographic cornpuent of the mode1 does not contn'buîe significantiy 

to the goodness-oMt of the mode1 to the data Generally, age and gender are 

unimportant in explainlng the &non-use ofspecial equipment/devices- 

The second block of to enter the equation (Step 2) are the appraisals. 

The hprovement Chi-square vaiue illustrates that appraisais do not contribute 

significantly to the goodness-of-fit of the model after taking socidemographic 

characteristics into account Neither eye imtation nor amount of interference are 

statistically significant- 

Finally, the coping resources are entered into the equation. As the 

hprovement Chi-square is ~ i ~ f i c a n t ,  the block of variables representing the coping 

resources component of the equation contributes significantly to the go~dness-o~fit 

of the model, &et taking into consideration the Ievel of explmation provided by the 

socio-demographic charactetistics, and appraisd variables. Moreover, although the 

coping resources as a p u p  conmiute to the model, only one ofits two rneasures is 

near the suggested significance level. Perceived control over health is just over (p = 

-052) the suggested significance level, while living arrangements is not signifiant. 

In response to the variables of living arrangements and marital status being 

multicollinear, the second logistic regession equation is conducted with the vanable 

of marital status replacing living arrangements (Model 2). This model's -2LL value 

(8 1-40) is similar to the one that is reported for Model 1 (80.38). This demonstrates 



that thk combination o f ~ ~ a b i e s  (marital status radier than living anangements), 

does not offer a larger or mialler level ofexplaaation for the use ofEQ/DEV. 

The first block of variables to enter the regressioa equation (Step 1) are the 

two socio-demographic chanictenstics. The Improvement Chi-square value implies 

that the socio-demographic cornpoaent of the model does not contribute significaatly 

to the guodness-&fit of the mode1 to the &ta Neithei age wr gender emerge as 

statim-caf Iy sigaincant 

The second block of variables to enter the equation (Step 2) are the apprsrisais. 

The Unprovernent Chi-square value illustrates that amsais do not coatriibute 

significantly to the goodness-of-tit o f  the model der talang socio-demographic 

chatacteristics into account In o?her words, the association between eye irritation, 

and the use of EQ/DEV is negligiiibie among this group of EPs. This is aiso found to 

be the case for the amount of interference and the use of this strategy. 

Finaliy, the coping resources are entered into the equation (Step 3). Here, the 

iinprovement Chi-square is wt statistidly significant, This suggests tbat this block 

of variables does not contniibutes to the goodness-of-tit of the model, after taking into 

consideration the level of expianation provided by socio-demographic characterinics, 

and the appraisal variables. However, the positive and significant (F-OS) logistic 

regression coeffcient (B)  and positive R value for the variable perceived control over 

health implies that EPs who report a great deal of control over their own health, are 

more likely to report the strategy of EQ/DEV, as compareci to EPs who report 

no/some control over their own heaith. The coping resource of marital statu is not 



found to make a significant contribution to the explanation of the model. In the fuil 

model, perceived control over heaith is the oniy variable that remaias sisnificant, 

Table 36 includes a summary of the variables that are significant at the 

rnultivariate level with the coping strategy ofEQ/DEV. In summary. the two 

regression rnodels that are conducted with the coping strategy ofEQ/DFV yield 

similar redts. In both cases, socio-demographic characteridcs, and appraïds are 

not fond to be nlated to the use of EQ/DEV as a coping strategy. The difference 

that exists between the two models involves the copuig resources. in the f h t  mode1 

(includes living arrangements), coping resources are found to coaûi'bute to the 

goodness-oMt between the model and the data, M e  perceived control over heaith 

approacha statïsticai significance. in comp*soa, the findings from the second 

model (includes marital status) suggest thM while perceived control over health is 

significaat on its own, cophg cesources as a group are not 

In order to understand why copiag resources as a group are significant in one 

model, and not in the other, an additional regression is conducted (Appendk H - F). 
The model does not include either living arrangements or marital status. The 

rationale for excluding these vanabks is to explore their influence on perceived 

control over heafth, and coping resources as a whole. î h e  model's findings reveal 

that when living arrangements and marital status are excludeci, not only does 

perceived control over health remain significant in the full model, but coping 

resources as a group are also s i g n i f i c ~  This suggests that their exclusion nom the 

mode1 does not effect the statistical significance of either perceived control over 



health, or coping resources 'illis is not smsing given that at the bihate level both 

living arraugernents and mamal status were only approôcbg the recommended Level 

of st;itr*stïcal signincance- To conclude the discussion on the coping strategy of use of 

special equipment/devices, it appears that ôoth socio-demographics aad appraisals do 

wt in combination, or individually, strongiy pfedict the use of @ai 

equipment/devices to deal with one's eye problem(s). In cornparison, the copiag 

resource of perceiveci controi over heaith Îs associated with the coping strategy of 

EQDEV. 

Age - 
Gender - 

A- 
Symptom - Eye irritanon - 
Amount of  Interference - 

CopiiigRaoiire& 
Perceiveci Control Over Heaith (Psychologid ER who prcùvt to have a grtrt d d  OC 
Resource) conbd ovu tôeïr h a M 3  

Marital Status (Social Resource) - 
Living m e m c n t s  (Sociai Rtsource) - 

1 Ody those variables that have a sisiiifi~illlce I d  ofpc. 10 at the bivan'ate levei, as wci! as age and 
ender are listeci h- For a complete Iiaùig of variables cwnruied at the bivariate levei, set Table 33. 

'The levd oCoigui6- tbu is usai is 6 - 0 5  
' Pacaved Contrd Ova Health is significant in M d  2 (Marital Statw included and Living 
Arrangements excluded), and approacfiing sigdicance (p = 0.52) in Modei 1Civing Anangements 
included and Marital Staîus excIuded). - Indiaes no mtistidy sipi6cant relationship at the tnuitivariate ievd. 



Chapter Summary 

This chapter report& on the findings of Research Question # 3. The first 

section ofthe chapter focused on a cornparison ôetween EPs who do and who do aot 

report takuig an adon(s) to deai with their eye prob~em(s). Foilowing this 

~ o r n ~ s o n ,  the most hquentiy mentioned coping stmtegia were comidered. 

Socio-demographic chanicteristics, appraisals, and coping resources were coasidered 

in relation to the specinc mping strategies. ùI onkr to determine what f8ctors are 

associated with the use of certain strategies, both the resuits of bivariate and 

mdtivariate analyses were pisenteci. in general, ~ocio-demographic characteristics 

were not found to influence the use of particular strate-, while in some cases both 

appraisals and coping resources were found to be predict the use of certain coping 

strategies. The following chapter diçcusses the meanuig of these hding within the 

context of the conceptual framework. 



CEAPTER SEVEN= DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Chapter Introàuctioi 

The prirnary pnpose of this tM chapter is to highiight the major hdings of 

this research, and to provide a context by making cornparisons to the existing 

literature. in addition, ~commendations for nihne res*uch will be included Next, 

the study's limitations will be presented In closing, the implications of the research 

findïngs for older addts who are adapting to eye pmblems, and for rehabiiitation 

professionals who try to heip them will be considered 

Diffennces Benveen Older Adrlb With and Without Eye Problems 

This research began by examining the differences that exist between older 

adults with and without eye problems in ternis of socidernographic characteristics 

and coping resources.' nie tendency has been for researchers to focus on a parri*cular 

type of coping resoiuce (e-g., Reinhardt, 1996), while the aim of this research was to 

gain a better understanding of the varie@ of coping raources that older addts 

possess. Cornparisons according to sociOaemographic c~cteristics will be 

considered first, followed by coping resources. 

1 See Table 9 for a surnmary of the dierences between EP and NEP groups. 



Sociodemqraihic Cbaracteristics 

The fïndings of this -ch reveai relationships between age and eye 

problems, and gender and eye pblems. Other studies in the area have also 

deternllned that EPs are older (Branch et al., 1989; Kieùischmidî, 1999, and are 

more lïkely to be fernale than NEPs (Sdvage, 1995). No twitIistanding these fhdings, 

it has been reporteci that although age is associated with eye problems, it does not 

cause them (Cherry, Keller, & Dudley, 199 1). Finally, consistent with the work of 

Branch and colleagues (1989), when age is controiied for, the relationship between 

eye problems aml gender no longer exists. 

Eealth Status 

EPs and NEPs were found to differ in ternis of al1 three of the hedth status 

measures. Consistent with the work of Branch et aL (1989), EPs were found to self- 

asses their heaith poorer, and to require help with more activities of daiIy living 

(ADL'IADL) than NEPs.' In addition, EPs, on average, had more chroaic health 

problems to contend with when compared to NEPs. It is difficult to make a 

cornparison with the existing Literature in ternis of chronic health problems, as 

researchen include different health probiems. 

' There are some differences across the two studies in tenns of what ADL and iADL items are iiiduded. 
Botb studies indude the basic ADLs ofdressing, eating, bathing, and waikmg, whiie the current study 
a h  inchdes toiletting. Brancb et ai. (1989) aiso ask about traosferring and grooming. Turning to 
instrumentai ADLs, both studies inciude shopping, preparing meais, doing household tasks, and 
handling rnoney. The m e n t  study also hcludes using the telephone, taking out trash, and taking 
medication, whiie Branch and colleagues ask about transportation needs. 



Discriminant fimction analyses findings suggest that ADUIADL limitations 

and number of chronic health probiems are most strongiy associated with someoae 

havuig or not havuig eye problems. The tendency for EPs to have more challenges to 

their hpalth could possibly influence how they cope with îheir eye problems. 

However, mearchers such as Lazarus and Fofkman (1984) speculate that challenges 

to one's heaith do not necessarily negaûvely infiuence coping. 

Thus, whereas hedth and energy certainly facilitate cophg efforts - it is easier 
to cope when one is feeling well than when one is not - people who are il1 
and enervated can usually mobilke suniciently to cope when the stakes are 
hi& enough (Lazarus & Foumian. 1984. p. 159). 

P s ~ c h o l ~ c a l  Remarces 

ne second set ofcoping resources that were considered were psychologid 

resources. in general, when Me satisfaction, selfssteem, and ~e~efficacy scores 

were considered both EPs and NEPs scored relatively high (see Table 6). Therefore, 

any differences that exïst between the two groups must be considered with this in 

mind When compared to NEPs, EPs had lower life satisfaction scores. This 

difference has ais0 been reported by other nsearchers (e-g., Davis et al., 1995), albeit 

with sslightly different measures of life satisfaction, and with different samples. Using 

a longitudiaal research design, Horow-tz and colleagues (1994) explored whether the 

relationship between eye problems and lower levels of life satisfaction is one that 

persists over timeS3 Data in this study were collected over three puits in tirne. First, 

baseline data were obtained when indhiduals were refened to the Lighthouse for 

3 Horowtir and colleagues (1994) m m  Life Satisfaction wnh the use of the LXe Satisfaction 
hventory KSI-A) (Neugarten, Havighurst, & Tobin. 196 1 ), modifieci by Adams. 1969. 



vision rehabilitation senices. T h e  1 inteMews were conducteci as won as possible 

afier baseline (no range is provided by the ceseuchers), and before rehabilitation 

sewï= bebegan T h e  2 represents pst-rehabilitation service, and was gatheted 

approximately two years afler tbe Time I interview (Horowitz et al., 1994). 

Horowitz and colleagues (1994) report that having a greater number of 

hctionai vision problemsS is associated with lower levels of life satidaction at time 

one. However, the same was not fomd to be tnie at baseline, or at time two. Overall, 

it appears that eye problems do conaibute somewhat to one's level of life 

satisfaction. However, it is also clear tbat there are many other factors which 

contti'bute to one's Iife satisfaction. 

Next, EPs were found to have lower self-esteem scores than NEPs. This 

tinding is in contrast to the results reported by Davis et al. ( 1995). However, their 

study ody fwwd on Uidividuals with and without macular degeneration, and 

included a slightly different masure of selfesteem? 

Thi-rdly, selfefficacy scores were found to Vary across the sarnple, with EPs 

scoring slightly lower than NEPs. Ne* EPs perceived themselves to possess less 

control over their health than NEPs. Lady, ER and NEPs did not differ in tenns of 

health extemal or intemal locus of control, or medical skepticism. The reviewed 

literaîure does not include mention of differences between EPs and NEPs in ternis of 

self-efficacy, perceived control over hedth, or health locus of control. Such 

- - 

*Funaional vision problaar bciuded distance -ty, number of eye dirgnoaq and number of opticai 
devices and non-optical devices used at baseiine. 

Davis and colleagues (1995) meaaire seIf4seem with the RNûed Feelings of Inadequacy Scde 
(RflS) (Eagly. 1967). 



resources bave the potentiai to assist one with the adjutment process (Dodds, 

Ferguson, Hwes, & YatesJ994); therefore, it is important for future research to 

examine these concepts in relation to coping with eye problems. 

The third group of coping resources tbat were considered were social 

resources. Researchers such as Reinhardt (1996) encourage the use of multiple 

measures of social resources when coasidering older aduits with vision loss- In the 

case of this research, ody one of the seven mial resource indicators reveals 

Merences across the two groups. EPs were less likely than NEPs to be currently 

married This fiwing was expected given that EPs tend to be older, and are more 

likely to be female than NEPs, and the relationship between age and marital statu, 

and gender and marital status (Gee & Kimbail, 1987). 

No merences were found between EPs and NEPs in terms of living 

arrangements, the size of fmily aetwork, number of family network memben seen at 

l e s t  weekiy, number of confidants, number of fkiends, aad perceived instrumental 

suppoc Althou& the existïng Iitera~e has aot specifically comidered many of 

these indicaton, Branch and cokagues (1989) also found w differences between 

EPs and NEPs in terms of social contact with others, and number of confidants. It is 

encouraging that the &îa suggest that EPs and NEPs do not differ significdy in 

ternis of the social resources that they have available to them. This is important, as 



some researchen (Orr, 199 1; W&e, 1991) have argued that social resources are the 

most influential coping resolvce that one can possess. 

Mktedal Rcsoames 

The last group of resources that were coasidered were material murces.  No 

differences were f o d  between EPs and NEP5 in tems of perceived aQquacy of 

household income, and education However, it was found that the EP group had 

lower household incornes than the NEP group. Saivage (1995) dso reports that EPs 

report more problems with income than NEPs. 

In summary, there are certain relationships that exist between socio- 

demographic characteristics and eye problems, and individuai coping resources and 

eye probfems. However, it is important to achiowfedge that except for the 

relationship between chronic health problems and eye problems, ail of the 

relationships between coping resources and eye problems are weak This suggests 

that EPs do not appear to be disadvantaged in tems of the coping resources they have 

access to when compared to NEPs. 

k r i b i n g  the Situation of EPs 

Pnor to investigating the actions that EPs take to deal with their eye problems, 

it waas necessary to describe the situation of people who were living with vision toss 

in later life. In summary, the large majority of the group have had their eye problems 

diagnosed by a health care professional, while the Iength of time since the diagnosis, 



and the length of tîme with the problems variecl across the group. Eye 

conditioas/diseases were mentioned by some respondents, with the majonty of these 

Individuals indicatihg tbat they had cataracts. 

Over one-haif of EPs stated th they did not know the came of their eye 

problems. In cornparison, close to one in five EPs identified the perceived cause of 

advancing age. Davis and colleagues (1995) dso asked respondents the extent to 

which they rmderstood the cause of their vision loss. It was reported that rrspondents 

fell into the tbree categories of correct interpretatioa (33%), some idea (30%), and 

did not know cadwrong idea (37%). Therefore, it is not surprïsing that such a 

large proportion of the current sarnple did not know the came of their eye problems. 

Finallys tbe most fiequently mentioaed symptoms associated with the eye problem(s) 

were poor vision and eye Uritatioe III general, these symptoms were reported to 

interfere with one's activities, and to bother one emotionally. 

Following a description of the situation of EPs, the focus shified to the coping 

strategies used by EPs. Although a varieây of stnitegies were identified by 

respondents, dl of them were examples of problem-focwd strategies. The most 

frequently mentioned strategies were doctor visitdsurgery, medication use, use of 

special equipmentldevices (EQIDEV), and Mestyle adjustments. 

The recognition that EPs use a variety of problem-focused strategies is 

consistent with the fhdings reported by Horowitz et al. (1994). It should be noted 

that these researchers refer to instrumental coping strategies; however, diis category 

is equivalent to the category of problem-focused strategies. Respondents in their 



study acknowledge d g  close to one-half(47.8%) ofthe instrumentai sîrategies that 

were listed. However, the use of these -es is argued to decrease over tirne. 

The kding ofchange in rdi(izaàon of instnimentai strategies shouid not be 
surprishg When individuals ùegin to experience a health problem, there is 
oAen a strong tendency to act aggessively ?O find out information and explore 
aitemative treatments. However. over time, these strategies are not as useful. 
nor aecessarily as needed, as the condition stabilïzes (Horowitz et al., 1994, p. 
66)- 

The current research is uot based on a longitudinal desiga; therefore, it is not possible 

to comment on whether this sample of EPs uses such stnitegies les or more than they 

did in the past 

The tendency for this sample of EPs to report problem-focused strategies is 

not -sing for a number of reasous. First, as a large majonty have had their eye 

problems diagnosed by a h d t h  care professional, the Iikelihood that actions taken 

reflect those tbat wouid be monitored by these professionals (e.g., doctor 

visitslsurgery, medication use) is i n c r e d  Secondiy, the absence of non-medical 

strategies is consistent with the gened under-reporting of self-care type strategies 

(Edwdson, Dean, & Brauer, 1995). Lt may be that the individuais do not 

acknowledge self-care type strategïes as important as the m e n t  options offered to 

them by heaith care proféssionals. 

Thirdly, the absence of emotion-focused stratepies rnay be due in part to the 

wording of the questioa Respoadents were asked "What actions, if any, do you take 

to deal with this problem?" The word "action" may have encouraged respondents to 

report behavioa, rather than to consider emotions. A question such as "What 

emotions have your eye problems produced, and how have you dealt with them?" 



couid potentially draw out sorne of the emotion-focused strategies thai have k e n  

used by EPs. 

Finally, as the information was obtained though self-ceporting, resjmndents 

may have negiected certain t b g s  that they do to manage with their vision loss (e-g, 

arranging fbütufe in a clutter ûee mamer) which has since become a part of 

everyday life. This is compoimded by the f e  that most age related eye problems are 

gradual in nature, and techniques are introduced slowly over time (Reinhardt, 1996). 

The wordïng of the question and the reliame on self-reporting are somewhat related 

in ihat a better question could potentiaily assist respondents in providing a broader 

range of actions that they take to deal wïth their eye poblem(s). 

Descnbing the situation of EPs and the actions that they take to deal with 

their eye problems is significant for a aurnber ofreasons- Fir* a description of this 

sample revealed that EPs represent a diverse group of individuals. Not only did they 

differ in tems of eye related factors (e-g., eye coaditions/diseases) but they also differ 

in terms of how they appraised (e-g., perceived cause) their situations. These 

clifferences suggest that aspects such as professional services need to be flexible to 

accommodate a diverse group of individuals. Finally, a consideration of the coping 

stmtegies reveals the predominance of problem-focused strategies. Notwithstanding 

the tendency to report these types of stnttegies, it was important to coasider the 

variation that does exist in strategies, and the fmon that were associated with these 

di fferences. 



Factors That A n  Assoeiated Witb Copiag StmtcgKs 

A ceview of the Litenihue in the area ofcoping with eye problems revealed 

that littie attention has been p l a d  on the factors that influeuce how one copes, and 

the actiom that he/she takes. Moreover, past research dws aot appear to be based on 

conceptuai or theoretical models. This limitation of the littmtwe motivated the 

curent research to be based on a m w e d  version of Lazanis aad Folkman's (1984) 

conceptual model. It follows, then, that the nnal objective of this research was to 

explore the extent to which çocio-demographic characteristics, appraisais. and coping 

resources are related to the coping strategies that were reporteci by EPs. A description 

of the specific factors tbat were fouad to be associated with each of strategies can be 

found in Chapter Six, while the focus here will be on the influence that socio- 

demographics, a p ~ ~ s a i s ,  and coping resources have on the strategies that were 

identified 

Researchen (e.g-, Moos & Schaefer, 1984) suggest that socio-demographic 

characteristics such as age and gender may Muence one's adjustment or the coping 

process. In this research, the direct relationship between socio-demographic 

characteristics and coping strategies was comidered. There was no association found 

between age and the use of doctor visits/surgery, medication use, or the use of special 

equipment'devices (Table 37). Similady, no association was found between gender 

and the use of any of the three most frequently identified coping strategies. 
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A ~ ~ r a i s a I S  

In conaast to sociodemographic characteristics, appraisals were more Wrely 

to be asdated with coping stratepies (Table 37). The relationship between 

appraisals and coping strategies was expected, as appraisals represent an individuai 

evaluating hidm demanding situation, and the various factors that may eitber 

increase or decrease the threat or stress associated with the situation (Lazanis & 

Folkman, 1984). It follows, then, that ifthe situation is perceived to require theù 

attention, actions will be taken FoNowiag nich a reajization, a decision is made as to 

what type of action to implernent. An individuai may decide that self~are is 

sdcient, while in other cases seeking professionai care may be deemed as more 

appropriate. 

In general, perceived causes were not found to be associated with the use of 

certain strategies. More specifically, even the causes identified by respondents (e-g., 

advancing age, hereditaty/genetic) that were beyoad their control, were not found to 

be indicative of either taking or not taking a partïcular action. h summary, 

identifjring or not identi-g a specinc perceived cause does not appear to be 

associated with the action(s) that one takes to deal with the eye problem(s). 

In contmst, perceived symptoms were found to be iduential. For example, at 

the bivarïate level ody, EPs who identified eye irritation were more likely to report 

medicatioa use, and the use of EQDEV than EPs who did not report the symptom. 

The opposite was found in ternis of doctor visiWsurgery. However, it may be that 

EPs who did identie eye irritation bi it alleviated by the use of doctor Msits/surgery. 



The relationship tbat appears to exist between perceived symptoms and coping 

stmtegies is not surprishg as EPs may believe that their symptom(s) wilI be 

aileviateci with the use of a certain stmtegy- 

FVially, for certain strategies, the length of t h e  with the eye problem(s), the 

amount of interference, a d  the amount ofbother were found to increase the 

likelihood of the acti'on king identifiai. The finding tbat these last three appraisais 

do not consistently appear across the strategies may suggest that these m o r s  only 

influence cenain types of coping strategies, and are rot as important when coping is 

considered more generally. 

in this research, the direct re1ationship between coping resources and coping 

snategies was considered Unlike appraisals, coping resources were generally found 

not to be associateci with the use of certain coping strategies (Table 37). Each of the 

four types of coping resources will be considered in tum- 

Eeaith Status 

The health status indicators of self-assessed hea1th status, chronic heaith 

problems, and ADUIADL limitations were not fond to be related to the actions that 

were taken to deai with eye problems. To begin, although the rneasure of self- 

assesseci health status reflects how individuals perceive their health status, it does not 

provide us with an indication of how they self-assess the health of their eyes. The 



inclusion of a seEassessed health status measure duectly refeniag to the eyes, rnay 

have reveaied altemaîive fïndings For example, poorer ~e~assessed health of the 

eyes may be associated with an hcreased likelihood of doctor visits. FinaiIy, the non- 

importance of chronic health problems and ADULADL ~ t a t ï o n s  serves to further 

strengthen the argument tbat one's general health status is aot necasanly associated 

with how they care for different parts of their body. 

ïhe second set ofcoping resources to be comidered are psychological 

resources. When considered in combination with other factors, lifê satisfaction was 

not found to be associated with the use ofdoctor Msits/surgery, medication use, or the 

use of special equipment/devices. ïhe same resuits appeared for both self-esteem and 

self-efficacy. 

It rnay be that the severity of the eye problems within this population is 

a f f e c ~ g  the relatiomhip between specinc psychological resources (cg., iife 

satisfaction) and coping strategies. While the cumnt sample ùicludes EPs with mil& 

moderate, and severe conditions, it rnay be that when the severity of the eye 

problem(s) is controlled for, relationships between psychologicd resources and 

coping strategies exin6 For example, life satisfacton scores rnay be lower for EPs 

with more severe eye problems. It rnay follow, then, that these individuals rnay be 

more willing to use EQ/DEV with the hopes of improving their life satisfaction. 

6 ïhe  terms mici, moderate, and severe are not r e f d g  to specific acuity Ievels. They shpiy serve as 
an indication of the relative differeaces in severity that &st between EPs. 



UnfortunateIy, the cunent sample does not ailow for dûs sort ofanaiysis as there is 

no information on the sevecity ofthe eye pmblem(s). 

In contrast to the previously meutioned psychologid resources, perceived 

control over health, and medicai skept*cism were found to be associated with the use 

of individuai coping strategies. EPs with more perceived contrd over their heaith 

were found more likely to identify the coping strategy of  E Q M  when compared to 

EPs with less perceived contml over health. In addition, EPs with greater medical 

skepticism were more likely to report doctor visits/surgery when compared to EPs 

with less medical skepticism. At first, this last relatiowhip may seem musual. 

However, as EPs identified actions aiready taken, it may be that die reported doctor 

visits/surgery have i n d  their medical skepticism. However, as there is no 

idormation on rnedicd skepticism ptior to EPs consulting doctors or having surgery, 

it is not possible to declare this with any certahty. In summary, although certain 

psychological resources were associated with cenain coping strate@es, the findings 

do not reved a strong relationship between this son of coping resource and coping 

strate pies. 

With die exception of number of confidants, none of the social resources 

midied here were found to increase the likelihood of using a specific coping strateW. 

This relationship is sornewhat surprising and may be expiained in a number of ways. 

First, except for (nmber of)  codidants, and perceived instrumental support, the 



remaider of the social resources simpfy teflect the number of individuais whom an 

EP identifies (e.g7 number of nien&, nurnber of f d y  network memben), M e  not 

considering the nature of the relaîionships. III com@son, a coafïdant is someoae 

who one c m  talk to, and trust with hider conceras, while perceived support targets 

the help t h  individuais think is available to them £hm others. Among the social 

resource measures Uicluded here, these two corne closest to measuring the nature of a 

relationship. The fhdings here suggest that EPs with fewer confidants are more 

likely to report doctor Msits/surgery than EPs with more confidants. bving less 

confidants may lead one to seek out guidance or matment options tiom a 

professional, as they do not have peen with whom they can discuss their eye 

pro blem(s)- 

Ne* it may be that social resources are not associatecl with the use of the 

strategies that were identified by these EPs. However, social resomes could possibly 

be more influentid in ternis of other mtegies. To illumate, it may be that 

individuals who have fewer social resources woufd be more Iikely to attend a vision 

Ioss support group than individuals who have more social resources. 

Materia l Rcsources 

The final set of resources that were considered were materid resources. 

Researchen such as Lazanis and Folkman (1984) recognize the difficulty in 

establishing the influence of such resources. In the case of this research material 

resourca (monthly howhold income, perceived adequacy of household income, and 



education) are not directiy related to the sûaîegies that were considenxi here. Doctor 

visits/surgery are genefauy covered by the Canadiari heafth care system (Taylor, 

1987); therefore, it should xtot be surprishg that there is no relationship between this 

particular stnitegy and rnateriai resources. If the action was one that required the use 

of private h d s ,  individuais with fewer material murces may have been les  likely 

to idenafy the strate@ as an action that they take to manage their eye problems. 

Conceptuai Fnnework 

The conceptuai finunework that has guided this research has both advantages 

and disadvantages. To begh, the fiamework shouid be commended for its 

comprehensiveness. The coping resowces of health status and psychologicai 

resources attempted to measure both one's physical and mental health, while social 

and material resources served as additional types of coping resources. Secondly, the 

broad nature of the framework lent itself to the operationalization of its concepts, and 

was amenable to testing. More specifically, the fhmework aiiowed for the 

consideration of a number of coping resources, and the potential impact that they 

wouid have on coping strategies. Moreover, aithough the curent research findings 

did not uncover many direct relatioaships between coping resources and coping 

strategies, it can still be argued that health status, psychological resources, social 

resources, and materid resources are coping resources that may on a more general 

level as& an individual when dealing with hisher eye problems. 



In keeping w i i  the work of Lazarus and Follanan (1984). the concepts were 

comidered in a partï~dar order (socio-demographic characteristics, appraisals, 

coping resources, cophg sûategies). By foilowing this order, the cunent research 

rnay not bave reveded ail of the relationships t h  exin Furthemiore, it may be that 

relationsbips between concepts exist in more than one direction, thus concealing the 

complexity OP the coping process. In summary, the coacepual fiamewoik that was 

adopted for this research is somewbat over-simpiified, and rnay require changes in 

order to better get at how older duits cope with eye problems. 

Additional disadvantages associated with the use of this hmework rnay have 

less to do with the fnimework itself, and more to do with the type of data that was 

useci, and the composition of the sample. The use of secondary data Iimited the way 

in which the concepts could be operationalized, which rnay have contnibuted to the 

current findings. 

In cornparison, this conceptual Wework  may be more successfully applied 

when used in relation to primary &ta collection The development of one's own 

measures and concepts, rnay allow for a better fit between the model and the data 

than was the case hem. For example, by including additional measraes specific to 

eye problems, the model might be better equipped to explain the variation that exists 

in terms of cophg with eye problems. An example of an appraisal that could be 

included is self-assessed severity ofeye problems, as it rnay be that the severity of the 

eye problems is indicative of the use of certain cWng straîegies. 



The sample of EPs tbat were used here may have ais0 infiuenced the 

effectiveness of the mode1 in terms of explainhg the coping process. As pPviousiy 

mentioned, the EPs considered here represent a diverse group of individuals. They 

dinered in temis of their conditioILS/diseases, the length of time with eye problern(s), 

and perceived cause(s) and symptoms. It may be that if SUtEgroups of EPs (e-g., only 

those with cataracts) were identibed individually, the modei may have more closely 

reflected the way that they cope. By consideg ail types of EPs sllnuitaneously, the 

dinerences in copuig tbat exist may bave been concealed In other words, the mode1 

may be b e r  at explaining how some groups of EPs group cope rather than how al1 

EPs cope. 

Recommendatioas For Future Research 

While this study has contriiuted to the research Iiterature on managing with 

eye problems in later Mie, there are many areas that futlire researchen need to focus 

o n  In a most general sense, the question of generaiizability of the findings of this 

study reveals the need for additional research in the atea The cunent sample is 

relatively mal1 in size; therefore, a a p l e  with a greater number of indMduals in 

each of the age categories, as well as a greater proportion of males, would enhance 

the generalizability of the fhdings. As it stands now, the sample tends to be older, 

and fernale. 

Next, there are some measures relating to eye problems that are noticeably 

absent nom the &ta set, that future research needs to consider. For example, 



tespoudents were not asked to indicate the name of the eye condition/disease that 

they had It may be that ce- cophg sbategies are ass0claSSOClated with paiticular 

conditi~~diseases~ io addition, t h  was no objective or subjective indidon of 

the seventy of the eye problems. This could have been gatheted with either a cfinical 

measurernent (e-g., acuity levels), or by the ~e~teporting of fespondents. The 

presence of such a maisure would have dowed for a coasideration of the 

relatioaship between the severity of the eye @lems, and the actions that are taken 

to deal with such problems. 

There is also the ueed for more longitudiaal stuclies, perfiaps qualitative in 

nature, which focus on the management of eye problems in later Iife. As the present 

research retied on cross-sectionai &ta, it is based on retrospective self-report@. 

Moreover, it did not allow for a consideration of longer term behaviours. 

Longitudinal studies would help to uacover how older adults deal with such 

problems, as  well as what factors conûibute most to successful adapfation over time. 

Qualitative data collection would allow for direct questioning on how EPs have 

experienced the coping procas. Moreover, this methodology would allow for 

specific questions that focus on the etnotional coping that bas taken place, such as 

with the use of emotion-focused coping stratepies. 

Finally, in order to better understand how older adults corne to manage with 

their eye problems, futwe research needs to consider including an extensive list of 

coping strategies. Two examples of such Lists are available but only one is specific to 

vision pmblems. First, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) have developed a "Ways of 



Coping" list Respondents are asked to uidicate whether a specific way to cope is 

something that is not u d ,  u>mewhat used, used quite a bit, or us& a great deai. For 

exampie, one of the ways of coping is "Talked to someone to find out more about the 

~ituation'~. One of the strengths of this lia is the inclusion of both emotion-focused, 

and problem-focused coping strategïes. However, ii is 1 S e d  in that is does not 

specifically address coping with vision Ioss 

in cornparison, Horowitz and colleagues (1994) have used a scale developed 

by the Elderly Care Research Center (ECRC) in order to index the variety of coping 

strategies that are used deai with vision loss. "Respondents were asked whether or 

not they were likely to use each of22 coping strategies in deaihg with their vision 

loss, a specific poblem situation* (Horowitz et al., 1994, p. 15). The items Uiclude a 

wide range of strategies nich as seeking out information h m  othen, expecting the 

worse, and aitering activities. In generai, it is perceived that these sorts of lists are 

effective to use, as they serve to cue respondents as to the range ofstrategies that they 

cunentiy use, or that they have used in the past when deding specifically with their 

eye problems. In addition, différences in coping may ernerge when a larger number 

of coping strategies are exarniued 

Limitations of This Research 

Upon reviewing the curent research, there are a number of limitations that 

exist. First, it should be noted that this research is limited in ternis of its sample. The 

relative1 y small sample size not only restrïcted the types of analyses that were 



conducted, but it also limits the generalization of any findings. in addition, the 

sample represents the "siwivors" of the original study- These hdividuals were more 

likely to be in better heaIth and les  bctioaally disabled then those original 

participants who were lost to the follow-up Referring specifically to the EP sample, 

generalizability is limited as a smaii sample size wodd not allow for certain controls 

to be taken With a larger ample size, it may bave been possible to have contcolled 

for such factors as eye coadltioddisease, and length of time with eye problems(s). In 

light of these points. generalizations must be made cautiously. 

Another weakness centers aromd the data set that was use& as it was 

relatively general in nature. An i n t e ~ e w  schedule designeci specificaliy to explore 

vision loss would possible lead to more accurate findings, and would allow for more 

detailed questions which focus solely on eye problems. Moreover, the use of this 

data set does not allow us to answer certain research question such as "What fkctots 

contriiute to more successful long-tenn adaptation to vision Ioss in later life?" 

Finally, there are nurnerous limitations that relate to the current investigator's 

"...lack of control over the content of the data" (Black, 1995). As secondary data 

analyses involve data gathered by another for merence purposes, some of the 

questions were not worded the way the cunent cesearcher would have preferred, or 

were sïmply not included For example, although the A D W L  activities give a 

good indication of respondent's functional iimitations, it does not allow for an 

understanding of how many of these activities are directly affaed by vision loss. 

Moreover, the absence of key variables such as name of eye conditionldisease, and 



severity of the eye problems is noticeable, as it may be that these facors influence 

how EPs cope with their eye problems. 

hpliations for Older Adulb wïth Eye Probkms and Rehbilitation 

Notwithstanding the n c o ~  limitations of the research, this study has 

provideci some information tbat may be heipfüi to those older aduits who are living 

with eye problems, or those uidividuals who try to help them. First, as EPs are diverse 

in nature, it is both necessary and appropriate to hrtûer explore their differences 

across such factors as eye condition/disease, and severity, so that inte~entions and 

seMces can be planned for, and provided accordinglyy Second, the finding that 

appraisais are important predicton of the use of certain coping strategies suggests 

that the way in which respondents perceive theu situation is predictive of the types of 

actions they take. in other words, respondents evaluate their situation, and decide 

whether they can treat the condition themselves, or should seek professional are. 

Finaily, research hdings suggest that in generd, older adults with vision loss 

have access to many of the same copiag resources when compared to those without 

such problems. This is important for professionals to emphasize, as it suggests that 

generally, EPs are not any worse off tban NEPs when it cornes to the coping 

resources that they possess. Aithough the cment research may not have uncovered 

the direct or indirect influence that coping resowces have on coping strategies, it may 

stïll be that coping . .. .- .. resources at 0% M i e  or anoaer will assis an older adult in 
. a .  . . *  

- m .  - . ........ 
dealing with their eye problems. 



Chapter S u m ~  

This fiaal chapter hiwghted the major fmdings of the t h e  research 

questions, while drawing cornparisons based on the iiterature- This mis foiîowed by 

a consideration of the conceptual hmework that was used to guide this research. In 

addition, recornmendaîions for friture iesearch were included, folIowed by the study's 

Limitations. Next, the implications of the research fhdings for o b r  aduits who are 

adapting to 9 e  problems, and for rehabilitation pfessionals who tq to help them 

were considered 
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APPENDlX A: VARIABLES USED ïlV THE STUDY 
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' O - M e  

1 - F d e  

Dichotom<nis 
Ratio wbeu almmed 

Masiucment 
Ratio 
Nominal 

b 

Psycholopjcai Resowces 
Lif&satisfsaioa 

Perceiveâ Cootrol 
Over Bdtb 

Comtrol (Erteru4 Sm-dual items. I I 1-Ggtee 
Internai, and 2-Disagree 1 nunined 

H d t h  Locus of  

How much control do 
you think you have 

Ratio when items 
d 

See Appendk B for 
individuai items, 

over yourhealth? 
See Appendix E for 

McdidSkeptieirm1 
Sdf- 

O - Disagree 
I - Undecideci 
2-Agree 
1 - None 
2 - Some 

SdC-Cnîicy 

Ordinal 

3 - A .gmt deal 
O - Strongiy agree 

. 

See Appendk C for 
ind~duai  items. 

individuai items. 

Ratio when items 

Sec Appendar D for 

3 - stroÜgIY Disagree 
O - Strongiy agree 
1 - 
2 - Disagree 

I - Agree 
2 - Disagee 
3 - Stronqly disagree 

Ratio w f m  items 
summed 

3 - Strongiy disagree 
O - Strongiy agret 

swnmed 
Ratio whcn ncms 



Marital S t r m  
Social Resources I 
Living Amngemeab 

What is your marital 
stahis? 

How many people, if 
any. live here with you? 

dau.&ers) do you have? 
ofyour(tather, Xnomat* 
brothers, sisters, sons, 
rliiiiphted* -y 
do you have contact 
with? (evcry day/once a 
week or more) 
Do you teceive 
emotiod support fkom 
anyone? That is, do you 
have someone who you 
confide in, talk to about 
yourself your conceniS. 
etc.? (If Ys) How 

mer than relatives, 
how many people do 
you have at least weekly 
contact with? 
ifyou were not feeiing 
weü. for w h a t w  
reason. who, if anyone 
wouid get g-es, 
essentiais, etc., for you?" 
mer areas include 
house-c1eaning, m d  
preparation, getting to 
the doctorhospitai, and 
who ifanyone wodd get 
d e d  m an emergency. 
or ifinformation was 
needed about heaith 
maners? 

4 - Widowed 
O - Lives done 
L - Lives with one or more 

k b e r  of confidants 
(continuous) 

Nmber of fiiends 
(continuous) 

O - No one 
1 - At Ieast one penon 

Nominal 

Ratio when summed 

Ratio when sui~ned 

Ratio 

Ratio 

Ratio when the six 
items summed 



monthiy lncome hr your 
househoid? 

Pwmived Adeqoicy of 
H o t d d d  k o œ e  

I 1 schooling do you hase? 1 1 I 
Edoeation 

Ordinai 
1 

How m a q  yeacs of 

How do you tbink your 
household hcome and 
assetscurreatlysatisfy 
your needs? 

I - Very wel[ 
2 - Meqyatdy 

'3-wthsolne 
diflïdty 

4-Notverywdl 
5 - Totally inadequate 
Yean - continuow Ratio 



l Lnngth of  Time Wiîh Eyc 
--O) 

What Ül YOW O-OQ, 

taud t f k  problem? 

What are tht spacific 
symptoms of this 
problem? 
How long ago did 
you fmt notice tbis 
problem? 
How much do the 
symptoms interfère 
wnh your day to day 

How much does is 
bother you that the 
symptoms are 
prexm? 

Coping Strntcgiu What actions, Eany, 
do you take to deai 
with this probiem? r-Ï- 

1 - Not at aii 
2 - Some 
3 -Agreatdeal 

1 - Not at ail 
2 - Some 
3 - A m d e a i  

Medication Ose 
use of speci-a 
EquiprnendDevices 



AIDPIINDIX R: LIFK SArl'IS1~AC1'IC)N IN IIEX Z: PREQIIRNCIISS AND REI,IARII,I'~'IES' 

Disagnc Not Sum Agree No Alpha if 
Statement O !  ./. ./. Reaponse Item 

./. ~tltrtd* 
1.  As 1 grow older, thirigs seein better than I thought they would bc. 
2. 1 have gotien i i~ore OC the breaks in lik tl~an annost pople I kiiow. 
3. Titis is the dreririest time o f  i i iy lifé. 
4,  Most o f  the tliings I do arc: boring or riionotonous. 
5.  As I look back on my life, 1 am fairly well satisfied, 
6. 1 am jus( as happy as when I was younger. 
7. 1 have made plans for things l'II ôe doiny a month or a ycar from now. 
8. The things I do are as inkresting to me they ever werc. 
9. When I think back over my life, I didti't yet inosi o f  the important tbiiigs I wciiied. 
10. Tliese are the best years of tny li fe, 
I 1. Compared to other people, I get down in the dumps too often. 
12. I I iwe gonen pretty inwcli what I expected out o f  life. 
13. ln spiie of  wlint people =y, the lot of the average persan i s  getting warsc, nat 

1 Source: Wood, V,, Wylie, M. L., & Sheafor, B. ( l969), An analysis of a short self-repor) iiiwsure of lik salisiiactian: Correlation with rater jwdgments, 
m a l  of Gerontoloyy, 24(4), 465-469. 
* Does not incliide missing values. 
' Cronbach's alpha for all items = .74 (n = 391) (NEP yroi~p = .71, EP yroiip = .77) 
* I)cnaîes answcr indicating yatisfaction, 







APPENDIX E: ~NEALTIN LOCUS OF CONTROLI' 
PREQII ENCIES, HEIIABII~Ir~ll i :S AND PAC'MDRS 

-- - 

Strongly Agree Dhagree Strongly Alpha if 
Agree VO O/o Disagree item 

O/o Va Deleted2 _ _ -  ._-. . ___.. --- . .--.. - ..---. .. .---- -----. -..-...- --._... .--. . . - -.. - - - . ---- ----- - --- .-. -- .-...--.- --.--- .----_C-----i-- 

I . Getting well is onen a tnatter of chance. 2.8 28.9 52.7 5.  1 ,6 1 
7. I'eople who never get sick are just plain lucky. 3.3 56.5 33.0 1 ,O ,55 
1 1. Good health is largely a manar o f  good forlune. 3.1 46.8 40,7 1,3 ,68 
22. No inatter wliat 1 do, if I ain yoii~g to yet sick. 1 wil l  get 0.5 4 6 5  42,7 2.0 -- 
siçk:' 

' Source: Seyall, A. ( 1983). uewiew schedide. 1983 W i n m r e a  nudy. Winnipe~, MD: Depanment of Socidoyy, University of  Manitoba. 
drawiny on tlia work of': Freidson, E. (1961). W n t s '  view 3 .  

s of &ical practicg, New York, NY: Russçll Sage Foiindation; 
I.au, R.R., & Ware, J.F. (1981). Refinements in ihe mecisurenient of health-specific locus-of-control beliefs. Cttrg, WZ), 1 147-1 158; and 
Wallstoi~, B.S., Wallston, K.A., Kaplan, G.D., & Maides, S.A. (1976). üevelopmeni and validaiion of  the healih locus of control (HLC) scatet. Jolirnd~f 
S _ l a a d ~ i n ~ ~ ~ & ~ ,  9f1(4), 580-585. 
' Ihcs es101 include tuising values. 
' 'l'his staimireni doe~ not liicior inio the same factor as the ottw three, and is iherefore dcletul fwni ihc seale. 
' Reoponses uî' stronyly aBree indicate belid' in external contrd/chance 
' Cronbach's alpha for ail items = .70 (NEP group = . ' i l ,  EP ymup = .68) 







Principal Components Aiialysis of Eealth Locus of Contrd 

Item Com~uuüty 

Factor Eigenvalue Percentage o f  
Va riance 

Cumulative 
Percent 





Appendu E eoatinued 

Meosum 

Extemal 

Medical 
Skepticism 

Interna1 

Medical 
skePticism1 
~lrternal' 

hternal' 

Varimax Rotation of Eealth Locus oCControl 

Factor 4 Factor S 

?bis is the concept rhat the items was e x p d  to factor hto. 



APPENDIX F: BEALTH PROBLEMS OF EYE PROBLEM (EP) AND 
NO EYE PROBLEM (NEP) CROUPS 

E h  with Pmôient NEA with Roblen Total SampIe with 
96 % Problem 

% 
Redth Roblem (n = 126) (n = 265) (n = 391) 

Sîmke Bsri-sri-Blood, -C;FK ' - -. - ' . 

m e r  Circulation 
Pro blems 

- - .  - T ' j j $ . :  :- .<r .- - 
Cancer 
Diabdes - - 

Breathing Pro blems 
-- - 

Thyroid Trouble 
S ~ T r O P b f & '  1 ' < * - 

Dentaï Problems 
Em**d ar M .  "' ' 

-,- -. .. .._ . -.A++, -..__- &+ - ..-. .- -. 
Foot or Limb 

Problems 
skih.ZTmuble 

Eye Tioablc 
Ear Trouble 
ln- - . .. , - - - - - .  - -  - 
Other BIaàder 

Problems 

Fractures 



APPEiYDIX G: COMPARlSONS USED TO DESCRIBE THE SITITATION OF 
THE EYE PROBLEM GROUP @P)' 

A) A Cornparison of Do Not Know Cause aud Know Cause of Eye Roblem(s) 
Oroups by Ag+ and  ende el 

Do Not Knon Came ffiow Cause 
Variables O!! % 

Age 
68 - 79 (a = 73) 46.6 53-4 
80+ (n = 52) 63 -5 36.5 

x2 =3.48, dX = 1, as; Phi=,17 
Gcadff 

~Uale (n = 35) 51-4 48.6 
F d e  (n = 90) 54.4 45.6 
~2 = -09, dE = 1, ns; Phi = .O3 

B) A Cornparison of Advancing Age is Cause and Advancing Age Not Cause of Eye 
Roblem(s), by Age, ~ e n d d  

Advrneing Age U Advracing 
Variables Cause Age Not 

% Cause 
'!4 -- 

Age 
68 - 79 (n = 73) 20.5 79.5 
8 0 i  (n = 52) 21.2 78-8 
x2 = -01, d-f = 1, as; Phi = -01 

Gcadtr 
MaIe (n = 35)  S5.7 74.3 
Femaie (n = 90) 18.9 81.1 
~2 = -71, d.E = 1, ns; Phi = -.O8 

C) A Cornparison of NO Symptoms and At Leaa One Symptom ~ W S  b~ LQBth ofThe 
with Eye Pmblem(s)' 

No Symptoms At Lnwt Ont 
Variabks 9& Symptom 

-- 94 A 

h g t h  o f  Tme Witb Eye Pmbïm(s) 
0-3 (n = 67) 16.4 83 -6 
4+ (n = 58) 10.3 89.7 

in these tables the percemages are added horizontdiy and the cornp~solls are made &&y. 
' I f  n does not equal 126 on an independent variable th mnaindu are imsshg values. 



D) A Cornparison of P o a  V ï o n  (Symptom) and No Pwr Vision (Symptom) -ups by 
Age. Gnider, Length of Tiie With Eye Roblcm(s), Amouut ofhterfc~cllct, and Amount of 
BO&& 

Poor Virion No Poo? 
Varhbks ( S Y ~ P ~ O ~ )  Vîîioa 

(Symp-1 
96 

Am 
68 - 79 (n = 73) 65-8 342 
8- (n = 52) 80.8 192 
~2 = 3.40, d.f = 1, ns; Phi = -16 

Gcndef 
Male (n = 35) 80-0 20.0 
Fernale (n = 90) 68-9 31.1 
~2 = 1.54, = 1, ns; Phi=--11 

L e m g t h  of  Ti With Eye ProMca(s) Cyeam) 
0-3 (n = 67) 65-7 34.3 
4+ (n = 58) 79.3 20.7 
~2 =2.87,dX = 1, ns;Phi=.15 

Amornt of T i ~ ~  
Not At AU (n= 81) 65.4 34.6 
Some/A Great Deal (n = 43) 86.0 14.0 
~2 = 6.00, dX = 1, F.05; Phi = 22 

Amount OrBotber 
Not At Aii (n = 59) 59.3 40.7 
Some/A Great Deai (n = 62) 83.9 16.1 
~2 = 9.02, d.E = 1, p<.01; Phi = -27 

t in this table the percentages are added horizomally and the ~ompa~sons are made vdcally. 
if n d a s  not equal 126 on an independent the remainda are aiissing values. 



E) A Cornparison of Eye Imt8tikm (Symptom) and No Eye W o n  (Symptom) Oroups by 
Age, Genk, Length of Tirne with EYC Roblem(s), Amount of W i e  and Amom of 
~otile?= 

t%c 
68 - 79 (n = 73) 20.5 79.5 
8W (n = 52) 30.8 69.2 
~2 = 1.70, hf, = 1, ns; Phi = -12 

Gendet 
Maie (n = 35) 22.9 77-1 
Female (n = 90) 25-6 74.4 
~2 = 0.10, cLE = 1, as; Phi = -03 
MW ocri m E Y ~  ~o#cai~) cy-) 

0-3 (n = 67) 26.9 73.1 
4i- (n = 58) 22.4 77.6 
~2 = -33, d.E = 1, ns; Phi = - 0 5  

Amoairt of I i ~ ~ c e  
Not At AU (n=81) 21.0 79.0 
SomefA Great Deal (n = 43) 32.6 67.4 
~2 = 2.01, dX = 1, os; Phi = -13 

Amornt of Batlier 
Not At AU (n = 59) 20.3 79-7 
Some/A Great Deal (n = 62) 30.6 69-4 
~2 = 1-69, d.E = 1, us; Phi = -12 

' in this tabie the percestages are added hontodly and the cornparisons are d e  vertidy. 
En does not equal 126 on an independent the remahder are miss'ig values. 



F) A Corn- of Amount of Iuterfictcllce Groups by Amouuî of Botha. Agc Gendcr, the 
Length of T i e  W& Eye Prab1an(s), and Nrnnber ofsymptoa~ Eteprtcd2 

Not At AII SomdA Gmt 
(Amount Dal  (Amount 

Aaout &sotLa 
Not at AiI (a = 60) 95.0 5.0 
SomdA Great Deai (n = 62) 38.7 61.3 
~2 = 43.3, dE = 1, p<.ûûl; Phi = .60 

4!P 
68 - 79 (n = 73) 72.6 27.4 
8û+ (n = 52) 55.8 53 -5 
~2 = 3-81, dE = 1, ns; Phi = -17 

Ghder  
Male (a = 34) 50.0 50.0 
E d e  (n = 91) 71.4 28.6 
~2 = 5-04. dE = 1, p<.OS; Phi = -.20 
mm acre witb Eye -SI v-1 
0-3 (II = 66) 71 -3 28.8 
4+ (n = 59) 59.3 40.7 
x2 = 1-95, df. = 1, as; Phi = -12 

NanberOfS~pt6iiu Rcporlcd 
O (n = 16) 100.0 0.0 
1 (n = 90) 64-4 35.6 
2-1- (n = 18) 38.9 61.1 
~2 = 14.07, &f. = 2, p<.OO 1; Cramer's V = 34 

' In this table the pacenrages are addd borimntaily and the compariso~~~ are made - d y -  
if n d o a  not quai 126 on an independent variable the remahder are misshg values. 



G) A Cornparison of Amount of- GroupP by Agc. G e n k ,  the L e  oftime With Eye 
Roblem(s), the Amount oflnterfgcll* md tbe Ninnbcr of Symptoms 

Nat At AU Somc/A Gmt 
(Amouat of Dcrl (Amount of 

Aw 
68 - 79 (n = 71) 52-1 47.9 
Sot (n=51) 45.1 54.9 
~2 = -59, df = 1, us; Phi = -07 

tender 
Maie (n = 32) 43-8 56.3 
Female (n = 90) 51-1 48.9 
~2 = -51, df, = 1, ns; Phi = 9.06 

Length dTii witb Eye Probkr(s) (Y-) 
0-3 (n = 66) 45-5 54.5 
44- (n = 56) 53-6 46.4 
~2 = -80, df. = 1, ns; Phi = -.O8 

N u k  of S y œ m  R e p o c d  
O (n = 16) 93-8 6.3 
1 (O = 87) 44-8 552 
2+ (n = 18) 27-8 72.2 
~2 = 16.67, dE = 2, p<..001; Cramer's V = -37 

1 In this tabie the percentages are added horizoWy and the cornparisons are made verticallyy 
2 Ifn does not equal 126 on an independent the remainder are missing values. 
' There are less tban 5 cases in one of the ce&. 



APPENDCX H= LOGISTIC RECRESSIONS: CORRELATES OF THE COPING 
STRATEGY DOCTOR VISîTS/SüRGERY & USE OF SPECML 

EQüWMENT/DEMCES 

A) bfedical Skepacism Not Inçluded (n = 104) 

B Wdd R B Wald R B 

0.48 
Medicai Skepticism Not hcluded 

Wald 

0.0 1 

0.39 
0.00 

2- 16 
5.2 1 

0.90 

3.47 

B ) SeIf-esteem Not included (n = 99) 

B Wald R B Wald R B Wald R 

Constant 2.02 0.40 - 1.36 0.17 - 1.66 0.23 - 
i ?s&bdemagrrpbic 

Age -0.01 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 
Gender -0.22 0.17 0.00 -0.50 0.74 0.00 0.13 0.03 0.00 - 

. Appniub 
- Eye lmtatioa -0.94 3.27 -0.11 -1.10 3.83 -0.t3 - 

Amount of  Intederencc -1.19 5.38* -0.17 -0.96 3.10 -0.10 
. copïng Resourccs 

Selîutum SeIf-esteem Not IncIuded 
Medicd Skcpticism 0.88 2.80 0.09 
Confidrnts -0.57* 3.89 -0. 14 

-2LL = 1 13.75 -2LL = 103.28 - 2 U  = 95-92 
Improvement = Imprwement x2 = Impmvement x2 = 
0.26, d.f. = 2. ns 10.47,d.f-=2,p<.Ol 7.36,dd.T.=2,p<.05 



C) ConfIdants Not k l d  (n = 99) 

Consunt 2.02 0.40 - 1.36 0-17 - 
SociolGnsgrpiu- 

Age -0.01 0.07 0.00 0-01 0.06 0-00 
Gender 4.22 0.17 0.00 -0.50 0.74 0-00 

APP- 
Eye [m'tstiaa 4-94 3.27 4.1 i 
Amount of Intederemce -1.19. 5.38 -0.17 
C o p i n g p r r u ~ .  
Sdf4eem 
Mdid Sùepticism 

Confidams Not IncIuded_ c s n o ; i n ! .  & - ---- ---. - -- -. ---------- 
- 2 U  = 113.75 -2LL = 103.28 

D) Coping Resoufces Entered Prior to Appraisds (n = 99) 

B Wald R B Wald R B Wald R !  
I 

2.02 0.40 - 0.9t 0.07 - 0.88 0.06 - 

Apprrbds 
Eyc Initation -1.00 3.07 -0.10 ! 

Amount of fatederence - - _ . . . . -0.83 2.18 6.04 ' 

-TU = 113.7s- -2LL = 1OO.W -2U=94>3 - 



Appedis B coahued 

E) Amount of Interfezcllce and Amount of Bottier Not hcluded (n = 100) 

t 

B Wald 

: Comtrnt 2-26 0.52 
!- 

* * pLTc : churicacnracs 
I Agt 4.01 0.11 
! Gclider 4-26 0.24 
; npp.ha 
i Eye Irriîation 

Amount ofhtdkrence 
i Amount of %ther 
r coouia- : scitdeem 

M d i d  Siceptichm 

R B W U  R B 

- 2-13 0-46 - 1 -44 

0.00 4-01 0.03 0.00 -0.00 
0.00 4.24 0.19 0.00 0.45 

-1-13* 5.19 4-17 -1.14* 
Amount of I n t a c e  Not Inciuded 

Amount of Bother Nor Included 

0.80 
1 .os* 

0.39, &f. = 2, ns 5.10, di, = 1, FOS 12.26, d.f. = 3, -01 

Lagistic Rcgrcssions: Correlatas of the Coping Sliotcgy 
Use of Speciai EquipmtntAkvices 

F) Marital Stanis and Living Arrangements Not Included (n = t OS) 

i fndepiicdc~ Voriabk a* 1 - 2  * 3 -----A i 
i 

i 
i B Wald R B Wdd R B Wdd R 
! 

I 
1 Coastrat -1.27 0.13 - 4-75 0.04 - - 1  0.27 - 
Isdcios#oeipriii 

i 
- .  1 

1 Ar='-"= 

-0.00 0.00 0.00 4-02 0.14 0.00 -0.01 0.03 0.00 1 I 

Gender 4.43 0.59 0-00 -0.30 0.25 0.00 9.26 0.19 0.00 1 
;- i 
1 Eyc Irritation 0.85 2.17 0.04 0.90 2-36 0.06 i 
f Amount of Intederenct 0.94 2.70 0.09 1.08 3.35 O. 12 ! 

l C~~ t 
, Perceiveci Contrd Over 

i 
1.29* 4.61 0.17 i 

Edth 1 
/ L M O ~  ~rruigcmtllb Living Arrangements Not included 
Marital Strtus Marital Status Not inchdeci 

- 2 U  = 92.42 -2LL = 86.78 -2LL = 82.30 1 
! 

ïmpmvemciit x2 = ïmprovement x2 = ïmprwemeat x2 = ! 

0.58, df. = 2, as 5.64, dT. = 2, ns 4.58, d.T. = 1, pc.05 f 
L 




